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1.  The report consists of three main parts..  Part A analyses the 
~work  in \'lhich  the relationship bct\·reen  the demand  for on- time 
information services and  its price can be as'sessed.  It also examines 
published material relevant to the problem.  Part B describes the 
results obtained from the empirical work  undertaken through interviews 
and postal questionnaires.  Part C uses this material to define 
demand  relationships over time  and sets out the conclusions of the 
research together vdth recommendations  for further work. 
2.  Tb  analyse the responsiveness of demand  to price either all other 
determining factors must  be  held constant or the effect of each of 
these factors must  be  separately assessed.  As  the first is impossible 
in the rapidly changing  demand  situation,  the second had to be 
attempted.  Thus  the actual study is an analysis of the determinants 
of demand  for on-line information with sepcial reference to the 
effect of price. 
· 3.  In setting out the theoretical framevrork  a  number  of special 
elements in the demand  for on-line information were  noted. 
They  include: 
(a)  The  extent to which  on-line information 
services provide a  di~'ferent product than 
that available by  other means. 
(b)  The  special role played by  the budget in 
determining the capacity of organisations 
to respond to price changes  and  its 
differential effect on  the short and  long 
term response to price changes. (ii) 
(c)  The  existence of rrany  possible price 
structures,  including price per query, 
price per m:inute,  tl.;o-part tariffs and 
annual subscriptions which  affect both 
overall responsiveness and that of 
particular groups  to changes  in price. 
(d)  There  are important distinctions between 
the price paid to on-line suppliers, the 
cost borne  by  the organisation and  the 
cost borne  by  the user which 'rill affect 
responsiveness  to price changes. 
(e) There are possibili  tt.ies  of using market 
power  to produce monopoly  situations, 
both in the supply of data bases or in 
• 
the provision of transmission systems. 
(f)  There is a  theoretical case for subsidising 
information services but government  involvement 
could reduce  the responsiveness of demand. 
4.  We  designed a questioru1aire  covering each of these special elements, 
the effect of price on  demand  for on-line services and  the expected 
trends in demand  growth. 
5·.  Forty-two organisations provided information of whom  twenty-t\•lo 
were  interviewed.  They  include ~xam~les of each activity in the 
. provision of on-line services, data base  suppliers, hosts, nodes, 
intermediaties large, small and potential users. (:i i 1) 
6.  The  sample  is very  limited and all the conclusions in this 
report must  be  regarded as tentative both because of this 
small sample  and because on-line information services are still 
very much  in the experimental stage. 
7~  With  this reservation the conclusions  from  the empirical 
analysis were: 
(i)  At  the present time  demand  is limited both by  the type 
of D1formation available and by  the apparent need for information 
personnel to access the system.  If these two  factors  cannot 
be modified demand  \rill increase less then ten-fold over the 
next ten years.  Greater gro\'lth is also not likely to occur 
unless commercial  economic  and product data bases become  available 
(Conclusions  1-4,22) 
(ii) Most  respondents  find pricing per minute  the most  acceptable 
form  of charging but  some  large users could see the benefit of 
charges  including both fixed and variable elements.(Conclusions 5-7) 
(iii) It was  difficult for respondents  to assess responsiveness 
to price changes  because of limited experience and because much 
of this experience had  involved  exper~ents in which many  users 
had  obtained their searches free of charge.  (Conclusion  8) 
(iv) Taking  this into account it appeared that the most  likely 
reaction to changes·in price up  to  20%  was  to cut back  usage 
by  more  efficient searching procedures.  Elasticity appeared to 
be  slightly less than - 1, risine to -1 a.t  about  20%.  Above  this 
fie;ure  demand  would  fall off rapidly and  demand  would  certainly be 
elastic  (Conclusion  9). 
(v)  The  response  to a  price reduction by  existing users mirJ1t  be (iv) 
~ather stmilar,  close to -1 up  to pernaps  a  20%  reduction, elastic  -
for a greater reduction.  The  response by  potential users is much 
harder to estimate.  The  price elasticity obtained from  existing 
users understates the overall price elasticity but we  cannot 
estimate by  how  much.  (Conclusion 10). 
(Vi)  The  type of budget  available to organisations \'tas  found  to 
be a  very  important  determinant of demand.  Most  thought that if 
there was  no  specific budget  for information organisations would 
have  difficulty in using on-line searching.  Th?-s  applies particulal  ... ly 
to university users.  Those  with a  budget  either for on-line 
searching or information as a  whole  thought that it was  difficult 
to vary their budget in the short-run but possible in the longer- rw1, 
if it could be  justified in cost-effectiveness grounds  (Conclusions 
11-lG  & 21). 
(vii) There  \'lCre  differing views  as to the extent to which  on-line 
searching caJl  be  regarded as a  distinct product.  Users  thoue..,ht 
manual  search was  a  close substitute.  Information specialists 
thought not.  (Conclusion  20) • 
(viii)  Response  to changes  in the direct price would  be  greater 
than response to changes  in elements  regarded as overheads. 
(Conclusion 17). 
(ix)  The  major bottieneck appeared to be  in providing servicing 
once  the on-line search has  been  completed.  Terminal  costs were 
not seen as a major bottleneck at current  usage levels but could 
limit the spread to a  large number  of smaller users who  do  not 
already have  suitable equipment.  (Conclusion 18-19). 
(x)  The  cross-elasticity of derrand  between  services supplying 
. ' B. 
(v) 
similar data appeared to be  large. (Conclusion  23). 
(xi) Elasticity of demand  for on-line services v1ith  respect to the 
general level of economic  activity appeared to be  greater than 
unity  (Conclusion  24). 
(xii)  There was  some  doubt  as to whether  expansion in output 
would  result in decreased prices rather than only  decreased 
costs because many  costs are currently not being covered in 
prices charged.  (Conclusion  26) 
(xiii)  ~1ere was  great uncertainty about  the likely charging 
policies of PTTs  which  appeared to be  acting as a  brake on 
demand.(Conclusion  27-28). 
(xi  v)  Some  large users were  against any  eoverm1ent  intervention 
but most  thought  that there was  a  case for intergovenmental 
co-operation..  They  were  less sure about  the case for subsidy. 
(Conclusion  29) • 
(xv)  The  questionnaire responses  suggested a  growth in total 
dem'3.nd  of about  ten-fold in relation to 1976  demand  although 
greater expansion would  be  possible if there was  a  combination of 
favourable factors.  (Conclusion  25). 
(xvi)  From  the data available to us  it ~as not possible to 
estimate the mathematical or numerical  form  of the deiTand  function 
over time, although the properties of these functions were  identified . 
(Conclusion 30). 
The  consultants recommend  ~~o areas for further work: 
(i)  The  moni taring of demand  by  European  users of on-line services 
as material becomes  available.  This should cammence·later in 1976 
and  should be  put onto a  continuing programme  basis  (Conclusion 31). 
The  moni taring should include survey of potential users. 
(iii)  A  study of American  experience should also be  undertaken,  as (vi) 
this is the only market where  the servi.ce has  been available 
for an  adequate period for numerical analysis to be  feasible. 
(Conclusion  32) - 1  -
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I  TERr·1S  OF  REFEHENCE 
In December  1975  the consultants were  conrnissioned to conduct  a  study 
on  'the demand  for on-line information services as a  function of the charges' 
in order to assist the postal administrations of E.E.C.  member  states 
and those who  are defining the EURONET  system to plan the organisational 
structure of the net\'lork  and the telecommt.mications  linkages and  to 
determine a  rational pricing policy for the provision of the service. 
The  terms  of reference of the study required that the consultants 
should use  data already available from  PA  and  FANDATA  studies as well as 
quantitative and qualitative material collected by  the consultants from 
organisations providing and  using the services.  ~lith this material they 
were  asked to exa~e the likely short term  and  long term price elasticities 
of dem~d for on-line information services.  In examining this relationship 
acco~~t was  to be  taken of a  number  of factors including: 
a)  'Ihe  different types of conswner  using the services. 
b)  Whether  prices were  to be  related to costs of providing the 
services. 
c)  Different levels of prices. 
d)  Different types of pricing structures '\"Thich  might  be  employed. 
e)  Likely adjustments in behaviour over various t:iine  periods 
(e.g.  3 months,  one  year,  3 years). 
f)  Any  other factor particularly likely to affect the sensitivity 
of such estimated relationships. 
In addition to eY~ning these price elasticitjes it was  hoped  that some 
mathematical  representation of demand  in both the short and  the long run 
couJd  be  deter..nined.  This  required an assessment  of the importance of 
other determinants of demand  as vrell as  the relationship between  price and 
cost.  Here  it Has  thought particularly :important  to examine  the motives 
of current users and the factors which  affect their usage,  by  intervielring 
managers  of existing inforrnation net\·lorks. 
Finally it '~s hoped  that any  math~~tical relationship derived could 
be  applied to available data on  potential usage  and  in this way  a  forecast 
of d~nand at different price levels and  structures over the next 10 years 
was  to be  obtained. - 3-
It was  recognised that the use of on-line information systems in 
Europe  was  still very undeveloped,  particularly in relationship to the 
United States.  Estimates were  therefore likely to be  subject to wide 
rmrg:ins  of error.  For this reason it was  most  important to describe the 
theoretical basis and  the qualitative results of the work  in detail, to 
point out  \~Teaknesses in the quantitative material and to examine  the 
extent to which results were  sensitive to changes  in the major variables. . - 4  -
II  Structure of the Final Rerort 
In the submission nade  by  the consultants the project was  broken  down 
into five main  activities: 
1 •.  Analysis of exist~ published materi~l on  EURONET,  on  related 
systems,  on  the estimation of demand  for information and  the theoretical 
literature on  dermnd  elasticity estimation. 
2.  Definition of a  methodology  for determining the relationship 
between  demand  and  price.  This activity was  to include the analysis of 
cUITen~ly available data.  Particular emphasis  was  to be  directed tov;ards 
the problem of differentiating between  short and long term changes  in 
demand  follolring a  price change. · 
3.  Collection of f'urther rra terial - both factual and  based on  sub  .. 
jective opinion, relating to information demand  and its responsiveness to 
price change  from organisations '\'rorking  in the field, and  analysis of this 
material. 
4.  Analysis of derrand  functions v1hich  best fit tne available evidence. 
Estimatior1 of price elasticity of demand  for EURONET  services based on 
canparable experience.  Analysis of l:Uni tat  ions of the approach and possil)le 
means  of reducing these  limit~tions with particular reference to qualitative 
inform~tion obtained. 
5.  Analysis of the possible effect on  the PA  and  PANDATA  forecasts of 
using different price levels and  structures leading to  alte1~ative forecasts 
of dem311d. 
The  final report covers each of these activities and  consists of 
three parts: 
Part I  defines the  te~s of reference,  the  ~~y in which  the consultants 
define the problem  together l'rlth the method  of approach  e-nployed.  Annexes 
1  - 4 provide detailed material relating to this including:  the question-
naire, a  list of the respondents,  a  theoretical discussion o:f  the problems  of 
analysing the d~d  for on-line inforrration and a  survey of secondary 
material. 
Part II discusses the results obtained from  the intervie,'ls and  postal 
questionnaires together with more  general material arising from discussions. 
It concentrates upon: 
(a}  the eSfect of price on  demand 
(b)  the effect of other variables such as quality of the goods, 
the price ru1d  availability of substitutes 5. 
(c)  the extent  to 'r'Jhich  demand  for on-lj ne  inform::'l tion is affected 
by special factors such as how  the on-line budget  is determined 
and  ,  .. nat costs must  be  paid from  it 
(d)  the extent to which  current price levels can be  accepted as a 
basis for estimating future demand  and 
(e)  the role of market  Uncertainties and  government  in determining 
likely demand.  Annex  5 presents an  analysis of published 
empirical data. 
In Part III a  functional relationship between  demand  and  price 
over time  is specified. 
Finally the consultants'  conclusions and  recommendations  are listed.· 
.:)it. - 6 -
III  DEFTI~ITION OF  r.IHE  PROBIE1·1 
In order to carry out any  analysis of quantitative and qualitative 
data on  price and dennnd it is necessary to define a  theoretical framework 
for the analysis.  This involves an  examination of the factors affecting 
demand  for information and to sorre  extent at least factors affecting price. 
(Although the consultants are not required to forecast or recommend  future 
price levels, attention needs to be  focussed on  variations in dernand  over 
the most  likely range of prices.) 
The  major factors which affect demand  for a  good  such as information 
are set out in Annex  3,  section 1.  Four important influences on  demand 
for a  good  are its price,  consumers'  income,  the prices of other goods, 
especially substitutes and complements  and the size of the market. 
The  effect of price is measured by  the price elasticity.  Ttns 
depends  on~three main  factors - the closeness and  availability of substitutes, 
the importance of the good  in consl..uners'  budgets and the time period over 
\'lhich  the  delT'.and  is measured. 
If close substitutes are available, price elasticity may  be high over 
the range of price w·here  substitutes are competitive.  At  current prices, 
the main  substitutes, e.g. off-line or manual  searching, are not  thou~~t to 
be  competitive and elasticity way  on  this account be  low - if prices rise 
to a  level vJh2re  these substitutes become  competitive, price elasticity may 
rise considGrably._ 
llie method of budget:ing used by  finns has an important effect on 
elasticity.  Fixed budgets for on-line information services imply  a  price 
elasticity of -1  ~  at least in the short run.  If these services form a  small 
part of a  total budget - say for research and  development  - price elasticity 
is likely to be less. 
Theoretical arguments are inconclusive over whether price elasticity 
is likely to be  greater or less in the short run,  but apart from  very short-
term effects  (one  year or less) where  rigid budgets and the t:ilre  span of 
decision-making may  be  important, it is expected the the long run elasticity 
will be greater because of the longer time available to adjust to different - 1 -
methods. 
Income  affects the  deffi311d  for a  good by individual consumers.  But 
information is derranded  frequently by  firms  ru1d  institutions.  Here it is 
important  to consider v1hether  small firms \'rill  use on-line information and 
to vmat  extent the effect on  them  of price is similar to the effect on  large 
firms.  Public institutions too,  may  be more  sensitive or less sensitive to 
price changes,  depending on their budget flexibility - some  segments of 
the market  such as medical students may  have no  budo~t for information at 
all, but have substantial demand  for infornation if provided f'ree. 
Price changes in substitute goods  may  not be of particular importance, 
s:ince off-line searching,  probably the closest substitute, appears to be 
generally regarded as a  poor alternative even if it were provided fr·ee. 
The  number of cu..YTent  individual conswn.:!rs  of on-line information 
in Europe- is small,  especially in compc'lrison  to the  forecasts of PA  and 
PMTIATA.  Demand  characteristics may  change radically as the market grows: 
a  market \·.rith  many  consurnzrs  would generally lead to a  smoother relationship 
of demand  v1i th price,  showing  continuous  change rather than a  jerky move-
ment, t1ith no  change in demand  over a  part of the price r)ange  but a  strong 
reaction after a  price  'tr.1reshold'  is reached. 
Annex  3,  section 2  describes the characteristics of information in 
general,  on-l:ine services and EURONET  in particular and the way  in \lrhich 
these  cl~11~cteristics may  be  eA~ectcd to affect derrand.  Information is not 
generally de:ronded  for its own  sake but as an :input  into other processes. 
The  consumer of infonmtion is typically uncertain about the value to him of 
t-
any particular item of infomation.  Decisions about the best method  of 
obtain:iilg information are often not made  by  the final consurr.-er  and the tmit 
of infor~ation is difficult to defb1e.  On  the production side,  info1~tion 
is often produced as a  by-product, 1vhich means  that prices charged  by 
suppliers or  inforrr.ation may  van \'nth the demand  for the items with 
which infonration is jointly produced.  If for instance demand  for hard 
copies. of data base mterial falls, the price \\tlich data base suppliers \·rish 
to recover is likely to rise. 
In looking at the price to users of on-line information services the - 8-
time  npcnt in searching should be  regarded as part of the  cost.  The  extent 
to which organizations allocate costs such as telephone  charges to information 
departments and  these departments allocate search costs to users \llill have 
a  strong affect on  dennnd. 
Demand  for EURONET  may  be hir;hly elastic if access to alternative 
systems is permitted, over the range of price at which these systems 
are comparable  (taking into account  time costs of search and  differences in 
data base coverage)  efficiency of searching and  similar factors).  Outside this 
price rBI'.ge,  if EURONEJl  prices are substantially higher than rates elsevlhere, 
elasticity would be  less and so would demand;  if EUR01\TET  prices are 
substantially lower) elasticity would also be  low,  but dernand  would be 
high. 
If EURO!\'Er  achieves an effective monopoly  position, demand  \'lill be 
much  less elastic, since price  rises no  longer run the risk of consuners 
going to oth3r suppliers and  the elasticity of de1re11d  for EUR01\TET  l'rill equal 
the elasticity of demand  for on-line infonnation services. 
Section 3 of A11nex  3 describes the determinants of price and pricing 
structtL.~s.  Price to the consum2r  includes charges and the cost  ex-perienced by 
user and both these elem2nts may  involve fixed charges and variable elements. 
The  rrost  usual current method of charging for on-line information systems 
is a  charge per minute of search-time and this is expected to gro\·l in 
relative importance.  Tl1e  monetary  cost of an on-line search may  typically 
include: 
a)  a  royalty to the provider of the data base 
b)  ·cost of access to the data base 
c)  cost of transmitting search 
d)  cost of printed output  (if any). 
Other methods  of charging in use for on-line information services 
are t\tJo-part  tariffs and charge per question answered.  In two-part tariffs 
the fixed charge sometimes  takes the  form of payment  for purchase of hard 
copy  (Nhich in some  cases may  be desired by  the user for its own  sake).  Another 
form  of two  part tariff requires investment in a  dedicated line:  large users 
who  have  acquired this facility  son~times hire it out  to small users on a 
comm3rcial basis.  Charging per successful search or per question presents 
problems  for suppliers  (or intermediaries  ).3ince  searching costs per 
question ar:'  __ highly variable. - 9 -
Section  LJ  of Annex  3 explains in detnil the crucial role of the 
firm's budget, both on  the determination of dem:md  for infornetion and 
on its flexibility in the short and  long term. 
Section 5 discusses the role of goverrunent.  It sets out various 
ways  in \~ch govern~ent plays a  part in the market  for information - as 
a  supporter of investment in major infrastructure, such as EURO~~ itself, 
as a  potential subsidiser of the provision or use  of data bases or search 
systems,  and as a  najor consuner,  either directly, or because it is 
supporting research projects which  consurr.e  inform::ttion.  The  case for 
governrnent  support is set out.  There are economic  grounds to justify 
a  substantial government  or inter-government role in this field; ho\.;ever 
there are real grounds  to fear a  consequent reduction in responsiveness to 
consumer  demand  especially if consuming and producing interests are not 
involved in the rranagement  of the system. - 10  -
IV  SUMMARY  OF  SECONDARY  SOURCES 
A search of the available published literature has  not  produced 
any  satisfactory source of price elasticity estjffates or of data whicl1  could 
be  analyzed to produce  such  estilrates.  'There  is hmA/ever  a  substantial body 
of relevant material, which  is revieHed in Annex  4.  Two  studies estimate 
demand  functions  for inforrration,  one  for a  scientific journal and  the 
other for agricultural information.  (See  Annex  4 for oibliographical and 
other details for these and  other references described later in this 
section of the report.)  \\!Jlile  not directly relevant to on-line infom.ation, 
these studies illustrate some  of the methodological problems  involved. 
A nu'"rber  of other references, cited in Annex  4 part 3 contain scxne  relevant 
n~thodology without  estimating a  demand  relationship. 
TVro  recently issued publications are closer to o~ field of interest. 
One  of these is a  report in a  survey of users of the  SOC  on-line service; 
the other is a  report published by  Aslib in the EUSIDIC  ·~uropean User 
series. 
Tne  SDC  survey is believed to rBvc  covered about  2/3 oftheir on-line 
inforrnation users.  Demand  l'.'as  found  to be  split into three main  categories -
commarcial  (about  1/3), educational  (also about 1/3), government  (20%)  - w~th 
some  other s:rna.ller  users.  The  great rrajority of dem31ld  was  :initiated by  the 
inforrnation departments of the organiz.c'ltions  concerned.  The  mean cost for 
search was  $23.83  (the survey was  carried out in 1974-5),  but it was 
heavily ske\'led  with a  median  below  $10.  There  is a  useful analysis on  the 
motivation of managers •. 
The  Aslib report surveys existing cost data for a  wide  range of data 
bases and  suppliers.  It also discusses the prospects for European  deT.and. 
Accessibility is argued to be  the major deterininant of demand. 
It is clear that prices have  not generally been set so  as to cover total 
costs.  The  OECD  report by Vickers gives an  indication of these costs. 
However  it is possible that some  form  of subsidy may  continue in the future. 
Flot-:erdew  and  vrni tehead e>..'!)lain  a  theoretical basis for assessing which 
costs should be  borne  by  the  consumer. - 11  -
A paper by Hyatt about the Harvard e>:perience  describes the advantages 
of canputer networks and shows  that user demand  is responsive both to 
price and  to service time. 
In the final section  (5) of Annex  4  \'/e  revie\t~ the literature 
specifically concerned with EURO!fu""'T.  The  major item in this is of course 
the  PA  report of 19711  '.l,'hich  contains demand  forecasts for 1976-1985.  PA 
forecasts 6o,cm  users in 1976  rising to 2,350,0CO  in 1985,  with maverage 
annual frequency of use per user rising from  1. 7 to 3. 7.  PA  arrived at 
these forecasts by disacgregating the market  aDd  then  extr~polating existing 
trends,  supplemented by additional info!"'n3.tion  \Yhich  they collected.  The 
model is believed to involve some  double counting,  and is certainly subject 
to wide  nargins of error. 
PA  did not make  explicit forecasts of price.  Financing from  public 
funds  \'laS  hm·;ever  expected to dim:inish over time, virtually ceasing Hi  thin 
the pei'iod 198:>-1985.  Some  cost estimates are made  for a  speci'11en  retros-
pective half hour search,  and these range from  $20  in 1976  to $5  in 1985. 
But  they are stated to pe  only notional. 
Some  form  of assu~tions about price levels may  be  taken to be 
implicit :in  the extrapolation tmdertal{en by  PA  ~  But  the essential problen 
here is to separate the effects of chang:ing  pr:i.ce  levels over t:i.n}2  from  that of the 
increased availability of services and from  the learning process \lfhich  is 
~tidely believed to form au essential part of the gro\'lth of de!rend  for on-line 
services.  ~1e PA  report gives no  assistance at all on this problem. - 12  -
V  ~1E'Il10D OF  APPROf~CH 
1.  Measurement  of Dem.:md  for On-Line  Information 
In order to estlinate the demand  curve  for on-line  info~ation and 
for EURONET  services in particular it is necessary to obtain inforrraticn 
about either how  consurrers  have  behaved in tre face of price changes or 
how  they think that they \'rill behave. 
The  two  best ,.mys  of pro"~liding such est:imates are direct market 
experirr~nts and statistical estimates from historical data on  prices and 
quantities purchased of the  cornmodity.  In direct market  e>..-periments  the 
attempt is rr.ade  to vary the price to some  consul'l'.:ers  while keeping it constant 
to others.  If the  e>.."-per:iJJY.;nt  is done  in othervrise stable conditions 
differences in demand  betv1een  areas can be attributed specifically to 
differences in prices.  Tne  m.::dn  problem \•ri th this type of approach is that 
the population in each area must  have  similar  chal~acteristics so that 
changes  observed relate only to the price variations.  In the case of 
on-line infon-r..a.tion  services th:i.s  type of experiment TI'ig.."1t  be  feasible once 
EURON£T  is in operation.  Ha.·rever  there Hould  be considerable difficulties 
in keeping the rnarl{ets  separate because or the ease of access to different 
centres through the  telephone system.  f·1oreover  such a  process can be 
extremely expensive and  :L.'1.  an infant market  a11y  observed changes  rray  simply 
modify  consurners'  lmowlcc1ge  about the system and  so reflect shifts in the 
demand  curve rather thm measu:r·ing  its slope.  Tl1e  results would  then 
reflect not only variations in price but also in familiarity with access 
to the service. 
The  second alternative, of examining historic data,  depends  on the 
availability of either tL~ series Ol'  cross sectional material relatir~ to 
demand,  prices and other variables affecting consumer  behaviour~  Using 
such material demand  curves can be  estiwated although it is extremely 
difficult to be  certain that all other factors have  been held constant.  In 
particular \'.rhen  time series data is used it is likely that the rrarket 
demand  curve will have  shifted considerably over time.  Tnis is especially 
important for a  good  lil<e  on-line information services \•mere  the narket 
has been expanding rapidly as technology,  lmov:ledge  about  the product and 
access to on-line systems  improve.  In Europe most  on-line services have 
only been in operation for short periods ru1d  there is therefore little such 
material available.  In the United States the service has been  used for some 
years and during that  t:ime  there have  been a  ntnnber  of changes in price. - 13-
If this material could be  made  available it would  probably be relatively 
easy to obtain a  measure of demand  although it might still be extremely 
difficult to hold other factors  constant.  But  this information is not 
current1y available. 
VIe  are therefore dependent  upon  the third method  of estimating 
demand  - that of :intervie\rlng connumers  about their buying habits and 
intentions.  This h.'ls  three m:dn  difficulties:  the answers nay hot be 
well informed because  users mve not been  using the  system for a'1Y  length 
of time,  the ansHers  may  reflect ma.ny  factors other than price and finally 
those  \~ho ru...,e  not yet  consuming  the good  nay have no  basis for making  an 
estirr.ate at all.  To  the extent that we  \·nsh to examine their future 
behaviour  anm~rs can anyway  only be  estirrates based on  past experience, 
existing plans and guesswork.  The  capacity to predict how  an organisation 
might react to price changes  is further limited by the fact that few  changes 
specific to on-line data bases have  been  ex~erienced by European  consumers. 
There have  been  changes in the price of batch output and of hard copy material 
and experience here has  some  relevance but even here  fe\'1. organisations are 
likely to have full information available about their reactions.  Finally 
the rapid inflation of the last few  years has rnade  it difficult for 
organisations to separate their reactions to general price increases from 
those \•;here  they are react:ing to a real change in the price of a  service 
relative to the price of other goods.  f'.1assi ve  chmges in prices, costs 
and revenues have  rrcclified behaviour and perceptions of value in v.rays  l'lhich 
my \'Jell not persist in the longer term.  For all these reasons responses 
by  consumers  of on-line  inforrr.~tion services are likely to give only a 
general indication of actual behaviour over"  the next  few  years. 
On  the other r~d the suppliers of on-line services depend for their 
own  future on  hO\'l  dema.nd  actually does  change  over the next  few  years.  They 
may  therefore be  in a  position to provide inforrration both about  ha# 
consuT~ers have reacted to modifications in price in the past  (although most 
of such data must  relate to batch searches or other related services) and 
how  they expect consurrers  to behave  in the  future.  For this reason it was 
thought worthwhile  to discuss the question of demand  reaction \\rith  suppliers 
as \'Tell as with consurners  of on-line and batch services. - 14  -
2.  Collection of Data 
The  question as to who  is the supplier and who  is the  const.rrner  is 
. not itself a  simple one.  The  relationship betv;een  each stage is often 
of the form  set out  jn Figure  L  In this structure it is the individual 
on his O\·m  or within  his department  \'Ji1o  requires particular information 
w:nich  is often available jn a  number  of forms  (e.g.  hard cover thrO\kf!J1 
manual  search,  batch output or even  libFd.I"Y  bro•:Jsing  as well as on-1L'"1e). 
He  is interested in obtaining the :infom.ation artd  cares littJ.e about  hO\-r 
such information is obtained.  Those  \&Jho  decide whether or not to use 
the on-line system to obtain the information are usua.lly either the infor-
mation  departments or the intermedia.ry institutions.  It is therefore 
to these groups that our questions have  been posed. 
On  the supply side there are again a  numb~r of distinct operations 
which behave rather sinrilarly.  Although the data bank supliers actually 
supply the  info:crration required it is the  systems  ~,uppliers that provide 
the particular fonn of access to the  inform?.tion.  They  can therefore be 
regard.8d as the most  important element  in the provision of on-line infom.a.tion 
services.  Net·wnrks  simply carry the inforrration from  one  place to a'1other• 
but enter into the price of the good  both via tr·ansmitt:ing costs a"ld 
the quality of service provided - which affects the real value of the mfor-
mation obtained.  Fjnally orgm1isations  th~t act as intermediaries are both 
consun:ers  of the service provided by  the systems organisations and  suppliers 
of this service to find consumers.  In this role they h3.ve  two  types of 
functions: 
a)  That s:unilar to the information department  of an organisation 
of deciclir..~ !10\'l  to obtain the information and actually carrying 
out search procedures and 
b)  Acting as a  link in the transmitting chain to the ultimate 
suppliers. 
Intermediaries are therefore of particular interest in this project 
because  they may  often see both sides of the market  process. 
This very wide  range of participants presents considerable problems 
for obtaining  adequ~te inforrrk~tion,for one  would  need to question a  very 
large nurtlJer  of orgm1i3ations before a  full picture  \~rould emerge.  It was 
decided to concentrate ma.:inly  upon  interm2diary organisations and  upon 
different types of consumer organisations as  these are the ones most  likely - 15  -
to have  directly relevant experience.  Within  these intermediary organi-
sations were  included  so:rie  who  acted as  elements  in the network  (activity b) 
as well as  those that did searches. 
Figure 1 
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It was  also tfuought  desirable to question the providers of systems. 
Here  there was  a  clear problem of conflict of interest in relation to the 
tt-ro  main  suppliers while in the case of the European Space  Agency  their 
experience of on-line systems is as yet limited.  Ho\"!ever  tbe three major 
suppliers \\"ere  approached. 
It \'las  decided to obtain direct information in two  main  \'Jays:  (  1)  by 
a  written questioitnaire sent to  organisations providing or using on-line 
services and  ( 2)  by  interviews with users and providers.  In the case of 
the interviev:s the question"1aire was  used to structure the discussion so 
that results of the two  methods  of approach have  some  comparability. 
It ~~s hoped  that some  of those questioned would  be  able to provide 
data on  prices, demand  and  the effect of price changes  upon  demand.  It 
was  found  in general that although organisations \'lere  prepared to provide such 
information most  had  only very limited data available at the present  t~ne. - 16  -
3.  The  Structure of the Questionnaire 
The  aim  of the questionnaire ,,ras  to obtain as much  information as 
possible on  t\-.'0  key issues : 
a)  \'.That  are lil{ely to be  the oost important determinants of 
derrand  over the next decade? 
b)  How  important is price lil<ely to be  in determining chances  on 
demand  over this period? 
'Ihe questionnaire \>Jas  designed to apply to all the different types 
of respondents discussed in the last section.  It covered nine areas: 
1.  The  nature of the service used or provided. 
2.  Expected trends :in  the n:tture and cost of services available 
over the  ne)~ 10  yecu~s. 
3. ~  Tne  detenn:inants of deinand  for the on-line services used or 
provided. 
4.  ~be pricing structure of these services. 
5.  Expected  c:b...:mges  in price over the next two  years,  the effect of 
these on  e~oected demand  and the relative  ~1~rtance of other 
factors  determining demand. 
6.  The  assessm~nt of the effect on  demand  of hypothetical changes 
in price. 
7.  Tne  way  in which  the budget for on-l)ne  infor~ation is provided 
and haw  capacity to use the service \•lould  be affected by price 
changes. 
8.  ~1e changes  that respondents expect to take place in the service 
and in the number  and  type of users over the next 10 years. 
9.  Quantitative rrnterial tr.at respondents are prepared to make  available. 
A copy of the questionnaire is attached at Annex  1  and Annex  2 gives 
a list of respondents. - 17  -
VI  'IHE  SATilPU~ 
On-line information services have  only been available in Europe 
for a  short  time.  Indeed ESA  has only gone  on-line this yeru:.- and  the 
two  American  systems ,although available for t\·Io  or three years ,only 
started marketing :in  earnest last year.  There are fc\•1  organisations with 
any great exper·ience of on-line although m3..ny  have  employed batch services. 
For this reason the consultants did not  try to obtain a  random  s;;~-rple of 
organisations but instead approached those vlhom  they were  :informed \'lcre 
knowledgpable  about on-line services, and then approached other or~anisations 
who  were  sl.lgEested by the first group.  Vli th:in this method of approach 
an attempt was  made  to obtain :infom.ation from  some  organisations in each 
of the nain activities involved in on-line services from  the provision 
of data bases  throt~ to the potential user. 
This 1nethod  of approach inherently results in a  biased sample of 
those  \IDO  lrill provide the potential grcr1rth  in demand  over the next 
decade.  ·'l_rose  that have  been approached are generally,on the supply side, 
organisations·  already in the business of providing information and on 
the demand  side those \'lho  are extremely information conscious  (usually 
large firms)  and therefore reccpti  ve  to new  teclmolozy and ideas.  Their 
bEh-aviour is possibly very different from  that of the great mass  of const.mers 
\'lho  m:ty  be going to use on  .. ·  line sel.,vices over the n2>..t  f~w·T years.  But 
this problem cannot readily be  avoided as  those who  have  no  experience of 
on-line or related services cannot be expected to give useful answers  to 
complex questions about  d:::ma.nd  behaviour.  'lb lessen the valicli  ty of this 
criticism considerable ernph3.sis  \'!as  placed on  discussion with intermediaries 
who  are the group most  likely to be able to estim3.te  demand  response by 
the smaller organisations, vrith  information specialists vJho  have  been 
involved in rnarket:ing  experiments and vri.th  organisations l'v'hO  f'.  ....  qve  been 
talting part in these experiments.  But  even  taking this emphasis  into account 
there is no  doubt that  resu~ts are biased  to~.rards the adventw.::ru.s  and the 
infor.rration conscious.  Tl1is  limitation  ca~ only be  reduced by  1~gular 
monitoring of the market ovei' the next  feryr  years analysing both cha.r'l.ges 
in behaviour by those already using the service and the spread of derrru1d 
to different types of organisation. 
Using the approach outlined above  the consultants were able to - 18-
obtain replies from  forty  tv.:o  organisations by the date at which the 
1  the report \'rds  coinpleted.  (A  list of these organisations 
together v.rith  the \·ray  in which  information is given vlas  provided at 
Aru'1ex  2).  These  included representatives of the eight rrajor activities 
that the consultants reg-di'ded  as particularly important:  data base 
suppliers, host or-e;anisations, retrieval centres,  intermediaries,  lru.,ge 
users,  small users, potential users and specialists m on-line infornr:1tion. 
Some  of those with whom  the problem was  discussed fell into more  than one 
of these categories in that they took  pcu~ in more  than one activity. 
Takine this into account the numbers  in each group Nho  provided information 
relating to that fonn of activity are given in Table 1.  In this table 
the definitions of each group used are: 
Data base  st~pliers 
Hosts 
Nodes 
Intermediaries 
Large  users 
Small users 
Potential user·s 
Information 
Specialists 
those who  corrr,t):i..le  data bases 
those who  provide a  computer on  which 
one  or more  data bases ape  made  available 
those who  provide direct access to 
available  s~1)pliers for consumers \rl  th-
out being hosts themselves. 
orgHnisations that  carr-y  out seru,chcs 
for' others . 
those who  rega_~ themselves as making 
important  use of on-line services. 
those who  have  used the service a  few 
times possibly as  pal~ of an experjrr.ent 
those '\'Tho  lmow  of on-line services and 
are seriously deciding whether or not 
to use 
individuals and  organisations that 
specialise in research into and co-
ordination of information services 
1  Since the final report was  completed five further replies were 
received~  The  information included did not result in an~ change in 
the emphasis of the report. Type  of j\cti  vi  tv 
Data Base  Suppliers 
Hosts 
Node 
Intermediaries 
Large Users 
Small Users 
Potential Users 
Information Specialists 
Others not specified 
- 19-
Table 1 
The  Respondents1 
Number  of Corrmunications  Special_Features 
6  3 abstracts/bibliographies 
2  numerical 
1  technical information 
including product 
specifications etc. 
7  5 European  institutes 
1 private firm 
1 American  supplier 
1  At  least 2 otherR  in the 
process of  becor:llng  nodes 
.  t  ~.  .  '  no\-r  m  erm2U..lBrles. 
10  2 national centres 
6 institutes 
1 educational establish·nent 
1  private firm 
13  9 private organisations 
2 
6 
3 
1 university 
1 public sector research 
organisation 
1  industry financed institute 
all private firms  including 
at least 1 \·;ho  had never 
paid for the service 
1 potential retrieval centre 
or intern:ccliary 
1 potential public sector 
user 
1  organisation 
4 individuals including 
one  in on-line research 
one  involved in an on-line 
experiment 
one  in public sector 
one  in private sector 
2 federations of information 
service providers 
1 potential network 
supplier 
1  Some  Pespondents  anmvercd questions in more  t:han  one  capacity. - 20  -
The  nnj ori  ty of interviews took place in Britain.  There  ~Jere also 
two  visits to Gerrrany,  three to France and  thPee  to the Netherlands,  as 
well as discussions  \~Tith the EFAG  Sub-Comnitt£'e  responsible for the 
project and with  EEC  representatives.  Tne  ITk~iority of organisations that 
responded to the postal questionnaire Nere  also.British perhaps because 
there have  been experiments  under-~·.ray in the UE  in the last few months 
and because ESA  is no\'f  available on-line.  This preponderance of British 
organisations contacted may  hElve  produced a  bias, which  can only be 
checked by monitoring as  more  on-line services beca11e  available. 
Finally, it must  be  remembered at all times that the ernpirical 
results presented here are founded  on  this rather small sample of 22  inter-
views  and  20  postal commw1ications. - 21  -
VII  h]PI'03.Ch  to Ewpirical  JIJ"~lvsis 
The  ar1alysis of empirical results will follow the format  of the 
theoretical structure out-lined in section III and  in more  detail in 
Armex  3.  There it v.ras  stated that demand  for a  good,  here specifically 
on-ljJ1?  information )is determined by the nature of the good  (i.e.  the 
type and quality of the product),  the price at which  the good is 
available,  the price and availability of alternatives, the income  of 
the  consuming organisation and consumer  tastes.  Each of these factors 
will be discussed in turn using results from  the completed questiormaires 
and additional material obtained from  interviews and  ~rom other sources. 
To  this discussion of the factors normally expected to affect 
demand  vr.i.ll  be added our analysis of further elements regarded by respondents 
as particularly important for the  dem-:md  for on-line :infomation.  This· 
will concentrate on  the effects of different  buc~ctary procedures. 
All of these factors concern  the users' m  ~tivation in purchasing 
on-ljne inforrration and it is material relating to this which 1·:ill be 
analysed first  •  Then, in order to determine  the effect these factors 
will have on  demand  vle  must  examine  likely pricjng levels and structures 
\'lhich \·rill be rrainly determined by .suppliers  (althocy)1 taking; account of 
tJsers'  responsivenc:ss).  So  at this stage it vdll be necessary to 
exantine  the likely determinants of pricing policies  ~1cluding possible 
changes  in costs, problems arising from  market :imperfections and the 
possible effects of govern~ent intervention. 
Having deterrd11ed possible alternative pricing levels and structures 
an attempt vrll.l  be  rrade  to predict likely demand  on  the basis of the analysis 
presented rere and that by  PA  of potential demand.  Finally, tl-:c  implications 
of these predictions for tre  demand  for E'lRONEr  will be  assessed. - 22  -
VIII  The  Nature of the Good 
The  sub-set of the sample  that consists of users includes the 
ten intermediaries  ,  the thirteen lare;e users and  the  four .  small users. 
Table 2  shows  the type of material that they were  currently employing 
on-line.  None  of the four srrall users used anything but  bibilo~~aphic 
infonration.  Nearly one  third of large users had ooterial made  available 
on-line by their ovn1  information depa.rlli!ents.  Some  of this material 
consisted of bought-in tapes but it also included abstracts of their 
internal reports and other similar material and in at least one  case 
cornnercial data.  l\1ost  of the  large users employing product data were 
Table 2  Actual Use  by  Consuners 
Bibliographies  Own  ftaterial  Product Data  Total No. 
Abstracts  Including Patents  of Users 
Interm:~diaries  10  3  2  10 
Laree U8ers  13  5  8  13 
Snkt.ll  Usel'S  4  0  0  4 
Tot.al  Using  27  (100%)  7 (26%)  10  (39%)  27 
searcm.r~ patent files vlhich were  generally regard.ed as being of particular 
value.  Intermediaries on  the ot.tf:'...r  hand  did not mention that they had 
used the patent files.  Intermediaries' product data \·:as  provided by  them-
selves in their capacities as hosts.  Similarly the three cases of inter-
medic~ies'~n material arose as a  result of host or data base activity. 
'Ihe  type of material that consumers  \'!ere  usL'1g  \•ras  dependent more 
upon  what  was  made  available by  suppliers than upon  that which  they regarded 
as most  \'iortrrwhile.  All users were  accessing the system via information - 23-
specialists  (t~slli~lly via the information division of the organisation) and 
all but one  \'icre  using one  or mor:e  of the  three n19jor ·on-ljne suppliers -
the European  Space  Agency)  Lockheed and  Sy3tent>  Dynamics  Corporntion. 
Thus  the mnj  91~  ty of that \·;hich  v:as  available to them  was  bibliographic 
material and access was  being controlled by those \'l'hose  main job was  in 
that area. 
However,  views on  the potential use of on-line inforna  tion systems 
and its value often clearly distinguished between usage if the  type 
of  material reffi3.ined  the  same  and if the rna.terial available vras  extended 
. not just to a  wider range of bibliographic data bases but to conmercial 
and nunerical data. 
First, it '~~s argued that currently available data l>Jas  mainly of 
use to research and develop:-nent  persoru1el. 
Se.condly,  data could generally only be obtained efficiently by 
those ,,-no  used the  system regularly.  'Ihls was  both because of the 
complexity of search proeedux·es  and because familiarity with key words 
or their equivalent was  very important . 
If these tv1o  elements  cortinued on-line information v:ould  only be 
'  a  viable proposition for organisations requiring re~ar searches in 
similar fields of interest.  These  ,.,ere  likely by  the natuPe of the :infor-
ma.tion  available to be  lru.  ... ge organisations with large research departments. 
Other research and development  departments \'lith inadequate denn.nd 
in any one  field 1-1ould  require to use  an intermediary;  telephoning, vr.citing 
to or going along to that :i.ntermecliar-g  when  the d2mand  arose.  This \•rould 
mean  that t:t:-cre  would ah'lays  have  to be a  positi•Je decision to use the 
· system and the  costs of searching especially in terms of tim-.;  would  be 
well above  the w.in:i.murn  envicaged.  Moreover  the intermediary  v~·ould also 
have  to specialise in order to do  efficient searclring so that the closest 
intemediacy v."'uld  not necessarily be  the most  suitable. 
These  factors mGan  that m:::>st  users do  not see massive g:rowth  in their 
usage of the system unless different types of information are made  available. - 2~ -
'Ihis  in not  to say  that there would  not be  sowe  gro\'rth by  existinp: 
users with curTent data bases.  Few  h:1.ve  been  using the system for any 
length of time and  so many  potential individual users do  not yet kno-w  of 
the service.  Anm.;ers  to the questions on  gr·ovrth  in use of existing services 
suggested that other things being equal deoond might increase by as muGh 
as  100/~ over the ne:Kt  five to ten years but that saturation for this type 
of inform:ttion mi3",ht  then have  been reached.  This  fi~e is an :impression 
arising from many  different answers,  l'lhich have been adjusted to allat'l 
for respondents assumptions  about  changes  in available data,  number  of 
users and prices. 
Almost all respondents thought  that there was  a  large potential 
demand  for other types of data base and tlJat their provision would  cause 
many  other organisations to utilise on-line information.  Ha  ... rever because 
such data bases do  not exist at the present tirre on-line no  one  could do 
nnre  thc-m  indicate likely  areas.~ ,vj_thout  estiJrating the amount  of potential 
demand.  · 
One  type of data which all '\':ho  used it found particularly helpfUl 
but which falls  ~rithin the R and D/Infon-ration Department  framelt;ork  was 
patents.  A specific question was  not asked about  the use  of patents but 
seven large firms volu'1teered that these are in rrany  ·ways  the most .useful 
data received.  At least t\':o  firms have  their O'tm  Derwent  tapes while the 
others were  using petroletml J--'Btent  information.  Only one  firm positively 
denied the value of co;nputei'ised patent infomation and that \'laS  because 
they employed an enormously lmoi'lledgeable  individual.  If he were to go 
they would  use the  cornputerised informa.tion.  In general  .  .)of  the data 
currently availablefpatent  infon~ation was  regarded as being of the most 
value by those who  used it and it \•:as  also thought  that the price elasticity 
of demand  for this information would  be very small. 
A second important aspect of current development is the provision 
of bases  such as Cancerline and Texline which are expected to cover in 
depth particular fields of interest where  much  research is taking IY1ace, 
where  definition of terms is always  changing and  there is considerable 
need for regular updating.  Within the R and  D field this was  seen as a 
useful development  \rith considerable potential dem:md.  r~st respondents 
expected the  biggest element of gro\:Jth  to arise from  the provision of 
-·~  ..  ·....,--~~f"f"W",...,....  ... _...,. __  r···..-·~.,-.c.-..-~,._..__..,..,..  ··--·----~---... -·-- · - 25  -
different types of data base \':hich  would  not necessarily be  for the 
use of R and D specialists and would  not necessarily need intermediary 
infor'Iffition scientists. 
Table  3 shows  the relative importance placed by different groups 
on  each type of potential extension.  TI1e  sample  base for this question 
vtas  the  forty-two respondents but  some  eight respondents did not give 
any relevant ansl'lers  on  this point and it is likely that Iml1Y  re3pondents 
did not perceive the value of possibilities not as yet available to them. 
The  results therefore reflect the view3  mainly of inforrration conscious 
organisations.  Of  those vlho  vlere  questioned in detail on this area only 
one felt that they \•rould  be  using in the future only currently available 
types of data base and that one  was  an inforrration department of a 
reseru~ch and development institute. 
Two  general po:ints were  made  about  the types of data base required. 
First, much  of the  ~aterial especially that relating to commercial and 
product  information \llOuld  require to be  very specific,  rdth a  great deal 
of pred..i_gestion
1 and to be regularly updated.  This vrcts  expected to be 
costly,  but would  produce  a  product reaclily usable  by  the individual 
requ.i.rjng  the  infom.ation.  Empr.asis  wou_ld  be on  :i.J1imc=-diate  anm·;ers  and  so 
gJ..-lmtJth  in demand  would  depend  on  easy access in the individual' s  O\'m 
departrrent • 
Secondly,  most  of those who  wanted nurnerical data bases v1onted  there 
to be  problem sol  vjng capacity v..hlch  \l:ould  requiT·e  new,  technically advanced 
softw--ae  v;hich would also be  expensive.  Use,again,  v1ould  depend  on irrmediate 
availability in the users'  o~·.rn  department. 
In general data base suppliers were  giving ansv1ers  relat:ing to 
their  o·.~n  likely development  over the neAt  ten yeDrs.  Hosts and ·nodes 
(including potential hosts and  nodes) seemed  to see expansion on  current 
rather than new  lines  while :U1termediarics  and particularly large users 
were  reflecting \vhs.t  they would  like without taking great account of the 
difficulties.  Information specialists generally sai'l the future as depending 
greatly upon  this expansion of data tJ~ as well as more  data bases 
similar to those already avdilable.  Most,thourh,had little idea of What 
sort of costs would  be involved. - 26-
'fable  3 
Desired Extention of ~'iaterial Available  On~Line 
Data  fuse  Hosts  &  Intermediaries  Users  including  Infoma.tion 
Suppliers .  Nodes  potential  Specialists 
Large  Small 
Conu~ercial  1  2  2  7  1  2 
and Economic 
Product 
Infom.ation/ 
Research  4  1  2  6  3  2 
Activities 
Numerical  6  2  4  6  1  3 
Problem Solving 
4  3  Capacity  6  2  5  1 
None  1 
Total 1 
Number  in  6  8  10  13  6 
Each  Class 
1  f.lany  regarded two or more  types of rmterial as potentially valuable. - 27  -
The  general consensus  ~'as  therefore that at the present time 
dem:md  v;ould  be limited by the  type of rnatcl"ial available althourr.h 
there l'ras  certainly still room  for massive  expansion.  'Ihe. breakthrough 
to general use  could not however  h3.ppen  until material required by 
non-R  and  D departments was  readily available ~md then demand  \'lould 
depend  particularly upon  ease of access and  upon  the coverage  and 
accuracy of available data. - 28-
IX  Pi•ice  St:r"l.J.cturt?.fJ  for On-Ljne  Scrvicc3 
The  vast majority of on-line users  '\-','E:<re  ch8.rged  on  a  per minute 
basis  (plus per line for off-line output throuc;h  tbe  three rrain suppliers). 
But there were  a  number  of jntermediaries \<Jho  \·!ere  charging per query 
as well as one where  no  charge was  presently being rrade.  Finally one 
large user ,.._ras  acting as his O\·m  host and was  payinG  an annual charge 
for the tapes l'lhile  charr;ing others in a  ·simile~ fashion. 
In general even  those ·who  now  charged, or \'!ere  charged,  per 
query  expected to go  on  to a  per minute  charging system and all those 
receiving or providU1g a free  service also expected to change this system. 
Four of the  data base suppliers l-1"ere  involved in no  other on-line 
activity directly.  Of  these one  currently only sold .tapes bu.t  expected 
to provide the data· through a  net:'lOrk  supplier in the future taking a 
royalty.  A  second already does  both.  A third leases files charging in 
relation to the number of potential users.  ~~o others only use their 
data bases  themselves in their position as hosts and  intermediaries.  Tne 
final base - a  specialised ·numerical  one  - is  cUF~ently available only 
through dedicated line leasing.  This  range of ch:trging and access behaviour 
reflects more  our a ttcmpt  to cover as wide  a  range as possible rather than 
the expected overall situation. 
The  general impression fro.11  both data suppliers and  frCA--n  hosts was 
that on-line infonnation services would  be  charged forl  to the vast majority 
of consurners  in tbe way  currently employed by ESA,  Lockheed and  SOC.  One 
intermediary  (likely to become  a  node)  thought that there was  a  strong case 
for two-part  crun  .. ging to large consumers  in order to increase the number 
and  depth of searches on  under-utilised systems. 
The  large user/host '~o '~s charged by annual  subscription regarded 
this, for him,  as a  very satisfactory form of charging.  The  price was 
determined at the  time at w'hich  budgeting took place and free access at all 
timffi  Nas  regarded  as of considerable va1ue.  This  firm had become  an 
intermedim-y/host in order to reduce its o-wn  costs and because it had excess 
capacity.  This is the type of development  that could be predicted a priori 
and it ''ffi.s  also the one  predicted by those data base suppliers who  sold 
tapes rather than let them  on royalty. 
Although both supplier  and user  liked the annual fee method  of - 29  -
charginG both ~ed  that this limited access  to large orp,anisations 
except to the extent that conrnerci al in  termed i aries were  prepared 
and  allo~;ed to operate an accesn  system charr)ng on  a  per search or 
per minute basis  . 
~  advantage of a  system based on  chaJ~ging a  price per question 
was  that the consumer is. enabled to assess the value or the inf-ormation 
in relation to the cost.  This depends  to a  great extent on  trust built 
up  between  the consumer and the intermediary.  Clearly many  consu"'llers 
would  rather have  the gr'eater certainty of a  specific ans\'rer  than the 
right to so many  minutes of access time.  But suppliers  ~~ho have in the 
past provided material in this ~ay are generally changing over to  per 
minute  charging as  they themselves are charged in this fashion.  Or they 
are charging in relation to the difficulty of the question which again 
relates to their O\m  costs.  This is a  result partly of the easier 
definition of costs as true on-line takes over and also of the economic 
envirorunent which  has  caused organisations to assess costs more  carefully. 
But it may  well also be  a  function of easier on-line access for final 
consumers  in that by charging an average cost those with easier problems 
can save 1noney  by doing it themselves.  ~be general opinion is ther~fore 
that as on-line searching spreads  ch-1.rging  per t.mi t  of ti111e  will become 
the norm. 
A number  of users in our sample  had taken pprt in free experiments. 
One  intermediary saw  this as a  way  of spreadin(S  the service but expected 
that many  of those using the service while it \'13.S  free  \~ould not  do  so 
when it vm.s  charged for.  Another mtermedi81j7  expected that the  charge 
would make  little differ-ence; hoviever  their experirnental  scheme  had not 
been advertised.  Of the five users who  were  kno'lfvn  to have taken part 
in such a  scheme  tv~o lli1.d  gone  on-line al'ld  were  paying cornmerical  charges, 
two  were  about to do  so and one  did not regard it as \·Torthwhile.  It is 
believed that free  eA~erimental periods are a  Good  way  of showing people 
l<lhat  on-line is, and a.J.lo1ring. them  to assess v;hcther or not it is v;orthwhile. 
Most  respondents  thiJ11{  hov1ever  that free services should only be used :in 
this ~-ay as a  marketing strategy and do  not regard this as a  sensible long-
term policy,  except perhaps for university or medical school research. -30-
There  is very little differentiation in the way  the three main 
suppliers structure their prices  (although there are differences in level 
both at the  supply point and  in the price paid by  the consumer).  The 
only major difference is that ESA  spell out tbe royalty charges  specifically 
and some  users have  found  this rather confusing.  No  users had been put off 
using specific data bases by  the requirement of purchasing hard copy  etc 
but this was  because all already received the material  (or paid the 
subscription in the case of AFI).  But  all interviewees agreed that they 
would  be  tmlikely to be  prepared to purchase this hard copy  or take out 
the subscription if their only dewand  was  to be  able to search on-line. 
This  suggests that these forms  of ~estriction may  .already reduce derrand. 
Most  of those answering by post simply stated how  they ~ 
charged and made  no  further conrnent.  But  in discussion it became  clear 
that the majority of users and  suppliers regarded pricing based on  time 
·used as  an  essential feature of on-line searching.  Table  4 shows  the  · 
re1ati  ve  importance of different positions.  Of the three who  did not 
regard it as desirable one  ~anted a  pricing system which  re~lected potential 
rather than  ~ctua.l usage, while  t\•!0  were  happy  ,_..,']_ th annual leasing.  One, 
a  supplier, disliked being tmcertain about his level of income,  ~mile 
the other, a  consumer,  was  so  larga that he thought  annual  leasing \Jrould 
be  cheaper.  This  reaction suggests that as on-line services become 
important  there may  be  a  case for two  part pricing for the large consumer. 
Table  4  Reaction to  Prici~3 Structure 
Price Based  on  Time  Used 
Absolutely Necessary  Very  Desirable  Desirable  Not  Desirable 
10  10  1  3 -.31-
X  Reactions  to Chances  in the Level of Price 
Respondents were  asked how  they would react to different price 
increases.  These price increases were  assumed  to result in changes 
in the relative price of on-line information in comparison to the price 
of other goods and  :in particular the price of alternative ·Nays  of 
obtaining information.  The  curTent pricing levels were  taken as the 
base from which  charges occurred.  Table  5 tabulates the answers of those 
who  were vrl.lling to evaluate likely responsiveness to particular price 
changes defined in this way. 
Table 5 
Reaction to Price Inc:-'eases 
~ected  Reaction 
Increase  Possibly Stop 
in  Zero  Small  Large  Usjng Altogether  No.  of Answers 
~ 
5%  86%  14%  0%  0%  22  100% 
:).0%  9'J%  SO%  0%  0%  2'2  100% 
20%  14%  41%  45%  0%  22  100% 
50%  0%  9%  41%  50%  22  100% 
These results suggest that at the present time most  users and 
suppliers regard the product as \';ortnmrl.le  and  that small changes in price 
would not result in very much  modification of demand.  If prices increased 
by 10%  about half the respondents \·;ould  expect to reduce demand  to sa-rle 
extent.  The  usual approach woUld  be  to attempt to reduce the search 
time per query rather than ,at this stage ,to reduce the number  of queries. 
Some  respondents  thought this could be  done  without  loss of value  ~n 
the output because  they often did searches in greater depth than wa.s 
perhaps necessary because they enjoyed doing so.  Others felt they had not 
yet mastered the systems and would  concentrate on becoming more  efficient 
by  better preparation etc.  In other words  many  respondents felt that at 
current prices there h"RS  enouf;h  slack in their usage so that its removal 
would allow the absorbtion of 10%  cost  increases resulting in the 
same  value ofoutput for the same  budget.  Others felt that this absorbtion 
could extend up  to 20%  without difficulty and indeed many  thought that 
they ~uuld not try for such cost savings unless prices rose  by· as much  as 20%. 
Thus  up  to price increases of 20%  the demand  from existing users appears 
to be  inelastic - the quantity of on-line searching would  decline, other 
things  bci.~·.:g  equal,  but not  so much  as to decrease revenue obtained. - 32-
Beyond  a  20%  increase most  organisations felt that they would 
have  to reassess the value of on-line.  At  this point they thought that 
alternatives might  became  more  cost-effective so that there would  be 
a  cut-back :in  the number  of searches as \\'ell as in their length and  depth. 
By  50%  aJmost  everyone expected large cut-back:1  in usage and one. 
half felt that organisations might stop us:ing  the system altogether.  A 
number  suggested that they would  then only use the system for the rrost 
difficult of searches and for material not available elsewhere  (one 
speci(ically mentioned patents).  Almost  the whole  sample  thought that 
where  alternative "rays  of obtaining the inform.'l tion existed these \'lould 
be employed  instead.  Finally, a  number  of respondents felt that the 
extent to which  search time would  be  reduced would  be so great that the 
special value of on-line searching '\'tould  disappear and  cut-backs might  be 
even greater.  At  100%  even those who  were still predicting a  srna.l·l  drop 
in demand  at 50%  would  probably stop using the system.  ·This evidence 
·suggested that \td.th  price rises greater than  20%  in reql terms  demand 
-
would  be  elastic and revenue l-..rould  decrease, probably quite rapidly 
between  20%  and  30%  and  certainly very rapidly beyond this point. 
Most  of those who  did not respond to the specific question on response 
to given price changes  also remarl{ed  that they were  happy to pay "tre · 
m3rket rate" or  .would pay tlhile the service ref71.ained  cost· effective. 
The  general impression  ~ms that at price increases of up  to  20%  the 
service \'tas  worthwhile but above  this cost-effectiveness would be extremely 
difficult to prove  and  demand  \·:ould  decline great~.  There is obviously 
some  doubt  as to \'~nat is regarded as 'the market rate" but most  seemed  to 
think that CUITent  ratef'. were reasonably fair but any major increase 
especially resulting from  increases in royalties to either the PTTs  or 
the data banks  would  not be acceptable. 
No  question ,  .. ras  specifically asked \'d. th respect to price reductions 
and there must  be  a  query as to whether these reactions are syrrrnetric. 
One  respondent suggested that d~1d  would  be responsive to price reductions 
with an elasticity of about -1  ,  a  10%  increast~ in demand  with a  10%  fall 
in the  charge.  Two  types of response might be expected to price reductions: 
that exist:ing users increase their number  and  length of searches and 
that new  users enter the market.  Because  we  could only talk to a  fe\'1 
users who  did not pay  any price and potential users we  can say little 
about  the second type of response.  Certainly there is evidence that - 33-
some  users stop using the  system when  prices m0ve  fran zero to positive 
and  presurnably  some  of those  losses would not have  taJ{en  place if prices 
had been  lower.  But  the general impression is that it is the  charging 
threshold itself which  stops usar;e  at the moment  e.g.  because  tl):?re  is 
.  ~ 
no  tJudget  available at all.;  rather than trrJ.t  man~ reeard the.  service as 
too costly at market prices.  This is particularly true for students 
and other academic  users who  may  have  no  separately aumnentable  source 
of finance and who  are the main  cons\.4-ners  of some  types of on-line 
information.  Probably the major determirumts of whether or not  scmeone 
-
uses the service, apart from  whether there is a  price at all are 
knO'\'lledge  of the existence and possibilities of the service and  ease 
of access to that service.  This is not to say that there will be no 
response but rather to say that reaction could well be  almost symetric, 
that is, a  50%  drop in price might more  than double the number  of users. 
It would  be surprising however if the number  of users multiplied by  ~say 
5 for this reason alone. 
The  effect on  demand  by existing users might also be  expected to 
be quite small over small reductions in price.  Most  respondents were 
having difficulty in obtaining  ~xtra money  but m:my  thought that their 
nunbers  of searches \'lere  currently more  limited by  such factors as related 
documentation and clerical costs,  searchers' time etc. rather than the 
actual search price.  This \-.ras  especially true as most felt searches were 
good value for money  at the moment.  In the shJrt-run therefore small 
reductions in price might well have  quite a  limited effect on  demand. 
Larger reductions might be  eA~ected to give rise to increased usage 
simply because a  budget was  available but little evidence was  cited of 
unsatisfied demand  at the present time(as opposed to  eA~ected increases 
in demand).  In the longer term one  'rlOUld  expect organisations to adjust 
their availability of back-up services, and personnel so that use  could  . 
be  made  of the cheaper service.  But  the general  ~npression is th~t once 
the threshold of using the service at all has  been  crossed price is not 
the limiting factor - it is more  the spread of knowledge  of the value of 
on-line searching which will e:q:and  demand. 
Although it has not been possible to obtain  confirmir~ evidence 
on  this, it would appear likely that crossing the threshold itself will - 34  -
be a  decision that is responsive to price.  Thus  if we  take as an 
underlying model  of demand  the relationship: 
D :::  D(p,  t) 
indicating that demand  depends  on price but alDo·changcs  over time due· 
to the spread of knOl'rledge  of tre value of on-line searching, it is 
likely that : 
;~  is itself a  decreasing function of price. 
The  implication of this is that the price  elasticityof demand 
of existing users will understate the overall price elasticity of demand, 
by an  rur~unt which will depend on  the effect of changes  in price level on 
the rate of entry of new  users. 
T9us  for srrall price changes we  expect demand  to be relatively 
inelastic.  For price changes of aroillld  20%  re-evaluation ~'ill probably 
take place and  de"'r..and  \dll become  more  elastic.  A guess would  be tP..at 
the elasticity is therefore -1 at prices  20%  greater and  less than 
present rates and  that this might  increase to  say  -2 at 50%.  Belovt a 
20%  charce  demand  can  be  expected to be  inelastic, although perhaps 
quite close to -1 in terms of actual search  tli~e because of increased 
efficiency in use.  T.ne  best guess is therefore  a  unit elasticity over 
the CU!"Tent  range of prices plus or rn.inus  20%  for existing users.  \•le 
would  also not expect  (on  ver--J  thin evidence)  that many  new  users would 
·enter the market purely for price reasons  unless prices were  to drop  by 
at least 20%. 
Two  notes of caution should be  included here.  First, what  role do 
different budgeting procedures play :in  determining responsiveness both in 
the short and  long run.  Secondly,  \'mat  is meant  by cost, that is, are we 
estimating the responsiveness  to changes in the total cost of using the 
system or to changes  in the price per minute?  We  will exanrlne  these 
complications in turn. - 35-
·  XI  The  Effect of Buctget0ry  Procedures  on  Respc,nsi veness 
For many  organisations the capacity to Vc~ consumption  of on-line 
information is,at least in the short-rtm,restricted by  the way  :in which 
departmental budgets  are determined. 
The  typical firm specifies  an~ual budgetf..  for each department. 
Within this budget  the department  can  choose  hc~w to allocate money 
to different activities and may  itself specify an  internal budget  ~nich 
-
will ·control this allocation.  To  the extent that this budget  is inflexible 
over a  particular period then the elasticity of demand  ~dth respect to 
price will generally be  -1.  In practice most  tudgets have  some  flexibility 
but to be  able to obtain extra finance will normally require that the 
individual or department  make  a  special case.  Not  spending  some  of the 
allocation will normally be  easier, but ma.y  be  seen as Jeopardizing future 
budget allocations. 
Table6--Budget Posi  ticn 
Infonr.ation  Specific  No  Information  To  Change  Budget 
Budget  On-Line  Budget*  Budget ·  Requires Pro6f of 
Cost-Effectiveness  Total 
----~--------~-----------~----------------r-----------------~~----------- Large 
Users 
Small 
Users 
12  5  0  8 
3  0  1  3 
* 1  further user probably had  an  R &  D buqget  for on-line searching. 
I!1  our sample  of 13  large users and  1~  small users all but one  of 
those who  gave·  infonnation on  budgeting had-inforrration department  budgets. 
The  other's library h~d been  closed within the last  ~~o years and  replaced 
by  a  g~neral technical services department.  It is clear that the existance 
of an  infonn:t  tion department  b.udget  (or somethir1g  similar) is very important 
in current on-line usage.  It may  be  less important where  intermediaries 
are utilised. 
The  existence of an on-line budget  appears,  unsurprisingly,  to be 
positively correlated with  usage.  Those  who  do  not have  specific budgets 
mostly  re~arked on  the difficulty of finding money  from  alternative uses 
13 
4 
for on-line services and  particularly stressed the need  for proof of cost-
effecti  vencss ,  even  thow)l on-line is normalJy asmall part of the total budget. - 36  -
Cnce  a  budget has been m3.de  available it seem:;  not  to be so difficult to 
obtain some  increased finance  from  either gen( ·ral growth or other 
sources if consum.ers  are satisfied with the p1·oduct.  But  proof of cost-
effectiveness is clearly rer.nrded as excet:di.nrly  important as it is 
specifically mentioned by al.rrost  two-thirds or the larr;e users and three-
quarters of the small. 
This evidence and more  general material arising from  discussion 
suggests that although wi1en  prices rise firms with on-line information 
budgets \all find  it difficult to adjust in the short-run, at least the 
principle of using the system has been accepted and  so many  may  be able to 
adjust their budget  upwards  if they can  sho1·r  value for money.  If the 
organisation only has a  budget for inforwation in general there is likely 
to be  far more  difficulty.> as on-line searching is likely to be  the 
newest  service and may  be  seen as encroaching on  other more  accepted aspects 
of information services.  If the organisation has no  :L11formation  budget 
at all it will  ~e even more  difficult to obtain accepta11ce  for any major 
payrrents  for on-line services.  No  info~ation budget suggests a  low 
level of infonnation consciousness and no  easy basis for cost-effectiveness. 
comparisons  - both of which factors are likely to wake  agreement  to increase 
spending difficult. 
Even where  an information budget exists it may  be difficult to obtain 
acceptance of on-line searching because specific payments  have  to be made 
wtrile  internally provided informati0n services may  appear cheap because 
use of internal resources is not  cos  ted.  Tnis is the usual problem of buyii'.g 
in  in  comparison  to own  provision.  r.r:any  finns mentioned it as a 
difficulty.  At  least two  suggested that the way  ahead~at least in the 
short-runJ  l·m.s. to charge om;ards to the final consuming  department.  If the· 
cost is significant this will result in the problems mentioned above.  But 
if the charge is less than the petty cash limit allowed within each 
department  the only problem ooy  be to persuade the individual demanding 
the information tr..at  the search is worthwhile.  But  thel"e is still a  real 
problem that the search has to be  cost-effective to that department in 
comparison,  typically,  with a  zero internal service.  If petty cash is not 
a  limiting factor then the decision can be  taken on  the grounds  of the 
relative benefit of on-line searching compared to other nethods.  If there 
are limitations then the comparion will be wrongly vreighted to\,-ards  the 
use of internally provided information. - 37-
The  way  in which  hudp;ets  arc specified nnd  allocated is therefore 
a  very  important  determinant  aL  least of short-run defrand  in private firms. 
In the longer rtm  the view  seemed  to be  that r'roof of cost-effectiveness 
was  required but that if this ·,~as  forthcorrJng  the budget would  also be 
made  available.  But  it must  be remembered  th.1t  our replies reflect the 
views mainly of very  info~ation-conscious people and  organisations.  In 
organisations where. profit is important but information is not highly 
regarded direct charging ca1 be  expected to be  a  strong initial deterrent 
altho~~ in the  longer run the provision of obviously cost-saving infor-
mation may  break do\•m  the barrier. 
So  far we  have  examined  the role of the budget  in the behaviour of 
private firms.  Other types of organisation may  be  expected to behave 
rather differently.  In particular many  discussants thought  that 
universities and  academic  resecu~chers in general would  have  particular 
difficulty in finding funds  to use on-line services even thoUf;h  they 
might  be  expected  to be  aJnong  the groups  who  would  both obtain the 
most benefit·and perceive trat this benefit exists.  In Europe  most  academic 
researchers are not expected to fund  their own  inforrraticn provision.  It 
is expected that this will be  available via a  "well-found"  library and 
is normally paid for out of a  block grant to the institution.  'This is 
clearly going to rrake it exceedingly difficult for individual researchers 
to  obtaL~ funds  for the direct payment  for  info~ation involved in on-line 
searching, especially in multi-disciplinary institutions where  usage will 
vary H:idely  bet\-veen  research areas causing:  obvious  conflict.  'ren of the 
intermediaries and hosts specifically mentioned the difficulties that 
university researchers are likely to have  in obtainir~ finance.  Five ran 
special schemes  (including free access)  to assist utilisation by university 
researc~ersJincludiP~ one  private firm who  regarded it as a  part of marketing 
their products.  Th1~e of the information specialists also specifically 
mentioned problems  faced by academics  once  on-line is no  longer experimental 
(experirr.ental  services  r~ve often been  provided free of charge). 
This difficulty can be  reduced by governmental  decisions either to 
allow specific budgets  for  info~ation services in  u~iversities, by  augmented 
grants to mdi  vidual researchers, or by direct subsidy to academic  users. - 38-
The  first may  well  come  in time as greater pressure  i_s  put on  al1ocating 
oosts to specific research  (e.g.  in the moves  towards  computer  pricing). 
The  second has  been  accepted in a  sense by  the American  government .in 
the provision of Medl:ine  free  to academic  users.  Dll·IDI 's policy has  been 
similar and  ~uch of the free experimentation  h~s. included academic  researchers. 
But  without a  continuation and  expansion of these differential policies 
or a  complete  change  in budgetary procedures academic  usage  of directly 
priced on-line services is lil{e ly to remain  SID3.ll. 
On  the other hand  funded  non-academic  research,  consulting &"1d 
professional services in general \oJere  seen as  fielch \·lhere  there would 
be  little difficulty in paying at least current rates.  These  types of 
projects t~ve historically bought  in services and  a  new  efficient service 
available at a  price related to use is exactly the type of service they 
require.  Here  the budget is of assistance in spreading the use  of the 
service rather thar1  a  hindrance.  A large untapped and potentially rapidly 
growing demand  was  envisaged here especially for product and  numerical 
information but possibly also for commercial  information.  Howevei'  it \..,as 
thougr1t  that their d0mand  for currently available info11mation  except in 
one  or two  specific areas  (such as the rraterial available throug)1  ARIANE) 
was  probably not very large. 
Finally there is a  question of the effect of budgets  on  usage  by 
government  departments  (or similar publicly O\vned  institutions).  In general 
it Nas  thought that such organisations would  have  little difficulty in 
ob~aining the necessary funds  for paying for on-line services once  the 
idea of using such  systems  vms  accepted in principle.  Same  hosts/intermediaries 
do  provide  the service more  cheaply to govern~ent agencies but  this seems 
to reflect agreements  arising from  governrn'=nt  subsidy of the service rather 
than the belief that civil servants  c~~ot obtain funds  to pay  for the 
service.  In this case  the subsidy can  be  seen as having a  similar effect 
to the fixed payment  part of a  two-part tariff, and  could lead to increased 
utilisation of under-utilised·systerrs while helping the system to remain 
financially viable.  The  main  difficulty envisaged by  GOVerrm~nt and quasi-
govel~ntal organisations is that they will be  forced to use  the  governrr~nt 
sponsored systems  even  where  using another would  be  more  efficient.  This 
constraint should benefit rather than harm EURONEr  except  to the extent that 
such restrictions rray  cause a  decline in efficiency andso reduce overall 
usage  of on-line searching. - 39  -
'Ihus  the ways  in which  budgets are determined are likely to be 
eAtremcly  important in affecting: 
a)  The  nunber of users. 
b)  The  types of users . 
c)  Responsiveness  to a  price change in the short-run. 
and  d)  Responsiveness  in the long-run. 
.  -- 40  -
XII  The  Effect of Different Types  of Cost 
The  cost of Using an on-line service is made  up  of. a  number  of 
diffel~nt eleuents which  are likely to be  paid for out of different 
budgets.  Costs  include the direct payment  for the service,  the 
related telephone  costs, staff and  time,  overheads,  related documentation 
and  clerical costs and  the cost of the terminal. 
Many  researchers have  regarded the cost of the terminal as being 
a major deterrant to users but of those who  discussed this topic only 
one  said that if they did not already  01"n  a  terminal they could not have 
used  the service and in this case a  suitable  termir~l w~  in rae~ available. 
Obviously if a  special terminal is necessary there will be  a  substantial 
cost barrier to overcome  but as long as on-line services can  use  standal~d 
terminals,  since most  firms are likely to require these before they 
became  ~nterested in on-line searching this will rarely be a  serious 
problem.  If terminal costs decrease we  would  expect  organisations to keep 
more  te~Jnals (demand  appears to be  very  elastic) which will help to over-
come  the  current restrictions on  use  to  inform~tion intermediaries which 
will assist the expansion of demand  for comrnericial, ntnnerical and  product 
information.  In other words  the cost of a  terminal is not seen as a 
constraint  (indeed many  organisations admit  to over  investment)  but very large 
~', 
gro-vlth  in demand  requires terminals in every department and this \'r.i.ll 
not occur until prices fall considerably  .Ho·v:ever ·  there is lilcely to be 
a  steady growth in demand  for terminals for other usEf'·:,.  such as computing. 
Secondly, all firms..; except  one,  with  Nhom  the point was  discussed 
charged telephone  costs as an overhead rather than requiring that each 
departrr~nt pays  for its o~~ calls.  Thus  the effect of increased telephone 
usage  to obtain on-line services is not directly felt by  those who  decided 
whether or not to use  the system.  The  effect of increases in telephone 
charges is therefore not likely to bear directly on  the choice of whether 
or not to use on-line.  Ho·t"lever  at least two  departmental heads  thought 
that a  rapid increase in telephone  costs to one  department  would  cause 
disquiet and  perhaps  even  a  change  in bud6etary procedure.  A number  were 
also '\'lOrried  because  they had  been asked to economise  on  telephone use 
and  felt that they  should therefore take accourit  of charges  even  tho~~ 
not directly borne.  But  generally we  would  expect  a  smaller response to 
changes  in telephone rates as compared  ~~th eoual  changes  in other cost 
elements. ··-Nevertheless telephone rates may  be  important in the initial - 41  -
decision to use or not to use on-line services where all variable costs 
are typically taken into account. 
Overheads are normally allocated in the same  way  as telephone 
charges but staff costs and the purchase of extra documentation are usually 
charged directly to the infonration department as are the actual bills 
for the searches  themselves.  ~1ost of those v1ho  discussed cost-effectiveness 
at all specifically mentioned that on-line searching \'laS  regarded as 
effective partly because it saved specialised staff time  (even taking 
account of training)  and  so increases in staff costs are likely to affect 
the  choice of whether or not to use on-line in favour of the computerised 
service - within the overall budget constraint.  Again  the structure may 
be different when  starting to use the system at all because training 
tfme is quite an important  cost and there may  also be  course  charges, 
but these will both probably decrease over the next few  years as more 
inforrr.ation  departm~mt staff become  familiar Ni th COITJP.Uter  systems. 
Many  of the users  (including at least half of the large users) mentioned 
that a  very  ~~portant constraint was  the increased documentation costs 
and clerical tillle  involved in using on-line searching to its best 
adva'1tage.  On-line searching was  seen here as providing a  ne·w  and 
different service and as increasing the potential value of inforwation 
services.  But to obtain the increased potential it could often be 
necessary to incur jncreased costs. 
mation lvhich requires justification. 
This means  a  higher budget for infer-
Many  respondents are finding 
justification difficult in the present economic  situation even l·lhen  the 
service is accepted as valuable..  'Ihus the increased usage of on-line 
searching JTI.ay  not simply require substitution of finance from  another 
part of the inforrration budget but may  well also need an  increase in the 
total informa.tion budget.  This is a  further hurdle tha.t on-line searching 
has  to leap. 
Finally, the direct payment  for the on-line service is normally 
borne by  the  departtrent  that decides to use the system, which is often 
not the final consumer.  Its decision-Iraker,  typically an information 
department, may  find it difficult to measure the relative benefit of 
providing material on-line or by  other means,  and this could have the 
effect of restricting or in some  cases of encouraging use. 
A  change  in the price per ntinute  of on-line services will be - 42  -
equiv-alent  to a  smaller proportional change  in the  cost of using the 
service.  What  proportion of total cost it will be  depends  (a)  upon 
whether  the  organisation is already a  consumf•r  of on-line and  (b) 
which  costs are borne  directly by  the departnent that decides to use 
the on-line services.  The  significance of (a) .is that small  changes 
in direct costs w6uld  probably not be  a  major  factor in the choice of 
whether or not to· use  on-line.  The  significEmce of (b)  is that when 
~1Y of the other costs are borne  elsewhere or are fixed in the short-
run  (such as rental charges  for terminals)  a  similar change  in direct 
charges  could be  of nnre importance.  Thex,e  is also some  evidence that 
provision of documentation  and  clerical assistance may  be  a  constraint 
to the expansion of on-line searching at least in the short-run. - lt3  -
XIII Price and Availability of Substitut~s 
'Ihere are t\':o  distinct views  about the existance of substitutes for 
on-line inforrr.ation searching.  The  first rerards it as an entirely 
new  product for which  tt~re  is no  close substitute.  The  second regards 
it mainly as a  substitute for manual  searching.  But  even those \'Tho  hold 
the second vie\•T  regard the product as being differentiated and  place oore 
or less emphasis  on particular features including speed in obtaining 
the results,  seareh~r's time  saved and  especially the interactive nature 
or  the process. 
~ble 7 shows  a  clear distinction between existing consumers,  suppliers 
. and :infomation specialists.  Without  exception all users regarded the 
relative cost of searching on-line and manually as a  major determil1ant 
of whether or not they used on-line searching and of their level of use. 
Suppliers were  less sure a."'ld  even  some  of those who  answered  'very important' 
thought that in many  \>rays  on-line should be regarded as a  different 
commodity  to be assessed on its own  ~~rit. 
Table 7 Costs of Using the Service 
Intermediaries and 
other suppliers 
Large Users 
Small Users 
Info~ation Specialists 
Total 
Relative Costs 
'iVery  Important  Not  Important  Total Replies 
betv.?een  On-Line 
and  Others 
78%  12% 
100%  0%  13 
100%  0%  4 
.  25%  75%  4 
92%  8%  38 
Information specialists clearly stand out as regarding on-line as 
a  non-comparable  good whose  value should be assessed entirely separately 
from the relative cost of other means  of searching.  To  SOL11e. extent this 
difference nny  arise because these specialists are looking further ahead 
and are assuming that information will in future be made  available on-line 
of a  type  ~tach is not available in other forms. - 44 
llm'lever  the evidence at the moment  certainly upholds  the view 
that most  users assess the relative costs of using on-line in relation 
to other means  of obtaining :informa.tion.  Benefits are mentioned but 
unless on-line can  be  shown  to be  cost-effective there will be  little 
demand. 
The  costs of the alternative service will normally be,  for the 
departm2nt,  the staff cost and  time plus clerical time.  Most  respondents 
agree that using trained staff the time  saved by  an on-line search is 
considerably greater than the direct costs of on-line usage.  One  user 
estimated direct costs per reference obtained by  on-line searching as 
about  90%  of mmual search costs  and 'there  \~ere other similar estimates. 
One  question of particular interest to  the spread of on-line 
services is the extent to which  relatively expensive  information 
specialists nrist  be  used.  If their use  is necessary then on-line 
searchiP.g is tmlikely to save rrar1y  salaries although it m3.y  free staff 
to worlt~.at other jobs for a  greater part of the time.  Furthermore if 
information specialists remain a  necessity it will be  difficult for 
small users to go  on-line except  through L'1termediaries.  Table  8 
gives the views  of different groups as to the need  for an  inforn·ation 
specialist.  As  with the nature of the good,inforrration specialists 
are the only group  'Vlho  now  see . usage by  others as being possible to any  rr,reat 
extent.  The  capacity of research wol..,kers  to use  the system is thought 
to be  restricted because of the need for great familarity with the data 
base and  the greater time  taken in doing a  search.  This is not  thought 
by  paying organisations to be  offset by  any greater benefits from  the 
:infonration.  One  information specialist 1 and  one  large user, did  however 
think that as searching  soft~~e becn~es simplier these benefits ~~11 
outweigh  any extra costs. 
Tab1e  8  Use  of an Infomation Specialist Reouired 
YES  NO  'IDTAL 
Suppliers  85%  15%  14 
Lal~ge Users  91%  9%  12 
Small  Users  100%  0%  4. 
Information Specialists  25%  75%  4 - 145  -
Thus  the existence of alternative means  of obtainine the  information 
and  the relative price of such alternative means  must  be  rc~arded as 
most  :important  in detenninin['; demand.  AlthouJgl  to some  extent on-line 
searching is a  new  good  comparability with similar r;oods  helps to make 
it acceptable and  cost-effectiveness in relatior: to  other goods  allovrs 
organisations to get round the problem of measuring  benefits.  The  price 
of alternatives is therefore of -the  greatest :importance.  If the 
relative position should change  f~atly in favour of rnar1ual  searching 
demand  would  undoubtedly be  cut.  However  within the next  few  years 
most  respondents  saw  starr costs as  jncreasing and  therefore expected 
on-line searching to become  relatively even  cheaper and  more  worthwhile. 
The  cross elasticity of demand  between  different on-line services 
·appeared to be  quite large.  Most  of those who  could use more  than 
one  service had  done  so and  had  compared  costsJusually per reference. 
But  by  no  means  everyone  automatically took the  cheaper search.  Differences 
in the~type of inforrration and  softwear available  (free text searching, 
provj_sion  of abstracts, coverage,  etc) were  regarded as :important  in 
that thzy affected both the value of the result and  the costs of docu-
mentation,  clerical assistance etc.  There  therefore does  appear to be  a 
possibility of product differentiation •  On  the other hand  many  users 
complained that inforrrntion \'tas  available from  two  or more  sources and 
felt that this was  a  ~~ste of resources and  caused them  difficulties 
in choice which  they did not regard as teneficial.  The  general trend 
appeared to be  for ~~ting more  material available from  the  computer 
(probably off-line) so that the value of information received could be 
more  readily assessed. 
Most  users were  aware  of the relative costs of usir~ different 
services and  took them  into account.  They  did switch backwards  and 
forvmrds  depending upon  their specific needs  for a  given search.  Clearly 
the extent to which  this is possible depends  upon  ease of access and 
the provision of similar or·duplicate data bc:.ses.  Given  that such 
choices remain available then we  v;ould  expect that consumers  \'rill be 
very aware  of relative cost changes  and will move  readily from  one  system, 
in response to small price differences,to another when  the product is 
very similar.  But  users are clearly also a1<12...re  of trade-offs bet\.;een 
time used and  cost per minute,  between different levels of detail in ~6 
the output, different search procedures and different coverage.  This 
product differentation depends  mainly  upon  the data bases available and 
upon  the soft1·m.re.  This differenta  tion means  that demand  for each  individual 
firm's product is certainly not perfectly elastic but relative direct 
costs are still exceedll~y important. .  - 47  -
XIV  Income  and  the JRtermination of Bud[:et  Size 
For most  organisations the role played by income  in determining 
consumers'  demand  is taken over by  the role of income  in determining 
the budget.  As  inform~tion budgets  increase more  money  will be  available 
for all types of  info~ation and  for on-line inforwation in particular. 
The  question is therefore for most  organisations what  determines  tl~ 
size of the budget and  in particular wnat  effect does  the income  of 
the  o~ganisation have  on  the size of the  buc~et. 
In the private sector an  :important  determinant of budget  size can 
be expected to be  profitability.  If profitability is increasing then 
there are usually possibilities for  increasli1~ the size of budgets for 
central services  (and  information is usually such a  budget or an  item 
:in  such a  budget) .  If there is a  decline in profitability non  productive 
depart~ents are usually expected to cut-back  expendit~ in line with 
general restraint unless a  particularly good  case can  be  made  tbRt 
mcreased expenditure will cut costs else"t>;here  or provide a  high benefit 
payback.  Probably  the m3.jor  determinaJlt  of profitability is the level 
of economic  activity in the economy>  especia1ly in the context of 
determining the effect of income  on  market  demand  for on-line services. 
All respondents to the  question~u~e regarded the level of economic 
activity in the country as being an  llrrportant  element in determin~ demand. 
What  is the likely elasticity v:ith respect to income?  Undoubtedly 
there has been a  massive  growth in demand  for information services over 
the last decades  as the  complexity of production,  sales methods  and  other 
activities h1ve  increased and  as firms have  increased in size>  diversified 
and  extended their rrlli~kets.  This  sey~ests an  income  elasticity of greater 
than 1.  Also  there is sCAlle  evidence  that ·ore:anisations are prepared to 
pay  higher prices for greater accuracy,  coverage and detail)\>lhich again 
suggests quite a  ~1  elasticity.  But  very considerable research on 
the dete11mination of bud~ts and  on  the growth of seccndary information 
services over the last decades would  be  necessary before a  numerical 
fo1~cast could be arrived at. 
In the public sector it is our impression  ~hat research budgets are 
highly  incn~ elastic and heavily dependent  upon  the general level of 
economic  activity.  ~nis would  also apply to government  department 
expenditure where,  the evidence of the last few  years is that public 
expenditure is grCY#ing  faster than  inco.11e  in r;eneral but that it is - 1.18  -
particularly subject to cuts  in  time  of recession.  (Counter  cyclical 
goverrnrent  investment  policiea which  \'w-ould  expand  government  activity 
in a  recession are now  out of favour,  because of their inflationary 
effects.) 
·'lbus  \'fe  would  expect  the growth in overall demnd for on-line 
information to be  heavily dependent upon  the expansion of economic 
activlty in Europe  and  that the growth in on-line demand  would  be more 
rapid than the expansion in overall output. - ~9 -
XV  Expected  EA~ansion in Dc~~~d at  Current  Prjce Levels 
It is extremely difficult to take into account all the factors 
we  have  discussed as determ:ininr; demand  and to produce  an  estimate 
of their likely trend.  Respondents  v1ere  asked to estimate the likely. 
increase in their own  derrand  over the next ten years and  also \.;hat 
level of general development  they expected.  ~Eny felt that they could 
give no  estimate at all particularly because  their usage was  in the 
exper:i.rr.-ental  s ta.ge •  This also means  tha.  t  percentage increases may 
look very large but be  reflecting really very small absolute usage. 
Table  9 Expected Increase in De~and Over  Next  Ten  Years 
Own  Demand 
(Both Consumers  and  Providers)  General Demand 
Less  than 100%  32%  11% 
Betweeh  100%  and  l((X)%  54%  ) 
Above  l()(X)%  14% 
)  89% 
) 
Total Nu.mber  of Respondants  22  28 
For  instance one  intermediary who  predicted betvJeen  3(X)%  and  400% 
increase in demand  over  the next  ten years wus  estirrBting from  a  base 
of only 10  searches per month.  The  typical view of users might be 
regarded as doubling use over the next  couple of years but sloNer 
expansion thereafter.  The  mean  estimate for the ten year period would 
therefore probably be  less th..m  5 fold with very  fe\'{  predicting more 
than 10  fold. 
Tv;o  suppliers \vith considerable experience predicted  gro~·rth rates 
of demand  for their o'tlm  products of bet1<~een 10%  and 15%  per annum  and 
these replies together vdth other discussions suggest that perhaps even 
the five fold estimate is  so~ewhat of an overestimate.  Consumers  would 
probably be  expected to estinnte lower increases than suppliers because 
suppliers are taking into account new  users of their systems "'hile 
consumers  are only taking thej.r ovm  use  into account  (but this could 
be  offset if consttners estilnates assume  that there will be  new  suppliers). 
Fbr these reasons we  would  eA~ect est~Btes of general growth in on-line 
demand  to be  greater than that for individual demand. - 50  -
Views  expressed on  total demand  \'Jere  ler;s specific than those about their a.  .. n 
denand..  .  Few  of the respondents  thought that demand  would  only 
increase byarelatively small amotmt  (under 100%).  The  majority expected 
a  larger expansion . but felt unable  to quantify this because of Uncertainties 
as to what  tYr.;es  of data \·Jould  be available,  ho~nr effective would a 
network  system be,  what  technological cr..a.nges  \'lOuld  have  taken place 
and hm'l  infor.rration conscious current non-users would become.  Most 
expected a  breru(-through towards readily available computer  information 
within the next twenty years but far fet.Yer  believed that it would be 
firmly established within the next decade.  Thus  although the impression 
is that most respondents expected a  ten-fold increase overall and 
perhaps moreJanything like the  PA  forecast  (an almost  90  fold increase) 
would  depend  on  rapid technological change,  speedy availability,of new 
· types of data base, massive marketing to make  ne\·;  users inf'orma.tion 
conscious and a  large general upturn in the world economy  lasting for 
the whole  of the period. - 51  -
XVI  Pricinz levels in Relat.jon  to Costs 
At  the present time  the  tfu'ee main  suppliers include in their 
unit charges their own  direct costs and royalty  paJ~ents to the suppliers 
of the various bases.  On  top of this users h1.ve  to pay  transmission 
costs between the host computers  and  nodes and telephone charges bet\-:een 
nodes  and their o1  ... n  locations. 
lt is not possible to obtain any quantitative estimate of the extent 
to ~tach current charges cover all the costs of the services but except 
for transmission there is strong evidence that full costs are not being 
covered,  although short-run rrarginal costs are covered in so.-ne  cases.  This 
is probably partly because mwy of the costs are joint \d  th other products 
and partly because of government  subsidies.  He  have  no  information about 
the profitability of the various suppliers and finns  supplying transmission 
services. 
With respect to data bases those ,,rho  were  in a  position to provide 
evidence stated that on-line royalties were  covering only a  very small 
part of the total costs of the  data base  (see Table 10).  T\o:o  estimates 
in relation to services where  there  ~"B..s  no  govern11ent  subsidy sug-Eested 
that the norm  was  usually between  5%  and 10%.  This is possible only 
because other sources of income  - mainly sale of hard copy  but also 
including SDI  seFvices etc - pay for the bulk of costs.  Ho~~ver everyone 
agreed that these other sour·ces  of income  were  likely to becane  less and 
less jmportant over the next  fev1  years.  One  information specialist 
thought that much  hard copy  would  disappear if on-line truly caught on 
and that revenue  from  what  't·:as  left vtould  be drastically reduced.  This 
view vres  generally suppor·ted by  respondents who  "Jere willing to e:xpress 
an opinion.  Most  also expect the cost of providing the data base to 
increase mre rapidly th'3n  the rate of inflation.  So  total costs of 
data base provision are expected to increase subst?-ntially especially if 
on-line  1~trospective searching does  become  the main  source of certain 
kinds of infornn  tion.  If on-line searching does  not gro'.'f  so rapidly 
then of course  the  amotmt  the data bases must  recoup  from  chJ.rges  for 
searches is less because revenue  from  hard copy  and other sources will 
continue. - 52  -
Table 10 To Hhat  Are  Costs Related? 
Data Bases·  Hosts/Node  1  Intermediaries  1 
Direct  0  1  1 
Direct and 
Overheads 
0 
Small Contribution 
to Total Costs  4  2  0 
Zero 
~  0  0  1 
1  Most  hosts  charged  pricesrelatcd to these costs rather than full 
cost recovery;  rYTost  mentioned 
11 cut-price"  schemes  which  would  entail 
loss waving  as no-one  charged other consumers  rrDre  than average  cost. 
A sirrdlar question can be  raised about intermediaries same  of 
whom  were  making  use of experimental  schemes  and  were  not therefore 
·Charging true costs of provision. - 53  -
A  second clement  in the  cost of data basr;s  is the extent of 
subsidy.  ~'lany bases provided in the United States recci  vc  la.I"ge 
subsidies or are provided free of  chal~ee from  subsidised organisations. 
Others  depend upon  fees paid by  industrial subscribers.  There is 
evidence that many  of the  numerical data  bas~~s. \'Thich  mirht be  expected 
to go  on  line are also spin-offs from  subsidised research.  Not  all 
these subsidies are likely to continue especially where  it becomes 
obvious that the  data bases are being used as a  commerical service. 
Tnus  eY~sting data bases are likely to become  much  more  expensive 
and will expect to dra\'1  nnre of their revenue  from  on-line.  Other 
potential data qases for wtdch  consumers  have expressed a  need would 
probably have  to be  financed completely  from  charges for searching 
at least at the outset.  All of these factors  suggest that the data 
base  costs are currently unrealistically low  and a  ten-fold or greater 
increase \'t'Ould  be by  no  means  suprising. 
'  . 
Whether this increase in provision costs actually increases the 
cost to the  consumer of course depends  upon  the extent to which the 
cost can be  spread over a  greater number  of searches.  On  our earlier 
predictions which  also suggested a  ten-fold or some\.-.rhat  greater increase 
in demand  the effect \'lould  be,  very roughly, !leutral.  Tna.t  is to say, 
the need to cover the full cost of .data provision from  the on- line search 
charge liOuld just about bala11cc  the reduction in cost made  possible by 
a  greater number  of users  b:=arir~ charges about the  same  in real terms. 
Three respondents specifically a.e;l'Ced  with··.this view. 
It is difficult to obtain 0Brd  evidence about  th2  costs of hardware 
and soft,>Jare.  Host suppliers e)..."Pected  there to be  considerable new 
investffi2nt  m computer hardware specific to d:lta base provision if grovrth 
in de11n.nd  is sufficient.  Few  thought that there was  currently any 
massive  excess capacity in terms of storage w~le most  agreed that 
:increasing demand  :required nev1  and extended data bases.  'lbe computer 
hardware required for numerical data bases anj  ~onnnercial and  economic 
material wuuld probably be  less costly.  Respondents  expected total costs 
of hard;·1are  provision to rise although mmy  t~1ought that this v:ould  be 
offset by  increased output Hith the net result being a  fall in cost per 
unit.  Estimates of the net effect varied from  a  decrease of· 50%  to an 
increase of 15%  - 20%  per search  (including the costs of soft\-.'Bre). - 54  -
Similar views  were  held about  software.  ~~ost accepted th-:tt  r.1ore 
software would  be  required but that the  extr~ costs could be  offset by 
extra UBeage.  The  only note of dissent here was  from  those who  saw 
probl~m solving as being the basis for expanded  dema.ndJfor  this 
would  require far more  sophisticated programs when  costs might  well not 
be  offset by predicted increased consumer  d~1nd over the next ten years. 
Table n. shows  predicted changes  in the cost of provision and it is 
clear that the view  t~..at  costs \rill decline as output expands  is more 
strongly held than that the whole  cost curve will shift up\•ro.rds  because 
of the need for neN  investment etc.  'lhe  factor here that appears most 
critical to the authors of this report is the extent to which 
current charges are realistic.if costs are even to be recovered. 
This  factor, it is worth repeating, arises from the fact that development 
of the three main  services has been almost certainly as spin-offs to 
other production processes.  On-line systems  would  probably not have  been 
set up  at all if much  of the technology had not been paid for from 
elsewhere, many  of the personnel had not arr,}way  been working  on  similar 
problems  and  even so;ne  of the  hara1-~are and  softvmre rrade  available from 
other sources.  But  as on-line services grov1  they are going to have  to 
stand on  th'2'ir  m.rn  feet and not gajn from  the fact that many  costs are 
being borne elsewhere.  Thus  other savings sup_zested  above  rray  ""Vrell 
tur.Q  out to be  entirely real in cost terms  but not real in price terms 
if prices have  to cover all costs of production.  ~bether or not they 
~dll have  to do  so depends  considerably on  the role that governments 
are prepared to play in underpining research in inforrration dissemination 
and so allcr.'ling on-line services to benefit \ri  thout paying the full costs. 
Tb  this extent a  number  of respondents  thot~sht that goverrments  should be 
prepared to pay  for basic research into software for  pi~blern solvir~ on-
line services even when  they believed that these services should othen•d.se 
.be expected to cover their costs. 
The  fear that the relationship between  costs and prices \A.rill  not 
remain  aB  currently expressed is further strengthened by a  certain L~ount 
of hearG  .  ."1Y evidence that  the American  finns are not  finding on-line services 
profitable at current price levels and  that there is not a  great deal 
of excess capacity availableJeven currently;to allow costs to be  spread 
over more  users. Table··11  Exnected  .. 
Data  Base 
Costs ExpectedSuppliers 
to go  uo 
Transmission 
Provision 
Gosts  ExPected 
to go  do\m 
Transmission 
Provision 
Uncert.;tin 
Transnussion 
Provision 
Costs EA'Pected 
to 
Stay Same 
3 
41 
0 
0 
1 
0 
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Cost  Cha.nfjes  in Real  Tenns 
Hosts/Node  Intermediaries  Users 
3  3  3 
2  1  1 
0  0  0 
2  4  3 
3  4  3 
3  1  2 
1  1  4 
1  Data base suppliers are referil"..g  to the cost of providing the data 
base rather than the  final per tmit cost per search.  But most  agt~ed 
that the size of the increase required here could offset any other 
savings even  ~~th a  veFJ  large growth in demand. - 56-
Finally with respect to production  cost!~, very  few  of the hosts 
are chnrging prices covering the full cost of the service to all users, 
and only one  intermediary said that  they tried to cover all costs.  Most 
interrr.ediaries \•:ere  on-charging any  payments  they made  out plus staff 
costs and allocated overheads.  But  sorre  users :t'ere receiving material 
at lo.,..;er  prices &'1d  some  agreed that they were  under-cha.rgmg for 
staff time and  overhead costs because on-line searches were  a  srrall 
part of their business \>Thich  they wished to exp:1nd.  Other intermedaries 
were  passing on  to consumers  cut prices they were  being charged by  l1osts. 
Thus  the ctrrTent price being paid by  consumers  \'ro.s  quite often below the 
expected price in the longer term.  Even  some  of the large users \vere 
still ~:ing use of special offers available from  the rrajor suppliers. 
So  again a  downward  movement  in costs per unit may  not necessarily be 
.reflected in the actual price per unit. 
Tne  final i tern  in direct  (as  opposed  to user)  cost is that of 
transmission.  In  general respondents either expected costs to go  up 
or were  Ut!certain  (See Tablell).  This uncertainty reflects difficulties 
in predicting the pricing policy of PTTs.  Sane factors are relatively 
elear.  Transrrdssion costs which relate to distance  ~~11 generally decline 
especially if E  URO}X:~is set up  because of the proliferation of nodes. 
Speeds  of transmission are also expected to increase and  therefore, 
excluding price changes,.transmission chr'lrges  per search are predicted to 
decline.  Then  co:ne  the unee:cto.inties.  'Eelephone  charges have been 
increasing faster than inflation over the last few  years and this is 
expected to continue, perhaps,  so:ne  thought,  just about offsetting the 
ga:ins  from increJ.sed speeds.  Finally, there is the cost of transmission 
from host to node.  Here  the position depends  crucially upon  the pricing 
policies of the PTTs,  and possibly upon  technical changes  such as the 
use of satellite communic:ttion.  He  are not in a  position to estiir.ate 
the costs  of.l  providing the necessary netv.'ork  but it seems  likely that 
here aeain there &.re  rr  .. any joint costs and  therefore considerable areas 
of discretion onthe part of PTTs.  We  would  eA~ect costs per search to 
decline with usage  because rrany  of the direct costs will be  in terms of 
indivisible investrrcnts.  On  the other hand  we  would  expect actual charging 
to be  constant per ·unit of time.  Therefore  PITs  vd.ll be  required to 
choose vlhether to attempt  fu11 cost recovery  (or profit) early on or to 
set prices so as to expand output and increase revenue over tim2.  This 
appears to be the major element of uncertainty in the detennina.tion of the 
likely pr:j.ce  level. - 57  -
If we  assume  transmission costs remain  r':>Uf_,hly  as they are at 
present for European on-line services then our general impression is 
that overall prices per search will not  chanF,e  greatly in real terms 
over the next ten years unless there are much  greater increases in d6~d 
than ai'e  envisaged in this report.  Decreases in costs 'Nhich arise frcm 
increased output will be  offset by increases ~  the proportion of costs 
that have  to be  borne by on-line services and  by  jncreases in· investment 
costs required to provide the necessary technology  a'1d  data base availa-
bility. 
'I"nis  conclusion could however be modified by two  factors:  utilisation 
of market  po~rer and governnent  intervention.  These  are discussed in the 
next tvro  sections. 
Annex  5 assesses the  ~aterial made  available to us  on  costs, prices 
and  demand  for on-line information services at the present time and  sholm 
considerable responsiveness to price chanr,es  within the present pricing 
structures. -58-
XVII  f·1arket  Power 
At  the present time  there are three main  con1petitors in the on-line 
market  two  of whom  use a  non-PIT corrrnon  carrier.  Hot"lever  this situation 
nay r.ot  continue.  vle  have  considered three possible future scemrios.: 
(a)  CQ~etition contD1Ues  as at present but with short-distance 
telephone call access to  1yroes~e available throughout 
~lestern Europe. 
(b)  A royalty is placed on  the use  of Tymeshare  by  the PTTs 
or  (c)  The  use  of T.y.meshare  is discontinued. 
Under  (a)  for  ~rany users there '\lrould  be  quite large reductions in price. 
Under  (b) prices l'rould rise for many  users and  under  (c) European 
providers, probably specifically EURO~~~, would be  given a  monopoly. 
~idch of these three scenarios  comes  about  is clearly important 
for the gro\qth  of on-line service usage  in general and  for the viability 
of a  European  service in particular.  The  first would  both remove  uncertainty 
about access to suppliers  and  increase total demand  because of tre 
price reduction  But  assuming competitive prices,  taking into account 
product differentiation, this demand  v1ottid  be split betv;een  three 
suppliers all of \\;hom  are probably still on the  do,·m~<lard part of their average 
cost curve,  and  thus not able to exploit full economies of scale. 
EURO~~ could obtain  sorr~ of the existins derrand  for the  USA- based 
se1~ices either through th8  jntroduction of a  royalty or if 1Yffieshare 
were·  to be nade  illegal througJ1out Europe.  But  they would  not  expect 
to divert all existing demand  to the  se1~ice unless all the data bases 
already available elsewhere,  or close substitutes, were  quickly made 
available to EURONET.  The  price at \•Jhich  these bases would  be  rrade 
available would  presw~bly reflect the  eA~ected n1onopoly  position and so 
push up the cost of provisiop through  E1JRONEl\ 
l\'1ost  suppliers and  users agree that although there is a  significant 
affect of price on demand  th3 real basis for a  substantial  increase in - 59  -
on-line searching is the quality and type of data base,  ease of access 
and  readily available information about  the s.vstcm ..  Accepting this 
it is· probable  that the benefits to European  consu~ers of having all 
three existing services available are likely to  outl~:eigh the benefits 
to EURONE.~ of diverting part of the market to itself.  Prices will ·then 
have  to remain  competitive and would  be  highly unlikely to increase 
to a  level at which  alternative methods  of searchir~ are cost-effective. 
But  dropping prices  (via very low  transmission costs) or restricting 
competition in other \~ys so  th~t the American  suppliers no  longer 
find the EtL'Y'Opean  market vlortrn.;hile  could be counter. productive because 
of its effects on  users'  confidence and  because  of the reduction of 
-services which  \·.rould  be  implied.  One  user especially said that he 
would  not necessarily switch to a  lo\'Ter  cost service, if he believed 
that the lower costs \';:ere  being introduced as part of a  price war 
intended to eliminate alternative suppliers. 
Tt4s l.i.ne  of al"'gt.un-r.ent  seems  to suggest that transmission costs should 
be set to cover costs taking a  long vievt and  that the snme  philosophy 
of charging should be applied to all services. 
Market  imperfections may  also arise in the supply of data bases, 
l'.hlch may  be  thoUf-)lt  of as natural monopolies in the sense that the 
costs of settirg up  duplicates  are so high.  Subsidies to one  part of 
tte activity (say  trru1smission  costs) mieht  result not in lower prices 
but in hi~1er royalties being available to pay  the tlata base suppliers. 
It is clear that vlithin the on-line inforrnation market trere exists 
considerable potential for utilising market  pm~er.  But  such we will 
reduce  the value of the service to conswners  and  probably inhibit gro~~h. 
'  . 
If growth  of total demand  of the type  envisa[~ed by  the proponents of 
E URONET is to be achieved  then there is no  room  for monopoly  pricing. 
It is not even certain that EURONET  customers will be  maximized  if 
EURONET  is a  monopoly. -6o-
XVIII  Goverr~~~nt Intervention 
The  remaining question on  price determination is whether there is 
a  case for governrnent  subsidy of on-line services.  r~ost of those vtho 
responded to the que3tionnaire thought  there was  a  case for governmental 
and intergover-fl.YTlental  assistance while  fewer · (twelve)  thought  there 
should be  a  long-term continuing subsidy of one  form  or another. 
The  major  exceptions were  the large users.  All the six who 
specifically ansv1ered  no  were  large users fearing government  interference 
in \\'hat  data \'/Ould  be provided and in ease of access.  This applied to users· in clf.ff'· 
erent  colll1tries  and  \'laS  not  lWrl. ted to those \•1ho  had suffered because of 
problems  in obtaining access to U.S.  suppliers via Tymeshare. 
Table  12 \\That  Form  of Government  Intervention should be  encouraged? 
Assistance 'rith  Data funk. 
Telecommunication Arrangements  Software  General  Short-Tenn Only  None 
13  8  10  2  6 
Thirteen respondents particularly mentioned assistance with 
telecommunication arrangements but probably one  half of these were  not 
advocating direct government  subsidy. 
~10 re~arded it as  necess~; for  gove1~'2nt to help with specific 
capital bottlenecks and  the other specified  c~1didates for subsidy were 
data base provision and  fundamental  research,  including the developrr.ent 
of soft\•ra.re  for problem sol  vine;. 
One  further arr;ument  \·.ras  given for r:overnrr..ent  assistance to on-line 
services:  that the U.S.  government  has  given very  considerable subsidies 
in the past and  ll'.ay  well continue to do  so  and  therefore it would  be 
difficult for European  services to compete  viithout  similar subsidies.  At 
the present tnre this  mi~)1t suggest that rather than subsidise a  further 
service, U.S.  services should be  used  instead.  But  this wi~~t entail 
greater costs in the lone-term,  especially if a  U.S.  monopoly  or control 
developed.  There  are other arguments  both for and  against the  vie''~ that 
the existence of subsidies in the U.S.A.  requires subsidy  in Europe.  If 
however  it is accepted that a European  service is necessary it is essential 
that this service be  priced at a  rate which  is competitive with the 
American  suppliers taking account of transmission costs.  rfue  case for - 61  -
a  price below  the  competitive price if resource costs are not being 
covered is less obvious.  The  main  reason for a  price belo;r  long- term 
cost that has  been put  fo~~d is that it is one  way  to spread the use 
of the system as rapidly as possible  aJ1d  so obtain conditions in \'lhich 
long-term cost recovery is possible.  But  even if prices are very  close 
to zero user costs will still exist and  the elasticities with respect to 
direct price do  not appear great enough  to make  such a  policy worth-
\';hile.  Instead prices should be  set at levels v:hich  conswner.S  can  e>.-pect 
to continue and  emphasis  should be  placed on  informing the consumer  and 
marketing the product of on-line information. 
Al~hourJl there are thus a  variety of reasons both for and  against 
so.11e  kind of subsidy to European  on-line inforrnation services it may  be 
prudent to retain the assumption rrade  by  PA  and stated by them  to be 
·consistent vlith the basic principles developed by  the special CIDST  . 
working  group  on  pricir~ - financing for public funds  is expected to 
diminish  \\~  th time, virtually ceasing within the secono  half of the 
forecast period. - 62  -
XIX  Demand  Relationships over Time 
Arrong  the factors we  have  found  to be expected to affect the demand 
for on-line searching supplied throur)1 EURONET,  the  following appear to 
be  the most  important. 
1.  The  autonomous  growth of derrru1d,  as more  individuals and 
organisationslearn about the potentiality of these services. 
2.  Reaction to growth of the supply of ne\v  da.ta bases and new 
sof~1ear systems. 
3.  Choices  open  to customers; essentially whether or not Lockheed, 
$DC  or similar services will be available in a deli tion to EUROi\iET. 
It.  Prices charged and  user costs for services made  available 
through EURONET. 
5.  Prices and user costs of computing services. 
6.  Prices and  user costs of alternative information services such 
as off-line searching or manu:tl  searching. 
7.  Economic  prosperity. 
8.  The  nature and extent of the EEC/governwnt  control of the 
facilities offered. 
Even  in principle it would  be  impossible to indicate the characteristics 
of a  model  taking all of these factors into accctn1t.  r~Toreover many  of them 
will not be in the control of EUROl\TET. 
Figure 2 illustrates a  rnore  simplified de~and model  taking into 
accoW1t  only three factors:  calendar time, price  (and user cost) and market 
organisation.  This caltndar time relationship "rill incorporate the effects 
of factors 1  and 2 above:  factor 3 is represented by  market organisation. 
The  relationships assume  jmplicitly  certaj~ expectations on  factors 5 - 8. 
I~thc~atically the Jnodel  is an attempt to picture two  relationships: 
D  =  D  (t, p  +  c)  m  m 
D  = D  (t, p  + c)  c  c 
D  is the expected European dem:md  for on-line services assumine  m 
that they arc all supplied through Euronet.  D  is the expected  de~and for  c 
on-line services thropgh Euronet.if other  con~uting services are  available 
as at present.  t  represents a  calendar year,  p  price and  c  user cost. - 63-
In Fieure  2  the  curves q,11  D 1,  qV1.2 D2,  Dr-13 D3 represent demand 
ctn"'Ves  in monopoly  conditions  for EUI\ONET  at 3 r·oints. in time,  and 
fb
1
,  Dc
2
,  Dc 3 
represent  demand  curvea  in competitive cond:itions.  Because 
the cornpeti ti  on  would  not  be  J  >er rec  t  the  con~  >C.' ti  t:i ve  curven :u·e  not 
sho~.m as  straiGht lines, that is we  assume  that  some  users will  us<?  so.11e 
EURO;~ services even if prices are generally above  those of U.S.  suppliers. 
The  figure shovts  price and user cost separately but on  the  same  axis and 
indicates that even at zero price demand  may  not have  reached its full 
potential as savinr,sin user cost could increase demand  still further. 
· In order to make  a  meaningful estimate of the effect of price on 
denand it is necessary to estimate the derrand  function D ,  D  at least  m  c  · 
over the armor interest.  The  graph shown  in Annex  4 and derived from 
the PA  report corresponds to something like the curve x 1 x2 x3 
which 
joins points on different demand  curves.  We  have  seen a  number  of curves 
whi~h.  have tried :in this way  to relate historical changes in demand  to 
changes  in price.  Figure 2  shows  ho\~ r.Usleadillg these  C-"'...n  be as estimates 
of the price elasticity of derrand  at one  point in time. 
The rratherratical properties of the functions  D ,  D  can be fairly  m  c 
readily stated.  The  first order properties ,.;ou1d  be: 
aD  an  m  c  <  0.  ---
an  aD  m  c  >  0;  ., 
'  ..  at  at  a  (p+c)  a  (p+c) 
The  second order properties would  be: 
.·  a2D  32D 
.  m  ,  c  >  0  up  to t  = tm  (  p) ,  t c  (  p) ,  <  0  thereafter. 
··  at2  at2 
0  0 
(This·  implies an S-shaped gro\orth  curve such as the Gompertz  curve used b;y 
PA) 
' 
<  0;  the higher the price the  lower the rate 
at a  (p+c)  ata(p+c) 
of growth. 
~2n 
o  m  > 0; the monopoly  demand  curve is concave  to the origin, and:  ---
a(p+c)2 
a2  D  c 
.  2 
a(p+c) 
>  0  for  p  + c  <  k  ( t) 
0 
~ 0  for p  + c  >  k  (t) 
0 
Where  k0  is approx:imately  equal to the price plus user cost for on- line seru  .. cht~S 
not using EURONEr. P
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~1a.ny functional  forms  fit these conditions.  Our  survey does  not 
give much  grounds  f'or  chJosiP.g between  them  except to suggest that 
demand  elasticity is pn)bably greater at hip-)1  thcnat lo-w  prices.  For 
consistency v.rith  PA  it is probably best to  choose  a  function which  assl.llnes 
the shape of a  GJrnpertz  curve when  price  val~ies in the way  implied by 
the PA  forecasts.  Hi thin this requirement it seems  sensible to choose 
as simple a  functional form  as possible. 
We  are not able to propose  an  exact functional form  however.  The 
reason is that it is not satisfactory to present the functional form 
without having constructed n'Ul-nerical  demand  models  to test the realism 
of the function proposed.  The  data to do  this does  not as yet exist in 
Europe.  It could be  done  u..~ing United States data if this could  be 
made  available. 
Tne  sources of infor"fl'l.ation  available to us  have  been set out in 
this report,  together with the findings of our ot.,n  survey.  We  have 
from this work sorr.e  basis for estimates of grCJ1.'fth  m demand  and of tlJe 
effect of price on  dem:md.,  and they ha.ve  been set out  in Tables 9 & 5 respectively 
given in sections  "'R-1  and X.  The  former do  not appear to be consistent with 
the PA  report.  It is understood that the findir€S of this report are 
regarded as tinsatisfacto1-')y  in certain :vespects and  that papers have  been 
l<Iritten putting for(\rard alterations.  These  papers h1.ve  not been rede 
available to us.  ~!e also understand that there are vie\·ls  about likely 
price trends or pricing policies Nhich may  not be  consistent vr.ith  the 
views  presented here,  but we  are not  informed about  the basis of those 
or the resulting ex-pected prices.  Aga.~ data from  American  services 
would be  of use,  even  thot~ not directly applicable to Europe,  and 
would  be ir1valuable  in testing the validity of alternative functional 
forms. 
We  are thus in the position of having obtained sufficient  infox~ation 
to nl.1ke  an informed guess at -the relationship beb·reen price and  demand 
given access to certain other available information, but not haviP.g  had 
access to these remaining  informa. tion s. ources •  But it wouJ.d  be quite 
wrong  to attempt a  quantitative esti1nate of these relationships founded 
on  rraterial  (the PA  report)  believed to be  based on  certain incorrect 
assumptions \'rithout adequate data on  prices, and  \•rithout  any  testi~ of 
our survey-derived hypotheses on  existing data.  It is hoped  that nevE:r-
theless the Group  may  find our qualitative findings and  survey results useful. - 6G  -
XX  Conclur-.dons  and  Recorrmendeltions 
All the conclusions  included in this report must  be  regarded 
as tentative both because of the small  sampJe  that we  were  able to 
contact and  be~tuse on-line information services are still very 
much  in the experirr.ental stage. 
With  this reservation we  present the following conclusions: 
1.  Almost all those \'Jho  ha.d  experience of on-line services 
have  used only biblio2Taphic style materials,  usually needed by  research 
and development  person  ..  n.el  but  accessed  by  information specialists. 
If the data available remains of the  s~e t~ve then the types of 
people  using it and the need for jnformation specialists as inter-
mediaries will rerrain the  sa1·ne.  Under  these circumstances demand  is 
tmlikely to expand to rr.ore  thm1,  at the outside, ten times its 
present level over the neAt  ten yaars. 
2.  If other types of data are made  available; particularly 
product information,  conrnercial  and  economic  info:t'11kition  and  nwnerical 
data  J the services \·rill begin to be  used by a  far wider range of people, 
often ,,.;ithout  the need for specialist i.Ylterll:c=?diaries.  Expansion of 
on-line use  could then be much  greater,  exceeding a  10-fold increase 
over 10 years. 
3.  Such an expansion would  depend  on  the provision ofnew  data 
bases \'Jith pre-d.ieested inforrr.ation and  the provision of problem solving 
software. 
4.  At  the present  time  the material regarded as having  the 
most  inelastic de111.and  is patent inforrration. 
5.  The  usua.l  on-line pricine system  by \.ffiich  consumers  are 
chareed only for what  they use  is regarded as absolutely neces3ary if 
demand  is to grow  rapidly. - 67  -
6.  However  so:ne  large users mig,ht  gain at least in the long term 
from either an annual subscription or a  two-part tariff form  of prici~. 
rxbis  Hould also incrca.ne  the certainty of revenue  for suppliers. 
7.  'Ihe method  often used by  intemediaries of charging per query 
is likely to become.  less important as on-line services grow because of the 
ease by vlhich  costs  C311  be allocated under the price per minute system. 
.  8.  Reactions  to price in Europe  at the present time are heavily 
affected by  the existance of a  number  qf exper~~ents  and marketing progrrunnes 
which allow some  level of free use. 
9.  f-1ost  users  di.d not expect to reduce  demand  if prices \·;ere  raised by 
up to about 10%.  Above  that level until about  20%  most  expected to cut back 
time per search so keeping costs constant.  Above  the  20%  level many  users thought 
that they \IIould  no  longer use on-line services or at least that they \lrould  cut 
back usage  heavily.  Tnis suggests a  d~and responsiveness fairly close to - 1 
up  to about  20%  rise in price(pr~bably slightly more  inelastic for many  small 
rises).  Above  this, derrand  can be  expected to be elastic. 
10.  vle  have  little evidence on  \'lhich  to base predictions about the 
response to cuts in price.  It appeared that most  existing users would  not 
respond greatly to  &;~11 changes  and that aeain up  to about a  20%  reduction 
elasticity would be  close to unity.  For  gl~eater price cuts the evidence suggests 
an clastic demand.  The  price elasticity of  existirlt:~ users will understate tl:e 
overall price elasticity of derr2md  but we  were  unable to estimate the extent of 
this under  estimate. 
11.  How  an organisation specifies its infonmtion bud8et and \dthin 
this budget  how  much  it allows for on-line inforrration r.as  an important 
influence on  the organisation's derrand  for on-line inforrration.  f"1ost  organis-
ations 'i.tth information  depar~mcnts had  specified  info1~tion department 
budgets which  they  fou.11d  clifficu.lt to vary over the short- term.  Over  a 
longer period m::>st  thought  they could vary the budget  in response to demand 
for on-line services by final users but \'lould have  to justify budget  increases 
because of price rises by demonstrating that the service remained cost-effective. - 68  -
12.  If an ort;anisation h1s  no  bud[;et  for information it will 
be extremely difficult for  M  or;~a.nisn.tion to usc on-line services. 
13.  SoiTe  of these problems  can  be  reduced if the cost per 
search is less than the organisational limits on  discretionary or 
petty cash e>:pencliture"  In this case  final users may  have  discretion 
over ·Nhen  to use  the service without go)ng  throt.l[!,h  a  central inforrration 
serrvice. 
1~.  University researchers are likely to find it particularly 
difficult to obtain finance  for on-line  searchir~. 
15.  Consultants and  other professional services should find 
finance easier but their level of use will not be great unless more 
specific informa.tion is available in data base form. 
~16.  Generally government  departments had not experienced 
difficulty in fi.t1ding  the necessary finance but ·were-sometimes  limited 
to using particular systems. 
17.  Dema...'1:i  \·rill re::;pond  differently to different types of cost 
dependi.llg  upon  "~.-!hether they are included in the budget of those l'iho 
decide whether or not to use  the service.  For  instance users are likely 
to be·  less responsive to chanGes  in telephone  crarges than they are to 
on-line  charge~>. 
18.  A bottleneck in increasin[s  u:~age appears  to be the rate 
at vrhich  :inform:ttion services, documentation and clerical staff can be 
expanded  to provide the hard copy records discovered in searcDing. 
19.  Terminal  costs are not norma.lly  regarded as a  rr.a.j or bar to 
the  use of on-line systems but could lw.it the spread of use to a  large 
nu:IDer  of  fi~tl user secticns. 
20.  I"<~o3 t  users rccarded mc'111U3.l  search as a  close subr;ti  tute 
for on-line searching al  tholV'1  they reco01ised that there are  importa~t 
differences in the product especially related to the speed at \'lhich 
the DllSWer  is obtained.  Infom'1tion specialists  ho~:ever recardcd 
the on-line se3rch as a  very different product. 21.  Staff costs are likely to increase more  rapidly than other 
co0ts so that, at present  charr.;ir~ rates, computericed .:inform..1.tion  systems 
are likely to become  more  and more  cost-effective.· 
22.  But  m8st users thougllt  an information specialist \'.'B.s 
necessary for the successful use of on-line services.  Information 
specialists disagreed with this viei.·l,  but they did th:ink that knowledge 
of the data-base was  important. 
23.  vlithin on-line services the cross-elasticity of demand  between 
tt'lO  services supplying the  same  or similar data bases appeared to be 
large although  thel~ was  agreed to be  some  differentiation of product. 
24.  The  gro~l/th of economic  activity in the economy  as a  v:hole 
was  expected to have a  major effect on  the r,rowth  of de~d for on-line 
inforrnation services, both in the private and probably even more  in the 
publiq sector. 
25.  On  the basis of questionnaire response it might  be expected 
that the demand  for on-line  info1~tion by  existir~ users might  increase 
perhaps five-fold over the next 10 years.  r·~ost respondents \'Jere  unable 
to estirr.ate  ch3.L'1f)3S  in  total  demand  but those that did this ex-pected 
a  ten-fold increase  (from  the current low  level)) half of the  increase 
coming  from new  users.  Greater e:xrJansion  than this, it  \\~s  thoup-)1t, 
'ilOuld require a  combination of many  favourable factors. 
26.  There  'VTa.S  some  doubt  as to \•:hether  the price per search 
\\SS  likely to increase over the period.  There are oelieved to be 
major economies  of scale which are· not being utilised.  Ho~tTever many 
costs are not currently borne  ~Y the on-line services.  Data base 
royalties are  e~vected to increase considerably.  Investment is needed 
both  in hardt·tare  and particularly in software.  And  in many  cases prices 
do  not currently cover costs.  Therefore it is thour,ht  that demand  must 
increase many  t~ncs before the scale economies  cover all costs,  including 
··invest-ment  costs and  increased royalties and costs per search can 
consequently decline. -7o  -
27.  ~1ost respondents were  uncertain about  the effect of 
transmission change:3.  Until the  charr;inr~ policies of the Prrs  have 
been settled uncePtainty rrk1.Y  act as a  brake on  demand  expansion. 
28.  Some  respondents  feared that EUHONE'r  would  attempt to 
set up  a  European monopoly.  Although this could improve  the chance of 
realizing economics  of scale it is likely that it \10uld affect overall 
demand  adversely.  It  ,would  therefore be  harmful to the expansion of 
on-line services in general. 
29.  J'1ost  ~spondents thow~ht that governments  should be  involved 
to the extent of facili  tat:ir~ agreements  between the P'ITs.  Some  other 
thought that further capital assistaTlce vTould  be \<lorthwhile.  Scme 
large usePs  thought that any government  involvement,  unless limited 
to specific areas,  ~~s likely to prove r~l. 
~  30.  In order to  eA~ress the relationship between price and 
demand  it"is necessary to separate out supply effects, learning 
effects and price effects.  Tne  first two  of these can,  for our purposes, 
be  combined w-ith  a  t:i.Jne  trend.  Demand  functions  need to be estimated 
which  relate  de:nand  to t:iJn2  and price.  '!\oro  separate dema..'1d  f\mctions 
are  I~quired, one  for the monopoly  and one  for the competitive case. 
The  properties of these functions have  been identified, but no 
DL1thematical  or numerical  form  is given,  because acceptable  time  trends, 
price and demand  data were  not available to us. 
31.  The  consultants are not aware  of any adequate material 
available at the  .present  time within Europe  ~'1ich v;ould  enable them 
to determine future dem:md  in greater detail.  Over the next few  oonths 
as  e}~erience of on-line  t~age increases such  m~terial should  beco.~e 
available.  The  British Library research on  demand  should also be  complete 
within the  next  few  months.  'Iherefore  the consultants recommend  that 
further monitorj~ of de~2LDd for European on-line services should be 
undertaken later in 1976.  Regular moni tor:in[; thereafter should also be 
undertaken. 
32.  Relevant material is almost  certainly available within the 
United States.  Althoug."l European  experience is likely to be  different 
in  many  ways  the likenesses are probably more  important than these 
differences.  Tne  consultants therefore regard it as very :L11portant ' 
- '(]. -
that ana1yBis  of American  experience should be  tmdertaken.  vle  rer:ard 
it as a  rr.ajor  weakness  of this report that no  such work  was  possible. ,! 
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QUESTIONNAIRE. TO  PHOVIDERS  AND  US?.RS  OF  ON  LINE:  INPORMATION  Al'rnEX  1 
N  .B.  ALL  INFORMATION  PROVIDED  WILL  BE  TREATED  IN  CONFIDENCF,.  NO  INDIVIDUAL  FIPJ,:, OR 
INDIVIDUAL, w·ILL  BE  Q.UO'F~)  ~.
1!ITHOUT CONSENT 
Demand  for On-Line  Information Services 
1.  TYpe  of  Se1~ice Provided 
(i)  What  types  of on-line service do  you  provide/use? 
e.g.  Bibliographies,  abstracts,  physical data? 
(ii) What  subject areas  are  coyered by these  services? 
e.g.  pharmaceutical,  civil engineering? 
(iii) At  what  types  of organisation is the  service  aimed? 
e.g.  large firms,  Research  and  development organisa-
tions, universities,  individuals?  Please  could you 
estimate  the relative importance of each  type  of 
organisation? 
(iv)  What'professional groups  currently use  the  service? 
{v) 
(vi) 
What  are  their relative  importance? 
Is  the  information available  through batch output or 
other means? 
If so what  proportion of users  employ  each method? 
... 
Would  you please  add  any other comMents  on  the  type 
of service  which  you  regard  as  important. 
2.  Trends  in Services  over the  Next  Ten  Years 
LThis  question is worded  for providers of information 
services  - if you are  a  user could you tell us  somethine 
about (i)  what  you  would  like to see happen  and  (ii) what 
you expect to see  happen~ 
(i)  Do  you expect to extend  the  ~es of infonnation 
available?  If so into  \Vhat  areas? 
(ii) By  how  much  do  you  expect overall demand  to increase 
in the next ten ye~s? 
(iii) In what  way  do  you expect each existine eroup of 
consumers  to change  demand? 
(iv)  Do  you expect new  groups  of consumers  to use  the 
service?  If so which  groups  do  you expect  to be 
important? 
(v)  How  important do  you expect each  access method  to be? 
(vi) Do  you expect the real cost of providing  the  service 
to increase or decline?  By  how  much? 
(vii) Do  you expect the  real cost of transmitting  the 
service  to increase or decline·!  I3y  how  much? 
(viii) Do  you expect to  h~vc excess capacity in your service 
throughout  the  period? 
(ix) What  bottlenecks do  you  expect to occur? 
{x)  Do  you expect alternative services  to develop?  If so, 
of wh·1.t  kind? 
(xi)  Are  ·there  any other  trend~; that you  think may  be 
important? - A3-
3.  Factors  Affecting Demand  for the  P:u-ticuJ A.r  On-Line  Service  Provided/Useci 
PLEASE  TICK  ALL  n~TPOHTAHT- FAC':ORS .tND  COJ,IJ.lENT  ON  THE  I.!ANNER  ll~  ;.'nrtCH  Tlfii~Y AFFECT  ~)E:IAi 
(i)  Wh:1.t  do  you  think are  the main  factors  affecting whether 
a  finn/you wi  11  use your/  a  particular service 
a.  Type  of business 
b.  lt..:Xtent  of research  and  developmP.nt  work 
c.  Size of organisation 
d.  Ease  of access  to  the  service 
e.  Cost of usine this  £ervice rather than other means 
of obtaining the  information 
f.  Competitors use  the  service 
g.  Other  (please specify) 
(ii) What  do  you  think are  the main  factors  affecting vthether 
an individual  within an organisation with  access  {or an 
individual within your finn)  will use your/this se=vice 
a.  Ease  of  access  to  the  system 
b.  \Vhether  he  or his department pays  for the  service 
c.  Whether he  has used  the  service before 
d.  '.Vhether  others have  used  the service 
e.  Type  of work  involved  in - if so what  type? 
f.  Other (please specify) 
4.  Pricing Policies 
If you have never charged or been chc.xged  for the  service 
please go  to question 6. 
(i)  Do  you charge  (or are you charged)  directly for the 
services? 
(ii) If so what  form  does  this charge  take? 
e.g.  price  per unit,  annual  subscription. 
(iii) Does  the  price vary 
a.  between  types  of consumers 
b.  between large  and  small users or other groups 
If so in what  way? 
(iv)  Is  the price directly related to the  cost of providing 
the  service? 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
If so what  types of cost are  taken  into consideration? 
Have  you  changed  your pricing policy in the last 5 years? 
If so how  did  the  chanee  affect the  demand  for each  type 
of user: 
a.  large/small/individual 
b.  type  of organisation 
By how  much  in each  ca.ze? 
(viii) Are  there  any other aspects of existing pricing 
policies you  regard  as  important? - A4-
5.  Future Pricing Policies 
LThis  question applies  to providers of on-line services -
if you use  a  service please  go  to question  6~ 
(i)  Do  you  think that you  are likely to change  your level of 
prices over the next 2  years?  If so what  do  you expect 
the effect to be  on: 
a.  the  number of consumers 
b.  the  type  of consumer 
c.  the extent to which  they use  the service 
d.  the  revenue  obtained. 
(ii) Do  you  think you  are likely to change  your pricing 
structure over the next  two  years.  If so  what do  you 
expect the effect to be  on 
a.  the number of consumers 
b.  the  type of consumer 
c.  the extent to which  they use  the  service 
d.  the  revenue  obtained. 
(iii) Do  you  think that the  most  important determinant of the 
expected change  in demand  in the next four years will be: 
a.  the  type  of service provided 
b.  the cost of that service 
•c.  the ease of access  to  the service 
d.  the  general level of economic  activity 
e.  increased familiarity with  the service 
f •. Other (specify) 
(iv)  Are  there  any other points  about future pricing policies 
that you would  like  to make? 
· 6.  Possible Price Changes 
(Parts (ii), (iii) and  (iv)  apply to providers  only) 
(i)  1hat do  you  think  the effect on  demand  would  be  tn 
terms  of both using the service at all and  the level of use 
of raising prices by 
a.  5% 
b.  10% 
c.  20% 
d.  50% 
Lif.this question is· not appropriately worded  in  terms  of the 
price structure you use/face  please  give  similar details 
relating to changes  in the existing price  s true tured 
(ii)  Do  you  think different groups· of consumers  would  react 
differently?  If so how? 
(iii) Do  you  think these effects could be  mitigated if the 
pricing structure was  modified at the  same  time? 
(iv) Do  you  think it is more  important to increase  the number 
of users  or the number  of times  each user employs  the . 
service? 
1/fhy? 
(v)  Are  there  any other points  about demand  response  that you 
would  like  to make? 
• 
. . 
•  J  ' -A~ -· 
Annex  for Users  or On-Line  Services 
.  . 
!udget Allocation 
i.  Do  you have  a  £ixed budget !or on-line  information~ 
.  . 
11.  Bow  easy would  1 t  be  to increase this budget it 
(a)  price went up 
(b)  you wished  to use the service more. 
111.  Would  your response  be  ditre~nt over a  period ot 
(a)  e·.g.  3 months 
. --.  (b
0
)  one  year 
(  )  3 years. 
1 v.  How  much  did 1 t  (will 1 t) cost you  to start up the 
aenice? 
v.  What do  you think are 
(a)  the relative costa 
(b)  the relative benefits or  on-line rather than 
batch or manual  systems. 
I. 
Ease  o£ Use 
1.  Do  you think that using the on-line system requires 
an expert on  in!or.mation processes? 
11.  Do  you think the system could be  simplified?  It so 
in what w~? 
111.  How  easy would  you find it to change  to  ~other 
supplier? 
.  . 
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7.  Desirable Future Changes  in On-Line  Services in General 
(i)  Do  you  think  that on-line  information services will 
develop greatly in the ncar future? 
(ii)  How  do  you  think this development  could best be 
achieved? 
(iii) In particular do  you  think there is an  important role 
for government  assistance  and for inter-government 
· cooperation? 
(iv) What  types  of services do  you  think will have  the most 
growth in usage  over  the next  ten years? 
(v)  What  t.ypes  of people  and  organioations do  you  think will 
start to use on-line services over the next ten years? 
(vi) What  types  of people  and  organisations will  extend  their 
usage  of on-line services over the  same  period? 
(vii)  What  level of usage  of services would  y~u expect? 
(viii) Do  you  expect there  to be  excess  capac!~ on  the  actual 
information system  and  capacity constraints on 
transmission or other similar difficulties? 
(ix) What  other trends  in general demand  and  provision do  you 
expect? 
8.  na:t~· Avallabili  ty 
·  ~  L(i)  and  (ii)  apply only to providers of  services~ 
(i)  Do  you have  data on  actual prices  charged  to consumers 
that you would  be  prepared  to give us? 
(ii) Do  you have  data on  actual demand  by each consumer 
group which  you  would  be  prepared to give us? 
(iii) Do  you  h~ve any data on  how  demand  changed  when  prices 
changed  which you could  give us? 
(iv)  Do  you have  any other data ~hich you  think would  help 
us  analyse  the  responsiveness of demand  for  on-lin~ 
service  to price  and  other factors? 
(v)  Do  you  think it would  be  helpful for us  to discuss  the 
project further with you?  If so could  this be  most 
usefully done  by  telephone or would  it be  possible for 
us. to visit you sometime  during April  or May? 
We  thank you very much  indeed for your assistance. 
CHRISTINE  WHITEHEAD 
'.OONY  FL07/ERDEW 
Jnf THOMAS 
LONDON  SCHOOL  OF  ECONOMICS 
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Notes  on the questionnaire 
Nature or the service used or provided 
When· as~  about the nature of the service our aims were  to determine 
the type or on-line services which are available and are being used and ·who 
by~as well as the usual means  or access. 
Trends 
In relation to trends over the next decade we  wished not only to 
know  how  the nature of available infonnation might change but also the 
extent to which the increased demand  is likely to be made  up. or increased 
usage by existing users rather than by new  users.  Views  on e:xpected costs, 
both financial and t:ime,  were also asked for here. 
Determinants or Demand 
.. 
In the third section we  asked for reasons why  organisations choose 
to use the on-line services.  Reasons  were  classified by the type of 
organisation, the financial costs of using the service, other user costs, 
related organisational behaviour and other reasons  (to be supplied by 
respondents).  In the second part of the section s:im:i.lar questions were 
asked about individual users of the service. 
Pricing structures 
'!he fourth section asked about existing pricing policies and changes 
that had taken place over the last few years.  The  most  important information 
required here was  the structure of prices for different consumer groups 
and their relation to costs and demand. 
Expected Changes  in price 
The  next section follows on from the fourth and asks about expected 
price changes,  how  these changes are likely to affect demand  in tenns of 
nunber and type of constwJer  and 1he  level of usage, and l'4'ha.t  is the~ relative 
importance of prices at their expected levels in canparison to other 
variables detenn:i.ning demand. 
Effect of hypothetical price changes 
Finally in relation to price, respondents were  asked about 1he  effect 
··. - AB-
on demand  by different groups of hypothetical changes in price and in the 
structure or pricing. 
Budgeting for infonna.tion use 
The next section  (added to the questionnaire after the ·rirst inter.view 
had shown up the great importance of budgetary structure) covers the type 
or budget available for using on-line infonnation services.  It asks how 
flexible budgets are to changes in price and changes or demand  arising 
trom other factors and the extent to which response might vary in the 
short and  long run.  There was  a  further question on  fixed costs of 
starting to use the service, both financial and time, which was  discussed 
in greater detail in interviews.  Finally, users were asked about relative' 
costs and benefits or on-line services in comparison to alternatives, giving 
an alternative qualitative measure of expected elasticity of demand. 
Expected ~es  in service 
'lbe last section relating to consumer responsiveness concentrated 
upon expected trends in on-line services in general.  (Until this point the 
majority of questions had related to the re13pondents'  experience with 
specific services. )  Questions in this eection were on the type of 
services and types of consumers  which were expected to be important and 
included questions on changes in ease of access.  A different type of 
question, about  the role or goverrnnent,  was  also included in this section. 
'l1l:i.s  was  intended to elicit whether respondents thought that there was  a 
case  for goverrnnent  assistance either through direct subsidisation or by 
other means  e.g.  spreading information about the service; also whether the 
volume  of the available services would depend upon  inter-governmental 
co-operation. 
•  • 
Quantitative material 
The  final section asked whether respondents possessed data on demand 
and price of existing services ·and if so whether they were prepared to make 
these available to the consultants. 
'!be· sample 
'lb:i.s  questionnaire was  sent to all organisations suggested b~ the Ccmnission 
and by members  of the E.F  .A.G.  sub-conrnittee.  At  each of the early interviews - A9-
respondents were  asked for the addresses of other organisations who 
might have relevant experience.  Questionnaires lfere then sent to these. 
There is no  s~stion therefore that .the  sample  was  in any wey  randan. 
We  have  simply attempted to obtain infonna.tion from a  wide  range or those 
who  use and provide the service.  Because  those who  actually use the 
service in Europe are likely to be in the foref.rOnt of infornation knoW.. 
ledge the respondents are not a  representative sample of those who  will 
use  the service over the next en years.  But it is not possible, or 
probably useful, to obtain information from those who  have  not used such 
services.  It will therefore be necessary to treat results with care and 
specifically to assess the importance or any factors which \\rill result 
in differential response.  Details or  the respondents are given in Annex  2. 
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'1be  Respondents 
(Received by May  21st 1976) 
N~  of Organisation 
Allan & Hanbury 
Ariane 
A.S.L.I.B. 
ANNEX  2 
Bcitish Library Researchand Development 
British Petroleun 
British Petroleun Patents & 'Irade Marks 
Division 
Burroughs Welcane  Research  · 
B.N.I.S.T. 
Civil Aviation Authority 
Dial-Tech,  Department or Industry 
D.I.M.B.I. 
Excerpta Medica 
A.· Harley-Medline Experiment,  British 
Library . 
Hatfiel~ Polytechnic 
Hoechst 
I.c.s.u. 
lil;)erial Chemicals Industry 
Inspec 
Institute of Electrical Engineers Library 
Institut Francais de Petrole 
.  -
Method of Obtaining Infonna.tion 
· Postal Ccmm.mication 
Interview 
Interview 
· Telephone Interview 
Interview 
Postal Questionnaire 
Interview 
Postal Questionnaire 
Interview 
Interview 
Interview 
Interview 
Interview 
Telephone Interview/Postal 
Questionnaire 
Interview 
Postal Communication 
Interview 
Interview 
Interview 
Interview -All-
Institut Textile de  France 
Mrs.  Olga Kermard - cambridge University 
Chemical Laboratory 
IDckheed 
Lucas Aerospace 
Mass  Spectanetry Data Base 
A-c  Weapons  Research Establishment 
Medical  -Research Centre 
Merck Sharp & Do~ 
National Library of Australia 
N.·o.c.I. 
Norsk Senter for Informa.tikk 
Pechiney  Ugine  ~u1llmann  .. 
Post Office - Viewdata 
P.U.D.O.C.  . 
Royal  Institute of Technology Library 
Stockhofbp 
Shell U.K. 
Shell Holland 
Snal.l .User - t.mnamed 
U.K.C.I.S. 
Unilever Port Sunlight 
Ubileve~ Research 
university of Illinois 
Method or Obtairrl.Ag  Inf'onna.tion 
Interview 
Postal Questionnaire 
Postal Ccmnunication 
IntervifM 
Postal Communication 
Telephone  Interview 
Postal Ccmnunication 
· Postal Camrunication 
Postal Questionnaire 
Postal Questionnaire 
Postal Questionnaire 
Postal Ccmnunication 
Postal Questionnaire 
Postal Communication 
Interview 
Interview 
Postal QuestionnB.ire 
Postal Questionnaire 
Interview 
Interview 
Postal Questionnaire 
Zentral$telle fur  Ma.schinelle  Dokumentation  Postal Communication 
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ANNEX  3 
'I'flEORETICAL  FRMt1EWORK 
·  1)  The determinants of demand: 
Demand  for any ·good  depends  upon a  number of important factors 
other than its own  price including the price and availability of substitute 
and  canple~Entary goods, the closeness of these substitutes, the level or 
incane, -the tastes or the const.m1ers  and the number of consumers.  We  will 
look at each of these factors in turn. 
a.  'lbe relationship between the demand  for a  good and its price 
is described by the demand  curve.  A useful measure of sensitivity of demand 
to its ow.n  price is elasticity.  ~price  elasticity of ~d  is the 
proportional change in quantity demanded  in response to a  change in price 
and may  be defined as the limit as Ap  .tends to zero of ~~  or £  ~  ~· 
where p  stands tor price and q  for quantity ··purchased.  This ~~ure 
generally varies from one point to another on the demand  curve, for 
instance because demand  may  not be very responsive to price changes when 
the level of price is close to zero while it may  be  extremely sensitive 
if the good is expensive.  The elasticity or responsiveness of demand 
·varies greatly between different conmodities and this variation depends 
upon two important factors: 
the closeness and availability of substitutes 
the impo.rtance of the good in consumers '  budgets. 
It is also likely to vary considerably depending upon the length of the 
t:ime  period over which the response of demand  to price changes is observed. 
Elastici~y of demand with respect to price is nearly always negative - when 
price goes up,  demand  falls. 
When  the elasticity of demand  is less than -1 the good is said to 
have an elastic demand.  This means  that if price is :increased the decline 
in demand is so great as to decrease the total revenue spent by  cJnsumers  · 
on the good.  If the elasticity lies between -1 and 0  demand  is inelastic 
and revenue will increase when  price is increased.  If elasticity is exactly 
· equal to -1 revenue will rema.:in  constant if prices are increased.  This · 
will occur if consumers have an absolutely fixed budget for the good and 
so must  reduce quantity, when  price increases, by just enough to offset the 
price increase and .  so keep within the budget. 
--------------~------------------------------------·--~----------------~~ ·  - Al3 -
'!he demand  for a  good is likely to be elastic where  there are 
many  similar goods  (substitutes),which the  cons~r can use and obtain 
a.lnx:>st.  the same  utility, provided these products are currently being 
marketed competitively.  A small change in price can then lead to considerable 
switching of demand.  In particular the demand  for a  single finn's product 
will nonnally be far rore elastic than that for the product in general, 
except when  there is only one finn providing the product.  '!he closeness 
or substitutes depends  on  how narrowly the conmodity is defined.  For 
example  the demand  for abstracts provided on-line could be nore elastic 
than the demand  for an abstract service in general which in turn may  be 
UDl."e  elastic than the demand  for infonnation both through abstracts and 
thro~  other sources.  But :in situations where product development  is 
occurring rapidly, prices ot substitutes may  not be particularly 
. canpetitive - for example, it is possible that on-line services could 
bear a substantial price increase before any substantial .switch back to 
batch processing took place  • 
• 
In short, the demand  for a  given on-line system will depend upon  how 
easy it is to substitute other systems, how different are their costs and 
the extent to which a  similar data base to the one  desired exists - all or 
these factors are elements of the closeness of substitutes. 
In general it is thought that where a  good is a  very small part of 
a consumer's budget demand will generally be very inelastic over quite large 
changes in price.  However  in the case of information, on-line searching may 
very well be a  very small part of a  firm's budget but not so small a  part 
of an infonna.tion department's budget.  The  price elasticity of demand  in 
this case may  depend on whether such decisions are made  centrally or 
with:in the infonna.tion departnent. 
Finally the elasticity of demand .is generally thought to be less in 
the short run than in the long run.  The longer the period of tine the 
easier it is for consumers  and. firms to· substitute one  good for another. 
'lhi.s is not only because changes in price take time to be appreciated but 
-~ 
because many  decisions are made  for particular time periods and changing 
trom one  good to another may  require e.  g.  differen~ i.'lvestment  and so will 
not be worthwhile lmtil the original investment needs replacing.  OVer  a 
period of years therefore a  price increase, relative to the price of 
substitutes, will have a  greater effect on  consumption than over a  shorter 
period. 
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On  the other hand there are sane factors which  could make  e]J;sticity 
greater in the short run.  One  is the possibility of fixed short-run 
budgets~ so that consumers or :Ulforma.tion  services can only respond to an 
x%  price rise by  a  compensating reduction in demand of x%.  In this case 
elasticity is exactly equal to -1.  In subsequent years however  budgets  .  . 
~  be revised upwards and the long tenn demand elasticity may  be  lower. 
Anothe~ possibility is that the case for paying, say, £50  an hour for a 
particular type or search may have been established, perhaps by cost-
effectiveness methods.  Following a  price rise further studies may  be 
considered necessary to see whether the service is still cost-effective 
at the higher price.  Pending the results of thorestudies expenditure 
may  be halted.  Finally it could happen  that temporal substitution of 
consunption is possible, and people will corry out extensive searches 
ahead or an anticipated price rise with a  consequent temporary reduction or 
denand afterwards,  like drinkers attempting to anticipate a  budget 
:increase in duty by buying up wines  and spirits just before the budget. 
Since many  demands  for on-line infornation arise unpredictably and need 
·  to be net rapidly this case may  not be very important • 
.. 
Although the illustrations above  are related to price increases, 
similar arguments  apply to price reductions~  With a  fixed budget for on-
line information a  price reduction can bring at best an equal percentage 
rise in demand.  Firms that did not use the service at a  higher price 
could require some  time to validate the economics  or the system at the new 
low price. 
b.  The  demand  for a  good is affected not only by its own  price but 
also by other factors mentioned at the beginning of this section.  Demand 
is often strongly affected by the level or money  income  or consumers. 
The  sensitivity or the quantity demanded  to total money  income  of all 
consuners is measured by  the income  elasticity of demand.  This may  be 
positive or negative, depending on whether demand  increases or decreases 
with incane.  Most  goods  have  positive iricome  elasticities (they are 
called superior goods)  but this may  va:ry over the range of in  can~: for 
- $~ 
consumers.  For  example  the elasticity of demand  with respect to incane 
for margarine may _well  be  positive for those on  lower incomes  but may 
becooe negative as incomes rise.  The  same  argument  can apply to goods 
whicp  involve different technologies - for example it is thought motor 
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cycles have positive elasticities in countries lfith low  incomes  and 
have negative elasticities in advanced  countries where  wealthier consumers 
are able to purchase cars.  It is possible that a  s~lar situation might  · 
exist for e.g. manual searching and on-line searching - but of course this 
is a matter or conjecture. 
For many  goods a  more important distinction is between whether 
demand \dth respect to income  is elastic (elasticity greater than 1) or 
inelastic (less than 1).  The  demand  for goods with high incane elasticity 
is likely to grow rapidly as GNP  increases and information is thought to 
be such a  good.  But  again this can change  over time if for instance 
saturation po:int is reached.  Consumers may  simply not be  able to digest 
nx>re  than a  certain am::>unt  of information and once this is provided in 
the quickest, toost  useful wey,  any further infonna.tion might well be regarded 
as a  'bad' rather than a  good. 
The  .. concept of income elasticity is less appropriate to firms than 
it is to consumers.  It may  be that if firms have a  high turnover they will 
be able to bey oore information - for instance if they allocate as a 
budget a  fixed percentage of turnover.  On  the other hand it is possible 
that a  firm may  see a  period of low prosperity as indicating the need for 
a  greater effort on R and D and hence on infonnation.  If we  compare  one 
firm with another instead of the same  firm at different points :in time, 
similar considerations may  apply, and perhaps another point also needs  to. 
be made  - the small finn may  not be able to afford the R and D budget of the 
large firm and may  spenc:I  more  on information as a  result. 
c.  Next  the demand  for any  good  depends  upon  the price of other 
conm:>dities.  This relationship, already discussed generally in relation 
to the effect on the elasticity, can be described by  the cross-elasticity 
or demand.  This relationship is measured by  the percentage change  in 
demand  for the good in question resulting from a  small change  in the price 
of another corrmodi ty.  If a  price rise in one  increases demand  for the other 
the_goods are termed substitutes; if the price rise causes a  reduction 0~ 
demand  for the other good, the goods  are termed ccmplements.  In on-line 
infonnation we  would expect to find that batch and manual  searching are 
fairly close substitutes while there is a  complementary relationship between .•  ttb  \e4c!t:'  ·• 'it' r.._  a.·M  1tf  ..  t·w·',.  irt'  +1·  + • A  #' 
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·the demand  for on-line infonnation and  the price of terminals.  [This 
relationship need not be·symmetric- one  would  not  eA~ect the effect of 
changes in the price of on-lme searching on the demand  for terminals 
to be equal to the effect or changes in terminal price on  the denand for 
on-line searches.] 
d.  Finally there is the question of how many  consumers there are 
in the market as the market demand  for a  good is the sum of all individual 
demands.  Sane goods  are only likely to provide utility to certain groups 
ot consumers  and this is thought to be the case with on-line infonnation, 
. at least as currently conceived.  It is therefore important to examine 
changes in the number  of consumers  likely to find the service of on-line 
infonnation useful.  This is the work already done  by  PA  .• 
We  have here described part of our task - to examine in oore detail 
the relationship between the demand  for on-line inforrration as provided 
by EURONET  and the price of such information.  To  do  this l'Te  must also 
eaamine the effects of income,  substitutes, complements  and the size of 
the market on the demand.  We  can then apply these results to the potential 
population maldng use of the \'rork  already available.  ~re  are however 
a  number of special features of information in general and of on-line 
information in particular .-mi.ch also affect demand.  'lhese factors are 
discussed in the next section. 
2)  The  Nature of Information and On-Line  Information Services: 
Information differs in a  number  of ways  f.ram  the conventional 
consumer good of economic  theory.  The  ways  which  are of particular 
relevance here are: 
a.  In general the consuffier  does  not desire information for its a~ 
sake.  He  wishes to obtain the information because he expects to be able 
to use it to help h:iJn  obtain some  other good.  The  demand  for information 
is therefore a  by-product of the demand  for other goods and services.  In 
this way it  p..s  somewhat  like transport which i.s  rarely detr.anded  for its 
own  sake.  But the demand  for information may  be  even oore complex  than - Al7  -
that for transport as information may  only lead one  to another activity 
which is itself a  by-product.  For instance information may  be  demanded 
because a  firm is involved in some  research work  but the l"esearch work 
··.  i;.·~ also  clemahd~~ not for itself but for the goods  which may  eventually 
cane out of the research. 
b.  Partially for the reasons given tmder  (a) it is extremely 
difficult to measure  the benefits of information.  'Ihus  demand  which 
is based upon  the expected utility from obtaining the information is 
ill-defined.  Probably  --the  nx:>st  important reasons for this lack of 
definition are: 
i  ignorance and uncertainty or the value or the :infonnation received. 
ii a  time  lag between 'When  the infonna.tion is made  available and 
when it is actually used. 
iii much  information is collected for an unspecified future use and 
-as  such is an investment with a  very uncertain return. 
iv  the final constmter of information is rarely the person who  pays 
for that information.  This  fourth point means  that the user's 
cost is usually only his time m obtaining the infonna.tion while 
the cost  t<?  the organisation is that time plus the financial costs 
of obtaining the information,  any information service staff cos~s 
and time, and maybe  other elements as  \\~11.  It is also possible 
that internal bureaucratic control systems, or average cost pricing 
systems used internally, may  make  the cost perceived by  the user 
~~r  than that incurred by the organisation. 
v  the actual unit or information is ill-defined in that the quantity 
paid for  (e.g. number  of contact hours)  does  not represent a 
quantity of informa.tion demanded,  which might  be a  number  of 
relevant references, or something less easy to quantify. 
This difficulty in measuring the value of information means  that decisions 
as to whether or not to pay for an  info~tion service are unlikely to be 
based on  a  full estimate of the relative costs and becefits of having or 
not  having the information.  They  are more  likely to be based on some 
rule-of-thumb or bargaining decision which determines the information budget. 
Within an information  dept.  however  the structure may  be rather different 
as  here measurement of relative cost for apparently equivalent· services 
can be nade. - Al8-
c.  The  production of information is often a  by-product of the 
production of other goods.  This is less so for abstracts, bibliographies, 
data and other such fonns of information  (although data may  be collected 
e.g. for control purposes and then used for forecasting or analysis of 
market behaviour) but it is important in tenns of an-line infornation.Here 
the data bases are often a  spin-o£f f'rom  the provision of hard-cover volUmes, 
the canputers have  b~en installed for other purposes, transmission is through 
systems installed for general conmunication and tenn:inals are used for 
maily  other types of information.  '!bus  the capacity to obtain on-line_ 
infonnation and its costs are jointly determined with many  other factors. 
The provision is therefore difficult to cost, as is the system by which  the 
consumer  obtains the infonnation. 
On-Line Services 
When  we  look at on-line services in particular rather than information 
in general the most  important point to make  is that these services differ 
f'rom other information services only in the sense that they provide the 
material in a  different format.  At  the present time almost all the information 
available on-line is also available by some  other means  either through 
batch use or by manual  searching of published material.  The value of an 
on-line search differs f'rom that of other means  in th...-ee  ways: 
a  The  relative cost of this method rather than other means  of 
obtaining information. 
b  Tre speed by which the final user can obtain the information. 
c  The  kind of.  informa.ti9n provided may  _be  different, partly due to 
the interactiw method of searching. 
Because  the nature of information is so complex maey  users or on-line . 
~ormation may  define simplified means  by which to estimate the value of 
(c).  '1\-ro  possible approaches are to count the number  of titles (if what 
is being searched are abstracts/bibliographies) obtained or, more  relevantly 
to utility, to count the number  of useful titles obtained by each means. 
Ideally what is required is to measure  the  ben~fit of the information obtained, 
f'rom  USing the system, to the ultimate user and to the organisation directly, 
but for reasons mentioned above  this is regarded as too difficult to be 
worthwhile.  As  a  major benefit of on-line searching is seen to be a 
reduction in the nunber of non-relevant titles obtained the second measure 
is far the better. - A19-
(a)  and  (b) are both elements of costs and should include all 
financial costs which arise because of the tlse of on-line searching 
canpared with those relating to other means.  The  speed of. search reduces 
the time cost of search and this aspect should be valued at the benefit 
of the use to whiich  the time saved is put.  The  value of obtaining the 
information more  quickly may  be considerable but can only be assessed by 
the individuals ~o  want it.  However  the use of skilled rnanpo~·1er in-house 
may  be greater for on-line searching. 
When  taking account of costs most  demanders  of the on-line service 
are likely to take account only of the costs borne by themselves e·.g.  if 
the service is provided by an information department:. which does  not pay 
its own  telephone bill then the costs that department are likely to 
take account of are the financial burden to themselves, and staff t:ime 
involved.  They will not necessarily take accotmt of savings in users' 
time  (  exc~pt to the extent that users force an al<Iareness  of these factors 
on the information department)  or chose costs that are borne centrally.  If 
on the other hand the telephone bill is paid by  the information department 
the cost of on-line searching will include this and the relative cost of 
this rather than another method will be different .from the first case. 
EURONET 
'!he use of a  particular on-line servic.e will depend not only upon 
the factors determining the  d~and for such a  service in general but upon 
the relative merits of this service with respect to other on-line services. 
In a  market where  there are only two or three major suppliers of net\o.'Ork 
systems one might expect to find a  considerable amount  of differentiation 
of product in order to attempt to tie users to a  particular service ·even 
when  there are price differences. 
~  most  obvious  fonn of service differentiation is the provision 
of different data bases.  Here.there are two  important elanents:  (a) the 
nuzn!:>er  of bases relevant to the consumer made  available and  (b) 1fle quality 
of coverage of the sUbject areas within the data base.  For many  large 
firms a  wide  range of data bases are useful  ~lhile for other organisations 
a  system will be of little use unless a  specific data base or a~ least 
material in a  specific area is available.  In order to increase demand  by 
increasing the number of users a  wide  range of data bases is necessary. - A20 ·-
(b)  the quality of the base is also important as this determines 
to a  great extent whether nanual searching of many  sources is likely 
to produce greater utility than mecr~icgl searching.  Many  data bases 
currently available are adequate for those wno  desire sane infonna.tion 
on a  given  subje~t but completely inadequate for those who  require full 
information.  OVer  time the quality of the material available through 
different access means  may  be just as jmportant a  variable in determining 
. demand  as the quantity. 
A  second possible way  of differentiating the product is in terms of 
the access procedure.  This applies especially to access to the data base 
host  rather than to the network.  For example  sane systems allow a 
considerable moount  of preparation to take place before the canputer is 
accessed and so reduce contact time.  Some. have much  simpler means  of 
gaining entry into the system.  In relation to the second there are both 
gains and losses to simplicity.  If the system is simple to access use 
w:i.ll be far easier and costs will then be  reduced.  But if  canplex access 
also means  a  better search the investment may  be wortmlhile although 
reducing usage in the short tenn.  Also having learned one  system people 
may  be loath to move  to another.  Training costs, including time required 
for training, m9.y  be quite significant.  Thirdly the tenninal and other 
hardware can be specific to a  given system or useful for other systems or 
·evea completely dissimilar uses.  If the terminal is specific then it is 
~ely  to atop some  users fran using the system altogether l-rule ma.ldng · 
others put off starting to use the system.  On  the other hand once the 
user has  obtained a  temd.nal a  specific terminal will be  a  strong disincentive 
. to IOOving  to another system.  Where  terminals are rented rath~r than purchased 
outright disincentives are less. 
Other means  of differentiating the product and tying consuners to a 
particular supplier of a  general service include pricing structures which 
have a  fixed fee for using tre. system at all or compel  users to subscribe 
to·a hard-copy service at high cost,perhaps together with a  low unit cost. 
If consuners are prepared to pay the fixed fee  th~y are more  likely to use 
this service rather than o!1hers.  But of course for many  the utility of the 
service may  be less than the cost taking account of this fee and so demand 
is reduced. - A21  -
Finally legal and aaninistrative means  can be used to tie consumers • 
. At the present time in the U.K.  consumers  are not generally permitted to 
use Tymeshare  because of its role as a  conmon  carrier.  A similar rule 
extended  thro~iout Europe would of course make  many  substitutes to 
EURONET  illc£;al and put EURONET  itself in a JJX)nopoly  position.  There 
would. of course .l?e  incentives to consumers  to find ways  rotm.d this systen 
and ETJROlm  ~tQuld~-by no  means  necessarily obtain all the existing business~ 
'!here may  indeed be  many  other ways  of differentiating one on-line 
system  from another but all of them entail either improving the benefits 
of the specific service so that it meets  consumer requirements better 
~han other services, or modifying  the cost of this particular service in 
relation to other available services including constraining the use of 
these other services by  one  means  or another. 
Thus  the demand  for on-line infonna.tion through EURONET  is one  way 
of obtaihing the general product of on-line information; the demand  for 
on-line information is itself one  way  of obtaining information lin general; 
and· information in general is one  input into the R and D process  and or 
course other processes as well.  One  would expect that in 110rmal circumstances 
the price elasticity of demand  for the first would be greater than that for 
tl'e second and the second  ~'Ould s:imilarly be greater _than  that for infor-
mation in general.  A priori we  would expect the demand  for on-line infor-
mation provided through EURONET  .to  be  e~ely.  elastic~·except to_:the  extent 
that there were monopoly  elements either irf:.tenns of the availability of 
data banks or in terms of monopoly  in tra.nSmission and access.  But  this  .  ~~ . 
high elasticity will only apply over part b"f the price range.  There are 
prices at which EURONET  would clearly be the best buy  for many  users; others -
at which it would hardly stand a  chance.  Over  these ranges elasticity may 
be quite low. 
3)  The  determinants of price: 
The  cost to the organisation of using an on-line information system 
can be regarded as consisting of t-wo  elerents: 
(a)  the price paid to obtain the search 
(b)  the user cost of obtaining the search - including time of 
infonna.tion officers, researchers, etc  • 
•  ·. - A22  -
Within  (a)  there are a  nunber of different pricing structures with which 
the finn may  be faced.  The  t\-ro  oost usual are pricing per unit and  the 
payment of a  two  (or multi) part tariff.  Both types exist in cmrging 
for on-line searching. 
Within  (b)  there· .. are  a  nuffiber of important elements  including the 
provision or use of a tennina.l in order to be able to search at all and 
the training and time  taken by the personnel doing the search. 
- ,- ..  .  ,_ 
These  user costs can be split into fixed and variable costs when 
exam:ining whether or not to do a  single search but all are variable l\'hen 
the organisation is deciding whether or not to become  an on-line user 
at all. 
Thus  when  making  the initial decision whether or not to became  a 
user the price facing the organisation includes: 
.. 
i  The  provision of a  tenninal, by  purchase or lease, or the use 
of an existing tennina.l which wlll possibly exclude sane other use of that 
tenninal. 
ii The  training of staff to nse on-line systems. 
iii The  staff time used in preparing and making the search and in 
disseminating the infom.ation. 
iv  The  possible increase or decrease in r.esearch staff time involved 
in being present during the search, understanding the forrna.t  etc. 
v  Any extra doctrnentation costs resulting fran the search including 
starr time. 
vi The  actual financial cost of doing the search. 
Fach of these price ele"'lents· should be regarded as opportunity costs, that 
is to say they should be  casted in relation to the value of other uses 
foregone.  For instance if an existing terminal could have been used for 
anot}?er  job then the cost of doing the search is the value of the other job 
not being done,  or postponed. 
Thus  when  determining whether or not to start using the service the 
financial cost of a  search may  well be  a  relatively minor part of the toaal 
cost of using on-line systems.  It is of much  greater importance in 
deciding whether or not to do a  particular search. - A23-
If the on-line information systen is charged for by a  two  part 
tariff the financial costs of starting to use the service are likely 
to appear much  larger.  '!he case for a  two  part tariff is often thol.li'"-,ht 
of as· resulting from the ccmnon  situation of a  service with relatively high 
fixed and relatively low  variable costs.  It is certainly true in these 
situations that if a  supplier wishes to make  a  profit or even s:imply  cover 
his costs he will have  to charge on a  s:imple  tariff a  price considerably 
in·  excess or the variable cost of the service, and hence restrict demand 
below the socially optimal level.  In this situation price discrimination 
(charging a  different price to different consumers)  is sanetimes uaed, 
but it is not always practicable and sometimes  illegal to do  this.  \tTi th 
a  two  part tariff in comparison to a  per unit Charge it may  be possible 
f9r a  supplier to increase his revenue but whether he can or not will 
depend on the structure or demand. 
There is no  need here to set out the fonna.l  conditions. in which 
a  two  part tariff will increase the suppliers' revenue,  social welfare or 
both.  Qualitatively it can be  explained as follows:  suppose .users have 
. a  ltd.de  range of possible searches they wish to make  and for  ~orne. of these 
they are willing to pay a  lot, others only a  little.  Such users may  take 
out a sub scription because of the great value they attach to sane of 
their searches.  Having done  so they may  make  plenty of use of the system 
by doing searches whose  value is only just greater than the low per-unit 
price.  Under  a  single tariff system the price would presumably mve been 
higher and so  fern~r searches would  have been made.  To  offset this gain 
fran the tloro-part  tariff there will be some  potential users who  attach a 
moderate value to being able to search occasionally, and  "'~uld have paid 
the higher single tariff rate, but are deterred by the SL'beoription given 
their relatively m:>dest  expected use.  The  importance of these t\ro groups 
of consurrers  can be compared analytically if both individual and market 
demand  curves are known. 
If organizations are initially uncertain about the benefits to be 
derived frcm on-line information services, the existence of a  ~-a-part 
tariff Iray be  an effective barrier to their using the service at all,  For 
it they are inclined to underestimate the total benefits they will obtain 
they will not think it \'IOrtl'rr.hlle  to pay the initial fee. - A24-
Pricing Structures of On-Line  Infomation Systems 
There are three basic structures of pricing CUITently in use by 
suppliers of on-line aiid batch information systems:  those related only to 
hours of search time e1nployed,  those which  include an annual subscription 
or charge and those which charge a  price per search (or per question asked). 
The  first is the most  usual and Otn"  research suggests that it will continue 
to gpaw  in relative importance. 
In this case the monetary  cost of an on-line search to the consumer 
is usually made  up of a  number of elements including: 
(a)  The  royalty paid to the provider of the data file. 
(b)  The  cost of accessing the file. 
(b)  The cost of transmitting the search. 
(d)  The  cost of printing out the output  (where  output is in batch mode). 
(c) is nonna.lly made  up ef two parts  :  the cost of the telephone link 
from the searcher to the netl'.'Ork  and the cost of using the network. 
The price of a  search therefore varies for a  variety of reasons 
of which  the most  important are: 
(i)  which file or  files are to be searched. 
(ii)  the length of ccmputer time that tt.e search takes. 
(iii)  the distance of tm searcher from  the nearest access point to the 
.  . *  network and from  that access pomt to the data storage umt;;-
and  (iv)  the nunber of references printed out, if there is batch output. 
These  in turn are dependent  upon  the area of interest, the detail of 
the information required,  the skill of the searcher and the location of the 
organisation.  The  first and last of these are probal'Jly  the most  important 
and indeed much  research and investment are being employed to cut the costs 
of transmission. 
The  second type of cost structure is the two-part tariff.  The majority 
of suppliers osing this form  are data banks who  requ:ire the ptn"chase of 
hard copy  before issuing a  key  word.  For many  users, especially ·large users 
* It is '"urth noting that E'ORONET  policy is not to vary prices to users 
in acco-r·ca.nce  with distances between access points and data storage units. • 
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or those who  are information conscious,  this is in rae~ not a  cost to 
using the service as the hard copy  is purchased arr·;lway.  It is hmrever 
likely to be a  ma.j or restriction on smaller users \'Those  total benefit 
from  inforwation derived from these sources is not great.  Similar argu-
ments  apply when  the entrance fee is to pay a  subscription to an  Institute 
or other organisation. 
Where  the first part of a  th~ part tariff has  been a  large investment, 
such as a  dedicated line, use has  usually been confined to large 
organizations with a  high demand  for. information.  An  interesting developnent 
has been that some  have set up  a  corrrnercial service as intermediary 
. searchers for small users whlch has helped to cover their costs, while 
providing a  service available to those hnose total demand  for such  infor.matio~ 
is not great enough to make  it worthwhile for them  to require their own 
in-house facility  • 
. The  third type of cost situation is a  charge for successful search 
or per question.  This is a  system used by some  intennediaries and allows 
them  flexibility in how  they·obtain their information.  The  price from the 
point of viel't of the final consumer is more  closely related to the benefit 
which he expects  to ret:eive  (an answer to a  question rather than  ten minutes 
t:ime  on  a  computer)  and this may  in itself increase demand.  But in 
practice  searchi~~ costs vary so greatly between questions that the method 
does not appear to be  favoured by  inforrration intermediaries. 
The  structure of on-line service pricing is likely to affect strongly 
what  type of consumer actmlly uses  the service, hovt  often and trn way  in 
which searches are tn1dertaken  and  thus affect the total use of on-line 
services~ 
4)  The  Role of the Budget 
In theory organisations should be  prepared to purchase a  sood if 
the benefit obtained is greater than the cost of purchasing.  However  most 
organisations do  not make  such appraisals in relation to each purchase 
but, instead, assess the likely value of purchasing particular goods over 
a period and then set a  budget for these goods. - A26-
It the value and costs of the good  involved are well kno\'m  and 
stable this procedure is not likely to cause many  problems  but if changes 
are taking place it may  result in important distortions fran the 
optimum.  For instance if the budget for infonnation is fixed for a  year 
and prices increase S:fter six months  the department may  be able to do 
nothing about it except cut back usage to keep within the budget,  even 
though revenues have  also gone  up  and the infonnation at the new  price 
still has a positive benefit. 
The  nature of the budget for information and for on-line services 
in particular will therefore often be a  major determinant of effective 
demand.  The  most  important factors are likely to be: 
(a)  . whether  there is a  specific budget available for on..:.line 
information. 
(b)  whether the other items in the department's budget are sub-
stitutes for on-line searching. 
(c)  how  large a  proportion of the budget is on-line information 
and indeed inforrration. 
(d)  ~1hether the costs can be allocated to the final user and 
if  so what  type  of budget procedures he faces. 
(e)  whether and ho\"1  the budget  can be modffied during the period 
it is supposed to cover. 
(f)  which  costs of using the on-line services fall on  the budget 
by which  the  decision-~{er is constrained. 
Under  (a) if there is no  budget for on-.line  searching a  decision to 
use the systern must  be specifically dependent  upon  taking rnoney  f'rom  some 
other defined use,  f'rom a  general pool, if any, or making a  special case 
to sorre  central agency.  These  factors are likely to increase the difficulty 
and the staff time  cost of getting started on  the system.  Once  a  budget 
has been agreed, and the value of the system evaluated, it rra.y  be easier 
to vary it :in response to damnd from  final users.  Furth...~ in a  time of 
general stringency those '\'lith existing budgets are usually in a  far 
better position to retain them  than are those without to obtain a  special 
allocation. 
If in case  (b)  prices or dewand  do  incFease one possibility is to 
substitute from  within the department's budget be it the infomation depart-
ment  or th(':  final user department.  If much  of the budget is used for 
gathering infonmtion it may  be easier to make  a  case on the grounds of - A27-
cost-effectiveness for continuing or expanding  the  us~ of on-line 
inforwation services than if mont  of the available money  goes  on very 
diss:im.ilar items.  For this reason it might be thought that information 
departments  (if they think the service l'JOrthwhile)  will be less affected 
than final user departments. 
But point  (c) generally works  the other way.  If on-line services 
are a  very small part of the department's budget then it will be  easier 
to cut back sanething else by  only a  small proportion to pay for the 
increased demand  on costs.  If on the other hand on-line services are a 
·large part of the budget there is likely to be greater inflexibility.  In 
many  finns information is a  relatively Sirall part of total turnover and. 
within the information department  on-line services are again a  relatively 
sitall proportion.  \eJhile  this remains  the case it is likely that consumers 
will find no great difficulty in increasing the budget at least when they 
can  demonstrate that the service is cost-effective. 
On-line information is likely to be  a  much  greater proportion of 
an infoi'it'Btion department's budget  than of a final user department's.  For 
this reason rr.any  proponents of on-line systems have  suggested that final 
users should be asked to pay for searches.  The  as~'1!1Tletry arises because 
the cost of a  single search is often within  ~~e petty cash limit of a 
final user department and therefore requires no  special authorisation while 
in the infonnation department a  search is part of a  large fom.al budget 
difficult to increase :in percentage. tenns.  Thus  price changes and de.1nand 
changes  can be best. met by  users increasing their use of petty cash  (or 
any other non-earmarked category within the budgetary system) rather than 
by seeking formal agreement  to a  larger budget for on-line  searchdr~. 
The  capacity to pass  on  costs is highly likely to be of importance 
in the grmlth of on-line systems provided that the value of such searching 
is rated as highly by the final user (point d)  as it is by the :inforrr.ation 
department. 
· The  length of time for which  the budget is determined and how  flexible 
it is (point e) will clearly both be important in determining response 
to changes in price and demand  in the short and long run and iri defining 
how long is the short run.  Within  the budget  period if there is a  certain 
flexibility information denand  ~ay well be able to adjust so long as 
on-line  s~:··· .:ices are a  small proportion of. costs but "Vlhether  this is 
feasible or worthwhile will depend  upon  the penalties to the department - A28-
of either exceeding the budget or getting the budget  in~reased. 
Finally which costs are actually included in the costs borne 
by the decision-waker is of particular importance in determining the 
effect of c tanges in price (f)  •  For instance rrany  information depart-
ments may  be required .to pay computer and on-line service bills together 
with staff time,  overheads etc., but are only allocated telephone 
costs ill a  fixed proportion or even do  not pay telephone charges at all. 
·If the telephone cost increases but other costs remain the sa"lle  this · 
then may  have  little or no  effect on .the demand  for on-line services,not 
because the real price has not increased but because  the information 
department  does  not have  to bear the increased cost.  Allocation of 
specific costs to the department using the service will result in better 
~cisions as to whether or not to use a  service but  from the point of 
view of effective demand  different budgetary systerr.s  may  result in 
considera~ly differing responses to the same  price Change by  consumers 
who  obtain similar utility from the good.  The  L'TlpOrtance  of the  typ~ 
of budget employed by consuming organisations in determining dem.:md  for 
on-line services at least in the short-run can hardly be  overstated. 
In the longer run it would be expected that firms will adjust to 
price and  de~d  changes in a way  which better reflects their overall 
objectives.  Thus  long-term elasticities may  be very different from short-
term ones but \\"hether they  ~till be greater or less ~dll depend  upon  the 
specific budget structure used by the organisation. 
5.  The  Role of Government 
A_final conceptual question which is of relevance is what  role 
government might play :in the provision or subsidy of on-line information. 
It matters because  (a)  governments may  take decisions to bUild for the 
long-term rrore easily than private finns so the quality and quantity of 
material and net\·rorking  could l;)e  significantly different \'rl th goverrnnent 
intervention and so affect the extent of demand. 
(b)  if goverrnnents are prepared to subsidise the service the 
price level  (and structure) may  not have to be set to cover  cos~s or 
make  a  profit and so the price organisations have to pay is affected by 
government  decision. 
{c)  GOvernment  itself is a  major user of information services and 
the main  c.:..:~ltractor for much  research and so  e&~ heavily affect  kno~·;ledge 
and  use of the service. . - A29  -
The  cane for government  (  01..  inter government)  assistance with 
provision or price subsidisation is based on three principles: 
(i)  Cost  reductions including quality improvements  arising 
f.ram  co-operation or ~eater utilisation of capacity. 
(ii)  The  value  to  society of long-term investment may  be 
greater than it is to the individual finn and so providers 
of on-line services sh-:>uld  be allo,·.;ed  to obtain cheap  flmds 
to set up  their service  (or be subsidised :in  come  other t;ay) • 
Individual fin'rs,  for rea3ons of cash now,  or imperfect access 
to capital markets,  may  require a  higher or more  certain rate 
of retln"n than governm2nt which  can, at least in theory, afford 
to take a  longer view.  On  this argun:ent government  assistance 
with risky or long-term investment ma.y  be justified; information 
may  sarnetim3s  fall into these categories. 
(iii)  Inforrration  has  sorr~ of the attributes of a  public good 
and provides considerable spill-over benefits to the connnunity 
\\mch conswd.ng  organisations lt1nen  determining demand \'rould not 
take into account without subsidy.  T'ne  benefits of infornetion, 
in other words, may  accrue to the corrrnunity  as a  whole  and not 
just affect the profits of the consuming organization. 
The  a  priori case for inter-governnrznt  co-operation is clearly strong 
in a  situation ~nere the value of the service to an individual demander 
depends greatly upon  the variety and quality of data bases available.  More 
users with similar require,.~nts do  not increase costs proportionately and 
this is, of course, a  m~or part of the case for EURONET.  Indeed within 
the Europea~ context surplus capacity in at least part of the  syste~ is 
likely for  so:n~ time to come. 
The  ~.....se  for subsidy tmder  ( ii) is one  aspect of the general argument 
that sone  investment is ~rorth rrore  to the commmi ty as a  whole  than to 
individual organisations.  This might  be expected to be particularly true 
of on-line information net~urks because of the large speculative investment 
involved  •. 
'!he  extent to which the corrmunity  benefits rrore  than the· individual 
f.rom  information (iii) h~s never been effectively measured.  It is thought - A?IJ  - . 
that such a  benefit does exist and  so there is a  case for some  subsidy 
but the extent of the benefit and  thei'efore of the required subsidy is 
unknoWn  and the Choice will normally be a  political decision.  But there 
is a  further point  r~re :in  that once  inforrnation has been mde available 
to one  consumer  there nay be substantial costs in stopping its further 
free d.isse'"l'lination.  This might  lessen its contnercial value to, say, a 
particular manufactarer who  could nake substantial pr-ofits if he had the 
unique opportunity to make  use of the information to improve his product, 
but perhaps only marg:inally improve his profitability if all firms  could do 
so.  Nevertheless the social value of the product improvernent  could be very. 
great.  In this case the only way  in which adequate provision can be 
achieved is through government  intervention. 
There is therefore reason to think that government may  have a 
valid role :in  supporting an on-line inforrr.ation service ~lhich goes beyond 
simply co-operating to gain the benefits of economics of scale.  But 
goverrnnent  intervention is not necessarily al'tmys beneficial.  They  could 
use. resultant monopoly  pOl!lers  to increase costs to consumers  and so 
decrease  denand or to limit access to particular data bases.  Moreover 
control of information services by  government  could produce less responsive-
-,_  .. ness to  cons~wrer needs than a  coiTrnercial  systEm which needed to sell its 
product to remain in bU!Jiness.  These adverse elements of government 
intervention may  also affect deu-md  (and price)  considerably but in a 
contrar-y direction.  'l.hey might  be partially obviated by involving consumers 
in the management  of whatever system was  set up • 
.. 1.  Introduction 
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ANNEX  4 
ANALYSIS  OP  SECONDARY  SOURCE  HArrnRIAL 
The  econ~~c literature contains an enormous  number  of empirical 
studies of ~arkets for goods having wideJs different characteristics 
either of demand  or supply.  For example,  goods may  be  directly dr!"nanded 
for the services or utility they yield or the demand  may  be  derived,  such 
as tha.t  for intermediate goods and factors of production.  Characteristics 
range from services and perishable goods  ~bich cannot be  stored through to 
durable goods,  such as cars or refrigerators.  Supply characteristics 
may  vary from  situations in which it is possible to expand production 
quicklY over a  considerable range of output to situations  (such as 
agricultural production)  in which short run response may  be quite small 
and it may  take s0111e  time for output to respond fully to sane  cba.nge  in 
demand  conditions.  ~1arkets vary as to the number  of substitutes for and 
complements  to the good in question which exist and also the degr8e of 
competition or monopoly  in the warket. 
Even if interest centres in the demand  for some  good and in particular 
the relationship bev1reen  the quantity derranded  and the price of the good 
it is still necessary to consider supply  conditions in order to~e·whether 
it is possible to identify a  demand  relationship.  In general if the 
quantity of a  good  sold at a  given price is observed the data most  probably 
represent the interaction of dernand  and supply factors rather than the 
reaction of the quantity derranded  to variation in price. 
The  demand  relationship may  be identified in a  number of l'm.ys.  In the 
simplest case  in which  the price of the good is tre only or the  predominc~t 
influence on demand,  if suppl~ers set the price and are prepared to supply 
any quantity at that price then the quantities bought as price varies 
correspond to the demand  relationship.  In the more  general case in which 
other factors affect demand  and/or supply it may  be  possible to identifY· 
the demand  relationship by observing the effects on  the quantity bought of 
changes in factors such as consumers'  budgets, tax regulations, or costs 
and other supply factors.  Clearly this problem must  be considered in 
studying the market  for  info~ation. - A32  -
2.  The  D.?mand  for Infom.ation 
There are  tw"O  studies of particular relevance concerned with the 
market for infom.ation; Berg  (Journal of the A.TTlerican  Society of Information. 
Science Jan/Feb 1972)  and Hayami  and Peterson  (American  Econanic Review 
1972  62(1)).  The  first ipvest'l.gates the demand  for scientific journals 
while the second is concerned with the potential social benefits or 
improving  the accuracy of the information provided as a  public service 
by the U.S.  Departr:lent  of Agt'iculture.  In both ca.ses  the dena.nd relation-
ship is identified, since  i.~ the first study it is argued that the editors 
of the journal studied set the price and then supplied the quG.nti ty demanded 
at tha.t price, while there are other supply and demand  factors which help 
to identify the demand  relationship  (and hence  the elasticities) for the 
agricultural products which affect the provision of information studied 
in the second case. 
The  Ber.g  study investigates the  de~d  for the Journal of Physica! 
Chemistrv by  members  and  non-members  (mainly  libra~ies) of the American 
Chemical Society for the period 1956-1966.  In addition to producing price 
elasticities of derrand  on  the part of members  and non-members,  the study 
indicated differences in the demand  c~~cteristics of the  t~ro groups  suggesting 
that a  better allocation of resources would  be  obtained thro~h a  dual 
journal system in which institutional subscribers would  receive the entire. 
collection of articles for archival ptrr'poses,  \'lt.tile  ACS  members  would receive 
smaller, more  specialised packages, matching their p1--ofile  of interests.  If 
such differences in the derrand characteristics of consumers of on-line 
infonnation exist, it is possible that krlo'11ledge  of these differences might 
be useful data affecting the form of the supply of on-line information, but 
such an investigation is beyond  the scope of the present study. 
Similarly, while the Hayami  and Peterson study suggests that the 
potential social benefits  ou~~igh  the costs of same  improvement  in the 
accuracy of infonnation provided, a  benefit-cost ana.lysis of methods  of 
imProving  the technical reliability of the service and  the merits of 
alternative systems of accessing artd  interrogation in on-line  info~ation 
services lies outside the terms of r~ference of the present study. - A33-
3.  Other relevant tn3.tcrial on  the demand  for Information 
Two  issues of m1jor importance_  in this study are  (a) in what  units 
a.hould quantity of inforrr.ation be  measured?,. anP.· ·  Jb)  hCYt>l  do  consumers of 
information assess benefits of lllfonnation  ru1d  wlmt  factors determine these 
benefits?  There is an extensive literature ~fllich although not directly 
concerned ~~th the  d~rand for on-line inforrrution as such rrey be brief.ly 
mentioned for the sake of tre ligL'1t  it sheds_  on  these  t-"'10  issues. 
Mar  'h...,. lr J  ( ''E  •  f  •  •  •  t •  d  • din  tf  II  •  sc.u;..U'..  •  conet1Ucs  o  lllqUJ.rY,  comnuruca  mg,  ec~  g  J-i  .. .-rr..er1.can 
Econanic  Revi~'l vel.  58  no.  1968  pp.  i-18) discusses the ar-gurnent  tl:'.at 
infonration is not valued for its own  sake but only to the e>..'tent  t}'l.at it 
roodifies decisions.  It follcrr'ls  that l-Jhat  is important is that the  ~overage 
and accuracy be appropriate for the decision to be made.  (For example if 
a  researcher lt!arlts  to obtain background infom.ation about a  subject a  search 
which t~  up  10%  of references may  be as useful, if not trDre,  than one 
which finds  90%  of the relevant references.  On  the other hand if a  firm 
wishes  to·ID1m1 what  patented reseC:U~ch ha~ been  done  in a  specific field 
only 100%  coverage may  be of use at all.) 
Marscha.k  also argues that the measure of informa.tion usually used -
the bit - has little relevance to the value of information as it is 
simply a measure  of transmission to whiCh  a  value cannot be  attributed 
without further knowledge  about the nature of the inforrnation being 
transmitted. 
Cost-effecti  venens methods  do  not try to supply a  measure of the 
value of output, but they do  require a  m-~asure of output of an inform3.tion 
system, and  t~re is a  substantial body of research :in  tl"l..is  field, reviet-red 
in C-~ter 6 of Flowerdew A.D.J.  and Whitehead C.M.E.  (Cost Effectiveness 
and Cost/Benefit Analysis in Infor~ration Services OSTI  Report  5206  October 
1974).  The  two  most relevent references are  (a) Ashmore,  Smith and Stern 
(Cost effectiveness of current  a~-.-reness sources in the pharmaceutical 
industry" Journal of the American Society for Inforrration Service 1973 
Jan-Feb pp.  29-39)  \-rho  discuss the choice of data base on  the criterion of 
alerts and  unique alerts and  (b)  King D. W.  and Bryant E.  C.  ('!he Evaluation of 
Information Services and Products,  Information Resources Press, V.!ashington 
D.C.  1971)  tfuich assesses the importance of a  number  of different measures - A34  ·-
of performn.nce  such ao  speed of ohtaininz the information, accurtJ.cy  of 
infonna.tion ond so on, as ele;oonts in an effectiveness measure.  It is 
clear fro.-n our own  research  th:~.t  these are th0 types of factor that 
infornation departments are  takir~g L'"lto  account \'lhen  determining ·whether 
or not to use a  given on-line information system to do a  particular sem-ch. 
Apart·~~ the attempts to determine  de~d  curves for inforrration 
discussed in Annex  4 part 2 there ha.ve  been very fe\·t attempts to examine 
the ben~fits (and therefore the price consumers are prepared to pay)  for 
infonnation.  Two  which imply Hays  in which orga.nisations might  go  about 
obtaining such rneasures if they -...Fish  to cleterm..ine qua.."'lti tati  vely l-'lhether  or 
not to use on-line services at particular prices are those by Darr1ners 
and by \folfe et al.  Both are interested in mald.ng  the distinction between 
user cost and the cost to the organisation,t·:hich is likely to be a  major 
source of difficulty in estirrll!lting the dcrnand  for on-line services.  This 
is because  da~and for the service ~all often be  d~termined by the infor-
mation departrrent  and payment  ccme  from that department's budget mule the 
ultimate user who  will obtain the direct value of the information may 
have little say in whether or not to use  the service. 
Dan:eners  H.  F.  (Economic  evaluation of current awareness systems EURII4 
Conference Paris 20-22 November  1973)  attc..-r;pts  to measure  ho"r;  much  users 
would be pr-epared to :include for SDI  infornntion in their own  budget. 
Wolfe  J .N., Bryden D.H.,  Scott A.  YotL~ R., Aitchison T  .ttl.  ('Ihe Economics 
of Tecl11'1ical  Inforrration Syste··ns:  A Study in Cost Effectiveness OSTI  Report 
5103 Edinburgh university 1971)  also measure benefits to final users in a 
number  of \'lays  taking account of time sa\"ed and output costs if information 
is not available.  They  suggest that these factors \'Till weigh differently 
depending upon whose  decision ld.ll determine use of the service. 
Nightingale R.A.  ('A Cost Benefit Study of a  Iti811ually-produced Current 
A'\lrareness  Bulletin'  As lib Procee(1irl!;s  1973  25 ( 4  describes a  study evaluating 
parts of BP' s  inforrn  ...  'ltion service :in t-.ill.ch  the benefits are seen as the 
value of time saved meanured  in terms of salary pilus  overheads at S. 4 per 
hour.  This  study is ir;rportant in that it sur-.,gests  how  one  mie:...ht  expect 
organisations and  inforrr.ation departments to determine lrffiich  of a  nunbcr of 
ways of obtaining given infonna.tion they 'iiould actually use - a  major 
element in determining the responsiveness of demand  to the price of on-line 
information services. -A 35-
~.  The  D~~l~Yl for  On-Idr:c~ Tnfcr'ln.?.. ticn Serv:i cefj 
Two  importru1t  publications on the  d~~nd costs and prices of on- line 
infomation have  been published in the last fet'l weeks.  Th~se are  (a)  the 
SOC  report by J.  \4/~er, M.  Fishbtun and  C.A.  Cuadra entitles "On-Line 
Impact Study";  and  (b)  No.2  in the EUSIDIC  European User Series "Infor1Tntion 
Econcrnics"  editors G.  Pratt and S.  Harvey published by Aslib. 
'Ihe  SDC  report arises from a  la.T'lJ;e  survey of users carried out in 
late 1974  and  early 1975.  It is thought that at the time the survey covered 
about  ttro  thirds of the total on-line using corrmunity.  'Ibis was  made  up  of 
about one  third ccnmercial,  one  third cducatioml,  20%  goverrrnent  and  .some 
others and it \•Ias  foUt'1d  tr~t the vast majority of demand  ·t-:as  initiated from 
infot~a  tion d.:::par·tments.  Tne  main detenninants of starting to use the system 
and continuing use are discussed as well as more  general descriptive rr.a.terial 
on hm·r  the systu'TI  is used,  staffing etc. 
'Ihe most  important conclusions  f'ro..11  the point of view of our project  appeth~-­
to be: 
a)  Existing users rave not generally found  the necessity for a 
ternrl.l"".a.l  to be a  rr..aj or hindrance  • 
b)  There are  soi·ne  initial difficulties \'nth staff that cost time and 
finance to overc:o.11e. 
c)  The  method of s.earching and the number  per user varies considerably 
betl-:een  types of user:  Coirrucrcial  uzers do  the fe-·,,ies t  searchefi 
while educational users do  the most.  But car.mercial users are 
roore  prepared to use more  t}-l..an  one  data base. 
d)  Average  search time is about 18  minutes but educational users 
take less time ru1d  government  agencies more. 
e  1  T"ne  rik'1lber  aJ1d  type of search depends  on area of interest 
e •  .g.  medical searches normally use only one data base because only 
one is readily available. 
f)  Tne  mean  cost for nearch l':as  $23.83 but this vms  heavily skewed 
and most  costs Here  belo\·;  $10. 
h)  A major benefit VJas  thought to be e:>..'tension  of information 
services and increased use of inform3. t:i.on.  Productivity of 
Productivity of staff was  also thought to have  increased.  A 
greater breakdo;·m of these benefits is shovm  in the follov:ing 
table :t'rc11  page 15  of the Brief Sum::.a:r-ry  Report: - A36-
Question:  ~Jhat did your organisation initially anti.cipa.te 1·:nuld  be  the 
mam  benefit of using on-line systems? 
72.0% 
67.5% 
56.9% 
47.2% 
(Managers,  N = 472) 
Faster turnaround time 
Access to additional 
sources of inforrration 
Reduction of staff time 
Greater precision in 
searching 
44.4% 
43.0% 
5.0% 
2.9% 
Serve more  users 
Capability for literature-
seal~chir~ services 
Other 
Di<L'1' t  know 
Over  90%  of ~~ers  thought  these benefits were realised. 
The  report accepts that the evidence on  costs is the least accurate in 
the sUL-rvey .for a  number  of reasons  including lo·r'l  response.  It also contains 
useful material on the motivation of rr  .  .a.r1B.gcrs  who  use the service as wall 
as evidence on the problems of initial cost of usage.  So1·ne  of tre mterial 
can be and will be  co.~ared dil  ... cctly \A.rith  our O\·m  findings. 
The  Aslib report provides information on available data bases  (a list 
of which  is given, in the first report of the Eu:copean  User Series - 'Data 
Bases in Europe'  editor G.  Pratt, published by As lib 1975)  and  th~ir costs 
and prices.  It also inclucles a  succinct historical review of the  gro"t~rth 
of on-line information services in Europe,  describes  cu.~~ently a\~ilable 
systeins  in detail and lists the groups for v;hich available information will 
be of l''elevance. 
Estimates of each type of cost  (access costs, term:w.al  costs,  tele-
communications·  charges  ~nd print charges)  are· then given and graph<:3 
provided sho1ri.ng  the relative cost of searching different data files 
through different on-line suppliers.  Different points of access and meth:>ds 
of access are also analysed so providing  info1~tion on  the vca,intion in 
tranr:mrl.ssion  costs.  Tt"~se SUf"Eest  tr.at transmission costs per hotn  ..  vary 
cons  idem·. , :r  and are the IT'aj or reasons for the differences in overall 
prices paid.  There is however  no  adjustment of costs m-1.de  to allO,•l  for - A37-
differences in the amou.?'lt  of useful output obtained rr.cm  different sou-rces. 
Four reasons were given by f'  ...  trtha Williams in 1974  ('Use of f\hchine-
Readable Da.ta  Eases' ,  Annual  Rcvicv;  of LTlfornn.tion  Science arrl Technology, 
Vol.  9)  for the gvowth in on-line search in the U.S.A.  They  w~ere: 
a)  Gr~atly 11educed  costs of storage 
b)  Decreased  ccrrnJ.tL.'I'li.cations  costs because of specialised nct't'rorks 
c)  T.ne  availability of tapes to make  retrospective searching  feasib~e 
d~  Increased reliability of  c~~uter operations. 
The  Aslib report discusses their possible relevance to what  rray  be 
expected in Europe.  The  first t\\'O  reasons are of cou.rn2  the basic 
technological changes which have made  the idea of EURONET,  and other 
systems, possible.  It is not certain that further savings \&dll  be 
experienced in the futura.  Reasons  (c) and  (d)  both affect  consid~rably 
the value of searching and  (c) especially is expected to be a  major 
deterrnina~t of  derna~d.  Tne  importance of (d) rray  by  n01·!  be mainly historic. 
Given  the current pi"icing structure the authors argue that the major 
dete1~ninont of da~d is accessibility and  th~t this is heavily influenced 
by the users'.  experience.  Therefo!'e user education together with increased 
accessibility throv.gh cial-up  (pr·eferably local call) uill form  the 
basis for exp:msicn in European demand. 
Neither SDC  nor Aslib attempt to relate demand  directly to price.  It 
is worth pointing out that tre current levels of charging are as  1CJ1.~ as 
they are because all tm~ee major on-line service systems are provided as 
spin-offs from  oth9r production processes.  Data  bases thf~elves are also 
generally spin-offs from  the publication of r..ard  cover material or sirnilar 
activities. 
This means  that prices bave not generally rad to cover the total 
costs of usil:1g  an independent system but only those costs \1Jhichari3e  because 
of new  usage.  For entirely ne\'1  systei·ns  or ne\·1  data base  a costs could be 
of a  different order and prices if set to cover these costs \\-ould  then be 
very much  higher than those C'Ll.YTently  observed.  Ini'orrnation on·  cost  such 
as  that available in Vickers P .H.  ( 'Tne  Costn of Nech::.::.nised  Infonration 
Systems'  published by OECD  197  ~) is of relevance in that it suggests the - A38-
ra.ng;e  over which profitable or br-eal{-evcn  prices 't.-lould  ruve  to be set. 
Which  costs should actually be  borne by the consumer if social benefit 
is to be rraximised is a  complex economic  and political problem,  so.TTie 
aspects of v1hich  are discussed in Chapter 5 of Flo'.•lerde\'t  and ~hltehead 
where particular notice should be  taken of the dist:inction beti':een 
private and social costs. 
Decisions about appropriate levels of subsidy or oth~r fonns  of 
governmental assistance are of course outside the scope of this study 
and will presumably be arrived at by political means.  It may  be relevant 
to note  however  that there may  be reasonable economic  grounds  for at 
least same  level of support. 
A final relevant area on derrand before turning to the material on 
EURONET  is that of the denand for a  network.  J.  B.  Wyatt  ("To~m.rds 
Compute~ Netv:orkine  - Tne  Harvard Experience" Armals  of' Economic  and Social 
Measurement  3/3 1974)  suggests that there is a  very good  economic  and 
financial  case for providing computer netrr\urks  both on  the grounds of 
cost and because services can be better sui  ted to the  const...l'Tier.  Of 
particular relevance to our problem is that when  the budget is placed in 
the hands of users it \\'US  found that a  rr.arket  does  gro~.r 1.4-p  in which  dcznand 
is sensitive to price 2nd  service time and  that users do  differentiate 
bet"~een systern3  choosing that \'lhich best meets their o-wn  particular needs 
at least cost - not simply choosjrJg either the best -vr.i.thout  respect to cost 
or the  cheapest.  Non-co;nparability between access methods  and data bases 
was  hm•:ever  found to be a  hindrance. 
Thus  in the literature on  on-line information  ser~ces there is much 
which helps us assess the relative jmportance of different variables in 
dete~~  demand  by final users and orgprdsations and there is considerable 
information on acttmQ  costs and prices.  Hm~ever there is very little indeed 
w~ch addresses itself to the particular question of responsiveness to 
specific price levels and structure, and changes in these  p1~ce~. 
5.  EURO:t\"ET 
The  literature most directly concerned \dth EURONEr  cons~sts of the 
reports prepared by P .A.  International rr.anagement  Consultants Limited and 
by Pandata PN  for the Commission of the European  Comi1U.l1i ties and  the papers - A39-
by G.  W.  Davies and A.  Tornbert;  pi'esented at the Second European Congress 
on Information Syst~~ and  Net~rorks. 
The  report  Foreca~t of Users of On-Line Retrieval Services for 
Scientific a11d  Technical  Info~-r::it:i.on in Eu:r'Cpe  1976-1985 prepared by P.  A. 
International ~bnagellant Consultants Linuted in Novewber  1974  presented 
forecasts for the years 1976,  19&:>  and 1985  of (a)  the nttnber of users of 
on-line retrieval services for s.cientific and tecrmcal infor.ma.tion 
in Europe  (covering the EEC  countries plus  ~,dtzerland, Austria, Spain, 
Portugal, Svreden,  No~a.y, Finland and Iceland),  (b)  the average annual 
frequency of use per us€r and  (c)  the  to~u data traffic flowing over 
the corrmunication lines between users and the systems providir.g the 
on-l:ine services  (in bits per annum).  The  forecast values are reproduced 
below: 
Users 
Ave~ge use per user 
Total traffic 
1976 
60,CXX> 
1.7 
0.1 X  1012 . 
198o  1985 
960,000  2,350,000 
2.8  3.7 
3.3 X 1012  10.4 X 1012 
The methodology underlying the production of the forecasts  involved 
building a  m:>del  -r.t'..ich  allows the totals to be obtained f'rorn  disaggregate 
data concerni113 
20 geographical regions 
23  subject area sectors 
12  t~~es of on-line service 
4 languages 
4 measures of data traffic. 
Given various assumpticns made  concerning the general character of the 
infomation service field during the period,  the  component  parts of the 
roodel  \~-ere  then forecast, in s~Tf:e  cases by extrapolating earlier trends and 
~,~h  patterns and in others on· the basis of information procured by the 
team producing the P.A.  report.  Appendix B of the report contains forecasts 
disaggregated by region, sector, etc. 
To  evalu-"lte  the P .A.  forecasts in the context of possible demand 
relntionships it is necessary to :investigate the role of prices in the 
forecasting model.  (Page  references are to the P.A.  report.)  Tne  only - A40  -
mention of pr•ice occurs in Section 3.1 Assk"11Ption  ..  C)  \'mere it is stated 
(p.  11)  ~-
g)  ·priciPg policy 
It is ass~~ed that costs of alternative on-line services will be 
comparable.  \'lhile  corr:nercial organisations are likely to insist 
on sh0rt term profitability, public services such as  EORONET  may 
not.  Nevertheless,  financing  from public funds is expected to 
diminish \i.i  th tirr.e,  virtu..tlly ceasing vrl thin the second half of 
the forecast period.  Prices are assumed  to be  independent of 
the geographical location of the user. 
These  assumption are in line with the basic principles deveaoped 
by the special CIDST  working group on pricing. 
Iater (p.  54)  there appears: 
Perhaps because of its abstract nature  (e.g.  to receive an item 
of info:rrration  t~rl.ce is not  t-w-ice  as valuable as receiving it 
•  once), information m.s  never quite followed the market behaviour 
of rna terial commodities.  Compared  with the overall impact of · 
scientific infortr..ationon \.;hole  communities, most  users appear 
unwillir~ to pay- :much  for the information that they seek. 
No  price data appear explicitly in the computation of the forecasts, 
though to the extent th3.t prices affect other cor;.ponents  or  the model  (such 
as the annual data on millions of search e:> .  .-pressions per year, 1971-1974, 
used to fit the Gompertz  curve to the growth of ~LINE (p.  24,  Figure 3,7)) 
same  implicit price effects are presumably incorporated in the forecasts. 
~rever, it is clearly not possible to derive the implicit price structure 
corresponding to the forecasts of tisage  and traffic. 
· If it could be assuned  (a)  that  ~he suppliers of on-line information 
set th~ price and then supply all that is demanded  at that price and  (b) 
that the price· moved  over  t:irr~E:  in fixed proportion to costs, it would be 
possible to say something about price, since the P.A.  report does make 
SOlTC  assunptions concemin.g costs  (pp.  11-12); 
h)  Costs 
For a  retrospective search Uooainst  a  single data base, yielding 
25  citations dturing a  half hour session, the total crarge to the 
user (in 1974  US  dollars) including conmunication,  processing and 
printir~ is assLrrned  to be:  · 
1976  $20 
19CO  $10 
1985  $  5 - A41  -
While  these fieures are only  notior~~l, they give:an indication 
of both the perceived cost of a  search to the user, and  the 
potential revenue  to the operators of services. 
Unfortunately,  the report does  not explain vt'hy  these nunbers ,.;ere 
_chosen,  so that it is pmbably wise not to assume  _that  these cost figures 
can be used as a  proxy for prices.  Thus  while the  fcre~~ts of usage 
and traffic in the P  ;A.  report have  considerable value, it is not easy to 
see how,  in the absence of forecasts c£  price etructures, they may  be 
used to derive de-rend r.alationships and elasticities.  Figure  A  1,  base~ on 
the P.A.  data,  can  therefore be regarded as illustrative only. :ost 
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ANNEX  5 
~1E  DATA  ON  PRICES  A'N"D  THE  GRO\tn,..rl  OF  DE!·!AND 
In order to build up  a  quantitative picture of the responsiveness 
of dem:md  a  selective search was  made  of the li  tera.tm-e and  the questioP-'laire 
·was  used in an attempt to collect data from  the respondents  (see question 8). 
The  information from  these sources rray  be  grouped under three headings 
(i) cost$,  (ii) prices and  (iii) demand. 
(i)  Costs  T'ne  majority of the data available relate to the costs 
of information services.  In addition to the  PANDATA  report referred to 
above there are G.  Pratt and Susan Harvey,  Infom.ation Economics  (European 
User Series 2)  and The  Cost of MecP.a..~zed Information Systems  (Directorate 
for Scientific Affairs, O.E.C.D.,  1974),  while a  further five cost studies 
are sumrarized and discusseq in N.  V.  System Djtnarnics  S. A.'s Final Report 
on "Proj  ec~ 1: Analysis of Various Cost Studies in connection with EURONET" • 
Unfortunately these data are of very little interest as none  of the studies 
is concerned with pricing policy or pricing structures. 
If it \'rere  the  case  that the price of a  particular service \'laS  set to 
cover the costs of that service then the cost data would  be  releront in 
setting loirer bounds for prices.  rrhis is obviously not the case \tlhsre 
cross-subsidi.zation bet't':een  ser-vices is possible aT'ld  if there is any degree 
of government  subsidization the relationship between costs and the pricing 
structure bec~es very tenuous. 
(ii) Prices  Here  the data referred to on-line charges, either per 
hour or per search and to off-line charges of printing citations etc and 
came  mainly from respondents to the question"1aire.  This source provided some 
information  on  tariffs of  .~harges for SDC,  Lockheed,  TITUS,  ~"'E, UKCIS 
and Excepta IVIedica.  In addition Dr.  A.  J. Harley of the B-ritish Library 
provided price data on IiEDLARS  in the U.K.  and  two  8'-.<~edish reports  (R.  Hjerppe, 
Experiences cf an Interactive Retrieval System - ESRO/RECON,  Royal Institute 
of Teclmology Libra.!"J,  Stockholm,  November  1971+  and R.  P.jerppe and A.  Nord, 
Utilization of the  ESRO/RECQ~ System at the Roj~l Institute of Technology 
Library during the period November  1973 - Decenber 1974, Royal Institute of 
Technology Library, Stockholm,  Novernber 1975)  provide price data·  on ESRO/ 
RECON. - A44  -
The  :infonration on tariffs io relevant to the study in providing 
sane observations on  the prices of information ser.fices, but the data 
provided by respondents even  ~nen supplemented by further  infor~ation 
obtained from  the selective eearch of the literature gives only an incomplete 
picture of the prices of same  services at a  a~11· nunber of points in time. 
Given  the time and resources available it has not been possible to build up 
a  fuller profile of the moveuent  of prices for a  ~~de variety of services 
at a  large number  of points of time. 
(iii)  Derrand  It was  found that data on df;lmnd were  even more 
difficult to obtain and interp:cet than those on  costs or prices.  A number 
of users of on-lirte infomation services who  responded to the questionnaire 
were  prepared to provide sane data on  their derr.and,  but these constitute 
only a  p1~portion of total dew3nd  and it is not clear how  representative 
they w.ay  be.  T'ne  main  potential sources of information on  total demand 
are the suppliers of on-l:ine information serVices and in general the-.r 
did not make  this infonnation available for the study. 
The  dP...mand  data presented by Dr.  Harley and also those contained in 
the  ~\U &~edish reports are of interest in trat they also present data on 
prices.  Even if the demand  for these services is not fully representative 
of those to be  prcvid.ed by EUROl··JET,  this infomation is jmporta.'"Jt  as it 
illustrates  SQ~e of the difficulties involved in investigating the dewand 
for a  n3w  product  ~~ing the period of i~ovation. Any  attempt  to·derive 
price elasticities is further  con~licated by the fact that the services 
have been provided free over scme  periods of time. 
The  data obtained from Dr.  Harley relate to the number  of retroactive 
search requests per week  for ~~LARS in the U.K.  for the period 1966  to 
1975  and  are presented in figure A2.  From  its introduction in 1966  to October 
1970  the service '\•ras  provided free and the steady grrrf\rth  during this period 
therefore represents rr.a.inly  th~ rate of innovation of the service.  In 
October 1970  cr~es were  introduced and  there resulted a  dr~atic fall in 
derrand,  although less dramatic than the diagram su...:r-r;ests  since  20-25%  of the 
derr.and  in the period prior to the introduction of charges  ~:as frcm France 
and this demand  would  have  m>li tched to a  nel'l French access to !J!EDLARS 
which became available at this time  an~,ray.  The  ch-'J.rges  \'~ere £10  per search 
for ca.T:merical  users, but only £6  for educational users an_d  about  8o%  of 
total dema ·d  car.le  from the second group. S
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 In February 1974  r-EDLThlE  became  available and during the initial 
period after its :introduction its use was  provided free.  The  graph 
suggests that the de:rand  for KEDLTh1E  may  i'  .. a.ve  been beginning to grow 
alOI\.~ a  similar trGnd to that  follo~red by  thr~  dcnend  for f".'iEIJIJ,RS  prior 
to 1970,  but in April 1975  ch·J.rges  were  introduced fox•  r·lEDLDE  and 
there follrn-ted  a  drop in dell".Gind.  Clearly demand  for both I•!EDL.!\.,tzS  and 
MEDLINE  is responsive to changes  in price, although the data do  not 
provide the basis for the formal calculation of elacticities. 
The  St.'ledish data also suggest that  dem:111d  is responsive to price 
changes.  Table A  .1 shat··tS  tr.e  nUilber  of commissioi1ed queries per month 
for RECON  from October 1972, the tn-:>nth  the service l'rcts  introduced,  to 
October 1973.  (Data taken from Hjerppe, November  1974, p. 12). 
"Tne  number  of queries per month  • • •  shmrs  a  decline tOt:ror-ds 
the end of the spring 1973,  and then sharp rise in June.  T"nis 
sudden onEet \-:as  due  to the fact that RECON  t·.ras  offered free of 
charge to all reaecu~chers affiliated to KTH  during June-Augtmt 
in order to .get a  higher·  utilizatic~n since only 9 queries Kere 
submitted in Nay, ltmi.ch  meant  RECON  was  idle most of the time 
in May."  (Hj erppe, November  197 4, p.  9) • 
Month 
October  1972 
November 
December 
January 1973 
Febrlla.""Y 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
Octobel'' 
Number  of 
commissioned queries 
10 
8 
17 
14 
12 
10 
6 
7. 
22 
29 
30 
20 
26 
Table A.l 
Percentage of queries 
which \o.Jere  fr-ee 
10 
0 
35 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
82 
72 
63 
45 
27 - Ait-7-
Once  again, while it is not  possible to separate the  tr~nd effect 
f.ran the effect of changing prices, the data do  s~~est some  responaivcnens 
or dsmand. 